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TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT

BOARD OF EDUCATION

The Board of Education, in presenting to the Legislature

their Twelfth Annual Report, are happy in being able to speak

of the continued prosperity of the schools of this Common-

wealth, and of the continued interest manifested, on the part of

the people; in the cause of universal education. This is, em-

phatically, one of the great interests of the State; and, so long

as the successive generations that spring up here are moral

and intelligent, so long we are sure our prosperity will continue.

During the past year, one member of this board, Joseph W.
Ingraham, Esq., of Boston, a devoted and tried friend of the

cause of education, has been removed by death.

In the early part of the year, Hon. Horace Mann, the Secre-

tary of the Board, was elected to fill the place in the Congress

of the United States, vacated by the death of the Hon. John

Q.uincy Adams. It was with deep rogret we received his resig-

nation in May last. Not being prepared, at that time, to ap-

point a successor, he was requested to perform the duties of

the office until the annual meeting, and prepare the report,

which accompanies this of the Board.

We need not say, that Mr. Mann has faithfully performed

the duties of the office he has held, for twelve years, and thor-

oughly aroused the people of this Commonwealth to the im-

portance of Common School education. He has devoted himself

to this great work with a noble, self-denying zeal, and has

enstamped his name so deeply on the educational interests of
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the State, that it will never be effaced. It has been his lot, in

common with all others ardently devoted to plans for promot-

ing human welfare, to be looked upon with suspicion by some,

and to encounter opposition ; but this Board feel assured, that

he has honestly labored to raise the standard of intellectual

and moral education, uninfluenced by any sinister motive. In

parting with one, who has performed a good service for the

State, we deem it a pleasure, as well as a duty, to bear this,

our public testimony, to the fidelity and good faith with which

he has performed the duties of his office.

Knowing it would require some time for any one, who might

succeed Mr. Mann, to separate himself from the business in

which he might be engaged, and be prepared to enter upon the

duties of the Secretaryship as soon as the office should be

vacated, the Board met in September, and unanimously elected

Rev. Barnas Sears, of Newton, to be their Secretary. Octo-

ber 27, 1848, he transmitted to the Board the following an-

swer :—"The many generous assurances of sympatlry and aid,

which I have received, have at length induced me to accept

the appointment, relying on the counsels of the Board to aid

me in the great work to which they have called me." At the

date of this report, Dr. Sears enters upon the duties of his

office. He has been, for many years, devoted to the cause of

education, for five years a member of this Board, and fully

acquainted with its operations; we, therefore, deem him well

qualified for the duties of this responsible office.

It is the wish of the Board, having so thoroughly called the

attention of the people to the importance of Common Schools,

and awakened an interest which has manifested itself in the

improvement of schoolhouses, on which more than two millions

of dollars have been expended during the last ten years ; in

doubling the appropriations made in the cities and towns for the

support of schools; in the demand for better teachers, and in

the provision made for furnishing them, to perform now, if pos-

sible, a service of a more practical kind. After having spent

so much time and labor upon the system, we wish to give

more attention to the actual condition of the schools, and to

afford aid and encouragement to teachers, parents, committee
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men, and the friends of education in all the cities and towns of

the Commonwealth, as far as it can be done by the labors of

one man. We made known to the Secretary our views and

wishes on this subject at the time of his appointment.

It will be seen at once, that, if the Secretary spends a con-

siderable part of his time in travelling throughout the State,

for the purpose of visiting the schools, it must be attended with

considerable expense. It is our opinion that he cannot afford

to do it, as it should be done, with the salary at present allowed.

We, therefore, take the liberty to suggest, to the honorable

Legislature, that the travelling expenses, or such part of them

as the Board shall deem reasonable and just, be paid, in addi-

tion to the present salary.

Accompanying this, are the reports of the Visiters of the

Normal Schools, which show them to be increasing in pros-

perity and usefulness. Those young ladies and gentlemen who
resort to these schools, find them so beneficial, that many of

them continue a longer time than the terms of admission re-

quire. They find no difficulty in obtaining schools, with

higher wages than they have before received, or the districts

paid. In some parts of the State, female teachers, especially,

receive twice as much as formerly, so that a young lady, in one

year after leaving the Normal School, can almost defray the

expense of a year's attendance by the extra pay she receives.

The more we see of the benign effects of the system of Normal
Schools, the more fully are we persuaded that the establishment

of them was wise and judicious. They exert a beneficial influ-

ence upon teachers that do not attend. The pupils at these

schools have come from every county, and from almost half the

towns, in the State. Through them, many others become ac-

quainted with improved modes of teaching, and the best mode
of illustrating a particular subject, and make use of them in

their schools.

We are gratified to know that teachers generally, throughout

the State, manifest an increasing interest in their work; that a

state and several county associations have been formed, and
that teachers meet together to stimulate each other to improve-

ment and progress.
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Though there is much that is encouraging, the work is not

accomplished. Let the stimulus that is now given to this

cause by the State be withheld, and we have reason to believe

that a general apathy and indifference would again prevail. If

the State should relax her efforts, or withhold her support, the

people will relax theirs, and ignorance and vice, which always

go hand in hand, will extend their dominion, consume the

wealth, and diminish the power, of our Commonwealth. As
God, in his providence, has taught us that the prosperity and

happiness of a people depend on the universality and thorough-

ness of the moral and intellectual training of the young, we
must endeavor to give to all the children not only an ability

to read, but to understand what they read, that they may be-

come an honor and an ornament to our Commonwealth.

In conclusion, we would respectfully call the attention of the

members of the Legislature to some statements appended to the

Secretary's Report, respecting the onerous duties of that office,

and the difficulties attending the performance of them. We
would also invite the attention of the people generally to a

consideration of what has been done the last twelve years,

and to the position of Massachusetts in this great confederacy

of states, and the importance of giving to all the children a

thorough intellectual and moral education.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Boston, Nov. 24th, 1848.

GEO. N. BRIGGS,
JOHN REED,
H. HUMPHREY,
S. C. PHILLIPS,

H. B. HOOKER,
THOS. KINNICUTT,
EMERSON DAVIS,

JOHN A. BOLLES,
GEO. B. EMERSON.
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The Committee of Visiters of the West Newton Normal
School, appointed at the meeting of this Board held in May-

last, consisted of Messrs. Sears, Ingraham, and the subscriber.

As both Dr. Sears and Mr. Ingraham resided in the immediate

vicinity of the school, they were r lied upon to take the partic-

ular supervision of it. This duty was discharged by them re-

spectively until the death of the latter, and the resignation of

the former. The remain ng Visiter is consequently not so well

prepared to report upon the condition of the school as he other-

wise would have been. He is prepared, however, to report gen-

erally, that the school is in a flourishing condition, and that its

progress and management since the appointment of this Com-
mittee have been highly satisfactory. The number of pupils at

the commencement of the present term was 77, and is, at the

present time, 70, a very considerable increase upon the num-
ber in former terms.

The Model School conne^t^d with the Institution, owing to

an arrangement made with the school district in which it is

located, and by which a large portion of its expense is de-

frayed by the district, has increased in number from about thirty-

five to eighty, and is believed to be satisfactorily answering the

object of its establishment.

The Principal, Mr. Pierce, and his assistants, Miss Lincoln

and Miss Watson, are entit ed to the fulled approbation of the

Board for the ability, energy, and zeal with which they con-

tinue to discharge their respective duties.

All which is respectfully submitted.

THOMAS KINNICUTT.

The Visiters of the State Normal School, at Bridgewater re-

spectfully submit the following Report :

—

The Examination at the close of the term was conducted by
the Principal, in the most careful and thorough manner, in the
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presence of two of the Visiters, who divided their attendance

between two of the days, during which the examination con-

tinued. The results afforded great satisfaction in regard to the

mental discipline and varied attainments of the pupils. Forty-

eight pupils were connected with the school at the close of the

term.

The regulation, requiring all who attend to continue one

year, has doubtless operated to diminish somewhat the number

of attendants, yet it cannot be questioned that a most important

advantage is thus gained in reference to the more thorough dis-

cipline, and more perfect qualification, of the pupils for the work

of instruction.

The Visiters are gratified in publicly recognizing the munifi-

cence of individuals in various valuable donations to the Institu-

tion. Among these, are specially to be noticed a valuable Outline

Map of England, a Series of Astronomical Maps, valued at fifteen

dollars, and a set of the very beautiful and valuable Anatomical

and Physiological Maps of Dr. Cutter, valued at twenty dollars,

the expression of his own kind regard for the Institution.

The Visiters unite in the expression of the most decided con-

viction, that this school is still sustaining well its previous high

reputation, and, by sending out thoroughly trained teachers of

Common Schools, is operating with great and happy effect on

the best interests of education.

S. C. PHILLIPS,
)

H. B. HOOKER, C Visiters.

JOHN REED, \

The Visiters of the Normal School, at Westfield, for the cur-

rent year, have attended the examinations at the close of each

term, and have the pleasure of reporting to the Board :

—

That, under the able and indefatigable instruction of the Prin-

cipal, Mr. D. S. Rowe, and Miss R. M. Pennell, Assistant

Teacher, the school is highly prosperous, and promises still

wider popularity and usefulness

;
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That the number of pupils has been much larger than in

any preceding year : in the winter term, 48; in the spring term,

47; in the fall term, 76;—average, 59. Total, 171; average

age of the scholars, 20;

That these were from eight counties, and fifty-two towns in

the State

;

That all the examinations in the departments were highly

creditable, both to the teachers and scholars, evincing thorough

instruction and diligent application
;

That the studies in this school embrace all the branches of

popular education, in its present advanced state, in our highly

favored Commonwealth, and that the instruction is, as it ought

to be, eminently elementary and analytical. The pupils are

taught, not to recite by rote, or to answer leading questions,

but to master rules and principles; that, having learned how
to acquire knowledge most successfully and thoroughly them-

selves, they may be able, in their turn, to impart it most suc-

cessfully to others.

In conclusion, the Visiters of the Normal School in Westfield,

cordially recommend it to the Board, and to all the friends of

popular education throughout the State, as highly worthy of

public confidence and increased patronage.

H. HUMPHREY,
E. DAVIS.
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At a meeting of the Board of Education, held December 13,

1848, the following Resolutions were unanimously passed, viz:

—

Resolved, That, in reviewing the official course of the late

Secretary of the Board, we are led to contemplate extraordi-

nary proofs of the devotion of talents of the highest order,

under the influence of the purest motives, to a work of useful-

ness, which, in respect alike to the magnitude and permanence

of its results, and the nature and extent of the labor involved

in it, may be deemed as unsurpassed in the annals of the Com-

monwealth.

Resolved, That, in yielding to the necessity of dissolving the

connection, which has so long subsisted between the Board and

its late Secretary, we desire to place on record, and to tender

to Mr. Mann, the most unqualified assurance of our official

approbation of his services, and of our warmest personal re-

gard, and best wishes for his future usefulness, honor, and

happiness.

Resolved, That his excellency the Governor, as Chairman of

the Board, be requested to communicate to the Hon. Horace

Mann, an attested copy of the foregoing Resolutions, and that

the Secretary be instructed to annex a copy to the annual Re-

port of the Board which is to be submitted to the Legislature.

A true copy,

Attest, BARNAS SEARS,

Seci'etary of the Board of Education.
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TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT

SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.





TO THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.

Gentlemen;—
Having unconditionally declined a reelection to the office of

Secretary, this will be my Twelfth and last Annual Report.

Either at the close of this Report, or in a Supplement to it, I

propose to give some account of the duties and labors pertain-

ing to the office I have so long held, and of the inconveniences

that have embarrassed its administration. While an incumbent

of the office, I felt debarred by considerations of delicacy from

alluding to this subject ; lest I should seem, under the guise of

the public good, to be seeking relief from personal labor. But

it is due to my successors, that they should be exempted from

some of the burdens to which the office has hitherto been sub-

jected, and from so much at least of its mechanical toil, as is

incompatible with a profound study of the great principles on

which a system of Popular Education should be conducted, or

may interfere with a personal inspection of its working.

It is with emotions, " mournful yet pleasing to the soul,"

that I take a retrospect of the twelve years, which are now
drawing to a close. This portion of time is no inconsiderable

part of the life of a man. Of the life of a child,—of that

educational and formative period, which goes so far towards

determining what the man shall be,—it is the principal part. It

covers the entire period between the age of four and that of

sixteen years,—that period during which the children of the

State are considered as properly " due to the school.*' It meas-

ures, therefore, the life of a generation of school-going chil-

dren. Nineteen twentieths of all the children in Massachusetts,

who, in the year 1S37, were entering the school for the first

time, are now about leaving it, or have already left it, for the

last. When I made my first circuit over the State, I saw hun-

dreds and thousands of little boys and girls wending their
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unconscious way to the schoolroom, or sitting upon its seats, or

sporting around its door, as happy in the first-born joys of life,

and in their ignorance of coming events, as are the birds of

spring. But now, they are fledged ; they are poised, and,

with outstretched wings, are ready for a flight into this uncer-

tain world;—having more or less knowledge of the dangers

and duties with which their future life is to be strown, and

more or less preparation for avoiding the danger, and for ful-

filling the duty. The children of the age of sixteen years,

whom I saw in the schoolroom, twelve years ago, were then

about to leave it. For the last seven years, the males have

been voters, endued with all the rights of citizenship, actively

engaged in public or in private avocations, and making an

integral part of the substance and of the character of the Com-

monwealth. Females, too, in their sphere, have been advanced

to positions not less important. Many, of both sexes, have be-

come parents, and are now sending their own children to

school. Even those who were only nine years old, when this

educational movement was begun, are now of adult age. Dur-

ing the current season, they have voted for state and national

officers
;
and, in various ways, they are helping to determine

the measure of good or of evil repute, to which our common
country shall be entitled. All of them, in the thousand rela-

tions that knit men together in social life, are already blessing

or afflicting their friends and the community.

Who that has had any agency in determining issues so mo-

mentous, can look back upon his past course, without the most

solemn questionings, whether all has been done that could

have been done, to guide the devious footsteps of these youth

in the paths of worldly rectitude and honor, and towards the

goal of a happy immortality ! Who that contrasts his own
best exertions, with the magnitude and preciousness of the in-

terests confided to his care, will not bend low in humiliation,

and supplicate the Father of Mercies to supply the deficien-

cies of the creature's work, from the exhaustless fulness of the

Creator !

From the Board of Education, between whom and myself,

for so long a period, such intimate and confidential relations
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have subsisted, I cannot part without an expression of grateful

remembrance. The measure of courtesy and kindness, which

they, as a body, have extended towards me, in our official

relations, has been what I could desire, rather than demand.

But this is one of the least important of all the consequences

that have attended, or might have attended, our relations. I

feel that, had it not been for their confidence in me, and support

of me, during some of the years of doubt and struggle, through

which I have passed, this educational enterprise would have

proved a failure in my hands; and thus, my name, in one of

the noblest of all human undertakings, would have been con-

nected with the dishonor of a defeat, or with the ridicule that

pursues a visionary schemer. A brief explanation will make
this apparent.

When the duties of the Secretaryship were first assumed,

two courses lay open before me. The one was, to treat the

people of the State and the school system of the State, as

"having already attained;"—to praise teachers for skill in an

art, which they had possessed no opportunity to acquire, and

school committees for vigilance and fidelity in the discharge of

obnoxious duties, for which public opinion awarded no honor,

and the law no compensation,—not even a reimbursement of

necessary expenses ;— to applaud towns for the "munificence"

of those appropriations which just kept the breath of life in

the schools, though sometimes failing to do even this; and to

challenge honor and fame in behalf of school districts, for the

elegance and completeness of their schoolhouse architecture,

and their school furniture;—or, in one word, with lulling flat-

teries to deepen the slumbers of an already sleeping commu-
nity ;—when, had they been roused by a peal corresponding to

the depth of their lethargy and the imminence of their peril,

an angel's voice must have sounded the trumpet.

Facts incontrovertibly show, that, for a series of years previ-

ous to 1837, the school system of Massachusetts had been run-

ning down. Schoolhouses had been growing old, while new
ones were rarely erected. School districts were divided, so

that each part was obliged to support its schools on the

moiety of a fund, the whole of which was a scanty allow-
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ance. It was found that children could be profitably em-

ployed in many kinds of labor,—in factories, in the shoe-making

business, and in other mechanical employments; and this swelled

the already enormous amount of non-attendance and irregu-

larity. The multiplicity of different books in the same school

embarrassed all kinds of instruction. The business of school-

keeping fell more and more into the hands of youth and in-

experience ; so that, in rare instances only, did the maturity

of years preside over the indiscretions of the young. Not only

so, but the average time during which teachers continued in the

business of school-keeping, was shortened
;
so that the children

suffered under the perpetual renewals and unskilfulness of first

experiments. The final dissolution, in 1833,- of territorial par-

ishes, loosened, and often wholly severed, those bonds by which

clergymen had before considered themselves attached to the

schools, and obligated to superintend them, as a part of their

parochial duty. To crown the whole, and to aggravate the de-

terioration which it proved to exist, the private school system

was rapidly absorbing the funds, patronizing the talent, and

withdrawing the sympathy, which belonged to the Public

Schools. All these things were undeniably true, and yet the

Secretary, in reporting upon our school system from year to

year, might have concealed or palliated these steps of declen-

sion and prognostics of ultimate ruin ; he might have conspic-

uously set forth whatever remained of hope or of promise, and

the general indifference of the public would have made the im-

posture easy.

The other course led in a direction diametrically opposite. It

counselled an energetic and comprehensive system of Popular

Education, good enough for the richest, open to the poorest ;

—

such a system as should not only be worthy of the past fame of

Massachusetts, but creative of future prosperity and renown.

The intelligence of the State was to be invoked to justify such

a system, and its liberality to support it. Improvements were

to be sought for, whether to be found at home or abroad ; and

to be adopted with equal alacrity, whether coming from proud

Jerusalem or from despised Nazareth. The incompetency of

teachers was to be exposed in a spirit of justice, tempered with
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kindness ;—for, that union of justice and kindness which leads a

man to abandon his error, or supply his shortcomings, is the

loveliest form of mercy. Committees were to be informed and

stimulated, that they might both know and discharge their duty.

Money, for the more liberal payment of teachers, was to be

won from the pockets of the wealthy by persuasion, or exacted

by law. By appeals to duty, to decency, and to parental love

;

by rebuke or by ridicule ; by any means not absolutely crim-

inal ; all that class of wretched, pain-inflicting, disease-creating

structures, called schoolhouses, was to be swept from the face

of the State ;—a work, which, could it have been consummated

at once, would not have left a hundred schoolhouses standing

in the Commonwealth.

The former of these courses would, for a time, have been ig-

nobly popular. The latter was imminently perilous. But duty

left no option. The only way to end prosperously, was to be-

gin righteously. It was, however, easy to be foreseen, that

vigorous reformatory measures would arouse opposition. The
penurious would resist taxation. The self-satisfied would dis-

dain improvement. The slumbering would beat away the dis-

turbers of their repose. The lovers of caste would repel the

companionship of their social inferiors. All malecontents would

unite to commend the old as time-hallowed and safe, and to

condemn the new as Utopian and dangerous.

Now, in the conflict between the Party of Progress and the

Party of Retrogression or Stand-still, it is self-evident, that,

if the Chinese doctrine of conservatism should prevail, the

advocates of the new measures would be foreclosed, mid-way
in their experiment. Time, an element indispensable to suc-

cess, would be refused them
; and thus, a failure, resulting solely

from a want of opportunity to complete the trial, would have

been attributed to the folly of the contrivers. It was at this

crisis, that the support of the Board was of unspeakable value

to me. Had I been discarded, at that critical juncture, I should

have felt it as an injustice ; because the odium and dishonor of

a failure would have fallen upon those preliminary measures,

which, if time had been allowed for their completion, would at

least have had a chance to vindicate their author.
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In giving a summary of the statistics of our Common Schools,

for the last year, I am naturally led to speak first of that, with-

out which, the schools could not exist at all, namely,

—

TOWN AND CITY APPROPRIATIONS.

Taking the year 1S37 as a starting point, the following table

shows the aggregate of roluntary appropriations for Common
Schools, made annually by towns and cities, during the last

eleven years. The increase of each year upon the preceding

one will be seen at a glance :

—

In 1837, the appropriation was less than $400,000 00

1838-9, it was, - 447,809 96

1839-40, " - 477,221 24

1840-1, " .... 491,015 23

1841-2, " .... 510,590 02

1842-3, << .... 516,051 89

1843-4, « .... 548,470 67

1844-5, " .... 576,556 02

1845-6, " .... 611,652 13

1846-7, " ..... 662,870 57

1847-8, " .... 749,943 45

This does not include the income from the Surplus Revenue,

devoted by some towns to this object, which, if added, would

increase the last year's appropriations to the sum of $754,812 33.

It will be perceived that this table brings down the history

of our municipal appropriations for schools, only to the close of

the school year, 1S47-8. It does not, therefore, include the ap-

propriations made by the towns, at their annual meetings, last

spring. These will be reported by the committees in their next

year's Returns. It appears, however, that, from 1837 to 1847,

the amount of the appropriations has nearly doubled. Take the

appropriations made by the towns and cities last spring,—of

which we have, as yet, no official returns, but of whose

amount I am able to make some estimate from information other-

wise obtained,—and it may be safely affirmed that the increase,

since 1837, in the amount of money devoted to this object, by

the voluntary votes of the people, in their primary meetings, is
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more than one hundred per cent. This double amount, too, in-

cludes only appropriations for the three items of teachers' wages

and board, and fnel for the schools. It is exclusive of the cost

of schoolhouses, school books, libraries, apparatus, and so forth.

There is every reason to expect, as well as to hope, that these

appropriations will continue to increase, until the teacher's pro-

fession shall be,—as it well deserves to be,—as liberally remu-

nerated as any other profession whatever. Such a reward will

develop talents for teaching, which have heretofore lain dor-

mant. It will attract talent into the business of school-keeping,

give teachers a commanding position in society, and make an

avocation, which is as intrinsically honorable as any other, ex-

trinsically honorable also. Happy for the children, for the

State, and for the world, will be the day, when all teachers shall

be rich in knowledge, and richer still in virtuous and ennobling

sentiments; when they shall shower down sound instruction and

Christian precepts, upon young hearts, as vernal clouds and

suns pour down their fertilizing rain and warmth upon the glad

and green-growing earth.

FEMALE TEACHERS.

The following table shows the proportion of the male to the

female teachers, emp'oyed in our schools, for a series of years,

commencing with 1837:

—

Year. No. of Male Teachers. No. of Female Teachers.

1837 - - 2370 - - 3591

1838-9 - 2411 - 3S25

1839-40 - - 2378* - - 3928*

1840-1 - - 2491 - - 4112

1841-2 - 2500 - 4282

1842-3 - - 2414* - - 4301*

1843-4 - - 2529 - - 4581

1844-5 - 2595 - 4700

1845-6 - - 2585 - - 4997

1816-7 - - 2437 - - 5238

1847-8 - - 2424 - - 5510

* The Returns for these years were not quite complete.
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This table exhibits very remarkable results. In no other part

of the Common School world, does the number of female

teachers bear such a ratio to that of males, as in Massachusetts.

The movement is still in the right direction, and it is an accel-

erated rather than a retarded one. That females are ordained

by nature to be the companions and instructers of the young,

and that they are better adapted, by the gentleness of their dis-

position, and the vivacity of their affections, for the sacred work

of teaching and training, than male teachers ever can be, are

opinions which have been so often expressed, in former reports,

that I shall here adduce neither evidence nor argument to con-

firm them. But the case has one interesting feature not hereto-

fore adverted to. In all countries, where the services of females

are found to be every way as effective and valuable as those of

males, they are always preferred ; because they are always

cheaper. With free competition, the cheaper laborer, of equal

quality, will always drive the dearer one from the market. The
reason, then, why females are not employed as teachers, in other

states and countries, in preference to males, must consist in

their incompetency for the work of teaching. Just so fast and

so far, as they establish their qualifications for teaching, their

cheaper services will command employment. What other in-

ference, then, can be drawn from the great excess in the num-

ber of female over male teachers, in Massachusetts, unprece-

dented and unapproached as it is, any where else, than that the

young women of this State are better educated, as a class, than

those in any other part of the world? This is a subject for

hearty rejoicing, even if we look no farther than the present

generation ;
but, when we contemplate woman in her high char-

acter of civilizer, refiner, and purifier of mankind, it is a sub-

ject for profoundest congratulation. It should stimulate us,

through the medium of Normal Schools, or other similar insti-

tutions, to urge forward the education of the female sex to a far

higher point of excellence than it has ever yet attained.
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ATTENDANCE AND NON-ATTENDANCE.

This is always a sad chapter in the year-book of the schools.

It presents a case where reason is not a remedy; at least, rea-

son and argument have, as yet, failed to work a reform. Slight

improvements are exhibited from year to year, but there is

ground to fear that the disease is too chronic and deep-seated to

yield to any thing but more energetic treatment. My own be-

lief and hope are, that a government which has so far advanced

in taking care of itself and its people as to pass quarantine laws

to prevent the importation of physical disease, and the infec-

ons that result in natural death, will soon be wise enough to

practise that higher and more indispensable form of self-preser-

vation which consists in sanitary regulations against the spirit-

ual distempers and the moral death, that come from the igno-

rance and vicious abandonment of childhood and youth. Until

that time shall arrive, it will be the duty of all officers con-

nected with the cause of education, with stern fidelity to ex-

pose the delinquencies of those parents who neglect to send their

children to the schools provided for them, however painful or

humiliating to the pride of the State such exposure may be.

For the school-year 1846-7, the whole number of children in

the State between the ages of 4 and 16, was 209,919. For the

year 1S47-S, it was 214,436. Increase in the number of chil-

dren, 4,517. The increase in the whole number of scholars of

all ages belonging to the summer schools, was 4,180, and the

increase in the whole number of all ages belonging to the

winter schools, was 6,224. Taking both summer and winter

schools, this is a mean increase of 5,202. When the mean in-

crease, in the whole number of children, attending school, equals

the increase in the number of children between the ages of 4

and 16 who belong to the State, it is, so far, a very favorable

indication
; because, under our present lax system in regard to

attendance, we cannot suppose that every one of the additional

children in the State will be found in the Public School. Some
go to academies or private schools, and some go nowhere. The
tables show that the mean increase in the whole number of

children belonging to the schools was not only equal to the in-
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crease in the whole number between the ages of 4 and 16 be-

longing to the Stale, but 085 more.

The average attendance, for the last year's summer term, was

123,046; and the average attendance, for the last year's winter

term, was 143,S7S. Take the whole number belonging to the

State, who were between the ages of 4 and 16, (=214,436,) and

subtract from this the estimated numbi.T of those who attend

academies and private schools, and who do not depend upon

Common Schools for their education,—say 12,000,—and there

will still remain 204,436, who are wholly or mainly dependent

upon the Common Schools for all the education they will ever

receive. The whole number registered as belonging to the sum-

mer schools, last year, was 165,132; and the whole number

registered as belonging to the winter schools, was 185,000.

But of these, 3,656 were under the age of 4 years, and 9,977

were over the age of 16 years. Deduct those under 4 from the

summer, and those over 16 from the winter schools, (because

those under 4 very rarely attend school in winter, and those

over 16 as rarely in summer,) and it thus appears that the

whole number between 4 and 16, who belonged to the sum-

mer schools, during any part of their term, was only

161,476; and the whole number between the same ages, who

belonged to the winter schools during any part of their term.

was only 175,023. Hence it also appears, that, of those sup-

posed to be wholly or mainly dependent upon the Common
Schools for all the school education they will ever obtain, there

was an unbroken and total absence, in summer, of 42,960 ;
and,

in winter, of 29,413;— that is, there was this number of chil-

dren who, respectively, during the summer and winter terms,

were not brought, for a day, within the influences of our schools.

But another, and a scarcely less deplorable phase of the sub-

ject remains to be presented. Many of those whose names

were enrolled upon the Register-book of the schools have a

flagrant amount of absences to atone for. The average attend-

ance, in summer, was but 123,046, and, in winter, but 143,878.

Hence, of the 204,436 children, supposed to be dependent upon

our Common Schools for their education, there was an average

absence, during summer, of 81,390 ; and an average absence,
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during winter, of 60,558. In strictness, too, a still further re-

duction should be made from the number of attendants, both

on account of the 3,656 children, under the age of 4 years,

who were enrolled in the summer schools, and on account of

the 9,977, above 16 years of age, who were enrolled in the

winter schools. But I forbear; for it cannot be necessary to

add another repulsive lineament to the deformities of a picture

already so frightful. Indeed, one would naturally say before-

hand, that such a likeness, copied year after year from a genu-

ine and indisputable original, would prove too much to be

borne by any one, did not experience demonstrate, that there

must be about one quarter part of the parents in Massachu-

setts, whose nervous tissue, on this subject, can bear any thing.

While I was engaged in revising the tables from which the

above computations are made, and in carrying them through the

press, a political canvass was raging throughout the Union, to

determine who should be the President of the United States

for the ensuing four years. Agitation pervaded the country.

There was no stagnant mind; there was no stagnant atmos-

phere. Political zeal, like the rod of Aaron, swallowed up all

other zeal. Every energy was developed and tasked. The
highest talents of the country were subsidized. Men enjoying

the honors and the emoluments of office; celebrated men, who
no longer courted Fame, but whom Fame herself was fain to

court, abandoned their business or their retirement, and plunged

into the struggle with all the ardor and the enthusiasm of

youthful combatants, whose honors are yet to be won. Cham-
pions of the different parties traversed State after State, to

harangue and arouse the people. Wit, argument, eloquence,

were in such demand, that they were sent for at the distance of

a thousand miles,—from one side of the Union to the other.

The excitement reached the humblest walks of life. The me-

chanic in his shop made his hammer chime to the music of

political rhymes; and the farmer, as he gathered in his harvest,

watched the aspects of the political, more vigilantly than of

the natural, sky. The gregarious instincts of men ran wild.

Meetings were every where held,—in the schoolroom, in legis-

lative halls, in the house of God
; and, because no roof was
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ample enough to cover the vast assemblages, they were held

under the open sky. The press showered its sheets over the

land, thick as snow-flakes in a wintry storm. Public and pri-

vate histories were ransacked, to find proofs of honor or proofs

of dishonor; political economy was invoked ; the sacred names

of patriotism, philanthropy, duty to God, and duty to man,

were on every tongue. Where argument could not be framed,

the semblance of argument was counterfeited; where facts

could not be found by investigation, they were created extem-

poraneously. To maintain the conflict, money was exacted as

under a regal despotism; and men drafted as under a military

conscription. Good and holy principles were at work for good

and holy purposes; but, on the other hand, it was the Satur-

nalia of license, evil speaking and falsehood. The two grand

objects of this fierce and universal commotion were, to bring

voters to the polls, and to supply or to fortify motives, to secure

their votes for this or for that candidate.

Debarred, alike by the neutral character of my office,* and

by the burdensomeness of its duties, from mingling in this

struggle, I was an enforced spectator of its violence and an invol-

untary listener to its din. Under such circumstances, how nat-

urally and inevitably, did the thought force itself upon my mind,

that, if one hundredth part of the time, the money, and the talent

were expended in getting children into the schools, which were

expended in getting voters to the polls, a new generation would

speedily come upon the stage, who would need no inflammation

of the passions to quicken their reason, or inform their con-

science ; but who would go to the ballot-box with the religious

feeling, that a great duty was to be done, and with the Chris-

tian resolve of doing it aright.

TEACHERS' INSTITUTES

have been held as heretofore ; and, in some instances, the at-

tendance has been remarkably good, and the interest manifested

* To prevent any suspicion of political partisanship from being connected or asso-

ciated with the office I holdj I have not attended a political meeting of any kind for the

last twelve years.
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great. In the present state of teachers' qualifications, it would

be a work of supererogation to advocate the utility of Teachers'

Institutes. So little opposition has been made to them, that

they seem to have been adopted by common consent, and they

may now be considered as incorporated into our system. They
occupy an intermediate space, between an entire unprepared-

riess for the difficult work of teaching, and that high degree of

preparation which can nowhere be sought for so directly, nor

acquired so rapidly, as at the

STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS.

On a careful review and inspection of all that has been done,

within the last twelve years, to improve the Common Schools

of Massachusetts, and of the special instrumentalities by which

these improvements have been effected, I cannot refrain from

assigning the first place, in adaptedness and in efficiency, to

our State Normal Schools. Without these, all other labors and

expenditures would have yielded but a meagre harvest of suc-

cess. Without the living teacher, equipped and consecrated

for his great work,—his mind replenished with knowledge, his

heart effusive of virtuous influences, and all his faculties

trained and devoted to the one purpose of fashioning character

after a high and enduring standard of excellence, and without

a supply of such teachers for our schools;—without these,

costly and elegant schoolhouses may be erected at every cross-

road, the most liberal salaries may be paid, books and all the

implements and apparatus of knowledge may be strowed be-

fore the children or piled up like a rampart around them; but

they will all be as vain and tantalizing as the offer of a golden,

but empty cup, to the traveller in a desert when perishing with

thirst. In the school, an accomplished teacher is the one thing

needful. Absent, the presence of every other requisite is nuga-

tory. Present, he supplements all deficiencies. Without him,

the best-appointed school is a lifeless organism, waiting for a

soul to enter and inhabit it, and put in action its vast powers
of beneficence. Common Schools will never prosper without

Normal Schools. As well might we expect to have coats with-
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out a tailor, and hats without a hatter, and watches without a

watchmaker, and houses without carpenter or mason, as to

have an adequate supply of competent teachers without Nor-

mal Schools.

VALUE OF SCHOOLHOUSES IN THE STATE.

Two hundred and ninety-seven of the three hundred and

thirteen towns in the State, made return, last spring, of the

value of their schoolhouses,—not including those which were

rented for public use, but only those which had been built or

bought by the districts and towns. This estimate of value was

made, in all cases, as early as April last, so that it did not

embrace the cost of houses erected during the current school

year, with the exception, perhaps, of three or four towns, where

contracts had been made, but the buildings -were not then com-

pleted. The value of the schoolhouses, owned by the public,

was two million five hundred and fifty-two thousand two hun-

dred and thirteen dollars. If to this, we add a proportionate

sum for the cost of houses erected during the current year, it

will appear that the present amount, invested in public school-

houses in the State cannot be less than two million seven hun-

dred and fifty thousand dollars. At least, two million two

hundred thousand dollars of this sum have been raised and

expended since the Report on Schoolhouses and School house

Architecture, made by the Board to the Legislature, in 1S38.

While on this subject, I would remark, that important im-

provements have been made, within the last few years, in the

construction of schoolhouses, in the manner of ventilating and

warming them, and so forth. These improvements are now

embodied in an admirable volume, just published by Henry

Barnard, Esq., Commissioner of Common Schools for the State

of Rhode Island. It is very important that all the improve-

ments hitherto made should be known, wherever a schoolhouse

is to be erected; for it has happened to me a hundred times, in

travelling over the State, to see a new schoolhouse, built accord-

ing to a plan which would have been considered good a few

years before, but which, in some important respects, was
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already behind the age. If a copy of Mr. Barnard's book

could be placed by the State in the office of the town clerk of

every town, to be there kept for general reference, it would

greatly improve the schoolhouses to be hereafter erected, and

would save, in the expense of subsequent alterations, a hun-

dred times more than it would cost.

APPARATUS AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

The estimated value of all the apparatus belonging to the

Public Schools, of 297 towns, in April last, was $23,826. The
number of volumes in their school libraries was 91,539, and

their estimated value $42,707. It would be difficult to mention

any way in which a million of dollars could be more benefi-

cially expended than in supplying the requisite apparatus and

libraries for our Common Schools.

LEGISLATION OF 1848, IN BEHALF OF EDUCATION.

Several beneficent laws were enacted, during the last session

of the Legislature, in behalf of education, and of moral and

religious improvement.

By chapter 10, of the Statutes of 1848, provision is made for

holding a Teachers' Institute, where no more than fifty teach-

ers can be assembled. This act meets the case of three or four

counties in the State, where, from their peculiarly unfavorable

situation, it is difficult for more than fifty teachers to come
together. The sum of two hundred dollars, to defray the ex-

penses of each Institute, had been already appropriated, by the

act of 1846, ch. 99, § 3.

By ch. 29, (St. 1848,) the county commissioners of each

county in the State are authorized to provide moral and relig-

ious instruction, at the expense of the county, for the prison-

ers confined in the jails and houses of correction. The expense

to be incurred is at the discretion of the commissioners.

By ch. 52, the city of Boston is authorized to establish a

Public Library, and to expend five thousand dollars a year for

its support.

5
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By ch. 237, the selectmen of a town are authorized to take a

suitable lot of land, not exceeding forty square rods, for a school-

house, on paying the owner the value thereof,—such value, in

case of disagreement, to be determined by a jury.

By ch. 279, any two adjacent towns, not having more than

two thousand inhabitants each, may unite, for the establish-

ment and support of a high school, in which shall be taught

the history of the United States, book-keeping, surveying,

geometry, algebra, the Latin and Gieek languages, general his-

tory, rhetoric, and logic.

By ch. 283, the 76th chapter of the statutes of 1840 is re-

pealed. This 76th chapter of the statutes of l
c 40 is h a nly

backward movement, the State has made, during the last

twelve years. That step is now retraced. By the fifth section

of the twenty-third chapter of the Revised Statutes, every

town containing a specified n imber of inhabitants was obliged

to maintain a high school. The act of 1840 released the towns

from this obligation on the performance of an easy condition.

The act of the present year n imposes the obligation, uncondi-

tionally, to keep a high school.

By a Resolve of the 8th of May last, the sum of twenty-five

hundred dollars a year, for three years, was appropriated for

" training and teaching idiotic children." The school for this

purpose has been opened about six weeks. Having been ap-

pointed one of the visiting committee, I am able to say, from a

personal examination of the school, that it promises to realize

the highest expectations of its friends. From what I have seen

of this class of schools, abroad, I entertain no shade of doubt,

but that, by the beneficent laws of the Creator, not only the

" five talents" and the "one talent" may be cultivated and

turned to use; but that the same is true of any fraction of a

talent, down to a farthing.

Though the law to establish the State Reform School was

passed in 1847, yet the school has but just gone into operation.

The past year has been occupied in preparing the buildings.

The institution is situated at Westborough, in the county of

Worcester. It is designed to be a " school for the instruction,

reformation, and employment of juvenile offenders." Any boy
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under sixteen years of age, "convicted of any offence punisha-

ble by imprisonment other than for life," may be sentenced to

this school. Here he may be kept during the term of his sen-

tence
; or he may be bound out as an apprentice ; or, in case he

proves incorrigible, he may be sent to prison, as he would orig-

inally have been, but for the existence of this school.

A large farm is attached to the establishment. The buildings

are sufficiently large for three hundred boys. The government

of the institution is vested in seven trustees. Its officers are a

Superintendent, a Teacher, a Steward or Farmer, and a Matron.

Its cost, when completed and furnished, and the farm stocked,

and provided with agricultural implements, will be about one

hundred thousand dollars. A citizen of Massachusetts has

given twenty-two thousand five hundred dollars, partly to de-

fray past expenses, and partly to form a fund for its future

benefit.

In visiting this noble institution, one cannot but think how
closely it resembles, in spirit and in purpose, the mission of Him
who came to seek and to save that which was lost ; and yet,

in traversing its spacious halls and corridors, the echo of every

foot-fall seems to say, that one tenth part of its cost would have
done more, in the way of prevention, than its whole amount
can accomplish in the way of reclaiming; and would, besides,

have saved a thousand pangs that have torn parental hearts,

and a thousand moral wounds in the hearts of the children

themselves, which no human power can ever wholly heal.

When will the State learn that it is better to spend units for pre-

vention than tens and hundreds for remedy 1 How long must

the State, like these same unfortunate children, suffer the pun-

ishment of their existence, before it will be reformed ?

Having now given a summary of our educational statistics

for the last year, I propose to subjoin some remarks on topics

almost too general and miscellaneous to be designated by any
specific title. They will, however, relate generally to

—
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THE CAPACITIES OF OUR PRESENT SCHOOL SYSTEM TO IM-

PROVE THE PECUNIARY CONDITION, AND TO ELEVATE
THE INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL CHARACTER, OF THE
COMMONWEALTH.

Massachusetts may be regarded either as a State, by herself,

or as a member of a mighty and yet increasing confederacy of

States. In the former capacity, she has great and abiding in-

terests, which are mainly dependent upon her own domestic or

internal policy. In the latter relation, her fate depends upon

the will of her partners in the association. Hence, although,

in regard to all nations, the Minister for Foreign Affairs is the

officer of first importance in the State, yet, in regard to our own
Commonwealth, the Home Department has decided precedence.

As an individual State, the geographical extent of Massachu-

setts, and her civil and social interests, will remain the same

;

but, when compared, or rather contrasted, with the vast do-

main, and the magnificent and overshadowing interests of the

whole Union, she is, and from year to year must be, growing

relatively less and less, and less. At the epoch of the Revolu-

tion, she was one of thirteen states. Now, she is one of thirty.

Even so late as 1790, when the first census of the United States

was taken, there were but three states whose population ex-

ceeded hers. Deducting slaves, of whom she had none, there

were but two. Her population, at that time, amounted to

about one tenth part of the population of the whole Union. It

is now much below one twentieth. At the time, too, of the

adoption of the Federal Constitution, the area of Massachusetts

bore some assignable and palpable proportion to that of the whole

United States. The Mississippi was then the western boundary of

the nation. Now, our domain not only extends to the Pacific, but

stretches through almost seventeen degrees of latitude upon that

ocean. Florida then lay between us and the Gulf of Mexico; and

the gates of the Mississippi River being liable at any time to be

closed against the western states, their only unobstructed egress

to the Atlantic was through eastern ports. Now, the Gulf is

our southern boundary; and the Mississippi and its tributaries,
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with their more than sixteen thousand miles of waters naviga-

ble by steam, afford a channel capacious enough to drain the

west of its vast productions, and then, with the refluent tide of

commerce, to supply their demands for foreign merchandise.

Territorially considered, the loss of Cape Cod, or of the few

acres that compose the Islands of Nantucket and the Vineyard,

would be greater to Massachusetts than the loss of Massachu-

setts would be to the Union. Our native and beloved State,

indeed, seems contracting and dwindling away so fast as to sug-

gest the idea of its more careful perambulation, to see if some

clandestine and rapacious neighbor has not incurred the curse

of the Mosaic law, by removing our landmarks inward and in-

ward. It is only by taking Massachusetts as a unit, and com-

paring her area with that of other states in the Union, that we

can realize how narrow and diminutive she is becoming. Ohio

and Kentucky could each l>e divided into five states, and each

of the ten would be larger than our own. New York, Penn-

sylvania, North Carolina, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and

Tennessee, would each make considerably more than six states,

—or the whole of them more than forty-two states.—of the size

of Massachuse ts. Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Georgia,

and Arkansas, are each equal in territory to seven such states

as ours,— amounting to another group of forty-two. "Virginia

and Florida are each equal to more than eight; Missouri is

equal to nine, and Texas alone, according to the boundaries

now claimed by her, would make forty-four such states. Tak-

ing an official estimate of the area of the United States, exclu-

sive of the portion late'y acquired from Mexico, it is divisible

into three hundred and seventy-six such states as Massachu-

setts. The territory ceded by the treaty with Mexico, which

was ratified on the thirtieth day of May last, exclusive of what

is claimed by Texas, would make more than seventy-two states

of equal dimensions. Hence it is plain that Massachusetts, ter-

ritorially considered, constitutes, not exceeding, in round num-
bers, one four hundred and forty-eighth part of the Union to

which she belongs ; or far less than the proportion which a sin-

gle degree bears to the three hundred and sixty degrees of a cir-
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cle. The bull's hide mentioned in Virgil's epic, would nearly

enclose her.*

* Table exhibiting the areas of the several States and Territories of the United States

in square miles and acres.

SLAVE STATES.
ACRES.

22,400,000

5,139,200

5,120,000

4,640,000

768,000

3,040,000

29,440,000

4,384,640

30,0S0,000

25,576,960

21,637,760

35,459,200

35,995,520

32,584,960

34,511,360

FREE
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In other elements of national greatness,—in mineral resources,

in productiveness of soil, and in natural facilities for internal

intercourse,—she falls far below even this insignificant fraction.

She has not an inland bay; not a navigable river; no gold is

scattered among her sands; granite is her best mineral, and ice

the only pearl to be found in her waters.

So far, too, as political power, founded on numbers, is con-

cerned, Massachusetts is shrinking hardly less rapidly than in

the relative compass of her borders. Out of two hundred and

thirty representatives in t! e national Congress, she has but ten
;

and the next census, now so soon to be taken, will seriously

reduce this meagre proportion. In the first Congress, she had

eight out of sixty-five; or one in eight, (and a fraction,) in-

stead of one in twenty-three, as at present, with waning pros-

pects for the future. In the presidential election of the current

year, she gives but twelve out of two hundred and ninety

votes. In choosing electors, therefore, in declaring war and in

making peace, and in all the mighty interests, political and

moral, that depend upon war and peace; in the deep pecuniary

stake which every commercial and manufacturing people have

in questions of foreign commerce and domestic currency ; and

in all civil, military, and diplomatic appointments, which re-

quire the concurrence of the Senate, Massachusetts is at the

mercy of her sisters; and if those sisters become imperious

and aggressive, as some of them give significant tokens of be-

coming, she must succumb and suffer, like the abused Cordelia

amid the haughty Gonerils and Regans of the family.

This picture is no fancy-sketch. It is drawn from the original

without the exaggeration of a color or a line. We are con-

fronted by these stern realities, these incontrovertible facts;

MILE9.
Length of the Atlantic Coast to ihe mouth of St. Mary's River, - - 1,450

From mouth of St. Mary's River to Cape of Florida, .... 450

Gulf Coast to mouth of the Sabine River, - 1,200

Total, 3,100

Those states where the public lands are situated, are generally exclusive of lakes,

ponds, &c. Marshes are estimated.

The territories include such waters as are interior.
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and no illusions of a poetic temperament, no complacent retro-

spection over periods of past renown, can avert or delay our

impending fate. Like the foolish bird which supposes it can

avoid danger by hiding its head from its pursuer, we may hide

our eyes and avert our thoug'its from all contemplation of the

fortunes that await us, but those fortunes will nevertheless

overtake us, with a speed that we cannot escape from, and a

resistlessness that we cannot overcome.

What, then, shall save our native and beloved State from van-

ishing quite away;—from being unknown in the counsels of

the nation, and lost to the history of the world? In our do-

mestic legislation, and in all our social relationships, what policy

shall prevail, and by what spirit shall we be animated, in order

to avert so deplorable a fae? Has not every patriot, every

worthy son of a Pilgrim sire, an answer at hand ? If Massa-

chusetts can no longer challenge respect on account of her num-

bers, she must challe ige it on account of her character. If she

is no longer visible by her magnitude, she must become so by

her light. She must be like Hesper, "fairest of all the train of

night," and compensate for the diminutiveness of her size by

the in tenseness of h^.r brilliancy.

Let us reflect, then, in the first place, that Massachusetts has

an absolute, as well as a relative, existence. She exists for her

present people and for their posterity, as well as for the Union

at large. Though relatively declining, when compared with

the whole country, yet there is an actual and constant increase

in her numbers. Within her narrow borders, she will soon

have a million of people; and what finite power can adequately

comprehend the joys and sorrows, the hopes and fears, the honor

or shame, of a million of human beings belonging to the same

generation; or sum up the fearful aggregate of happiness or

misery for themselves and their descendants.

Let us thank Heaven, too, that there are other standards of

greatness besides vastness of territory; and other forms of

wealth besides mineral deposits or agricultural exuberance.

Though every hill were a Potosi, though every valley, like that

of the Nile, were rank with fatness, yet might a nation be poor
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in the most desperate sense ;—benighted in the darkness of bar-

barism, and judgment-stricken of Heaven for its sins. A State

has local boundaries which it cannot rightfully transcend; but

the realm of intelligence, the sphere of charity, the moral do-

main in which the soul can expand and expatiate, are illimita-

ble,—vast and boundless as the omnipresence of the Being

that created them. Worldly treasure is of that nature that rust,

may corrupt, or the moth destroy, or thieves steal ; but, even

upon the earth, there are mental treasures which are unapproach-

able by fraud, impregnable to violence, and whose value does

not perish, but is redoubled with the using. A State, then, is

not necessarily fated to insignificance because its dimensions are

narrow, nor doomed to obscurity and powerlessness because its

numbers are few. Athens was small
;

yet, low as were her

moral aims, she lighted up the whole earth as a lamp lights up

a temple. Judea was small ; but her prophets and her teachers

were, and will continue to be, the guides of the world. The
narrow strip of half-cultivable land, that lies between her east-

ern and western boundaries, is not Massachusetts; but her

noble and incorruptible men, her pure and exalted women, the

children in all her schools, whose daily lessons are the preludes

and rehearsals of the great duties of life, and the prophecies of

future eminence,

—

these are the State.

Under the Providence of God, our means of education are

the grand machinery by which the "raw material" of human
nature can be worked up into inventors and discoverers, into

skilled artisans and scientific farmers, into scholars and jurists,

into the founders of benevolent institutions, and the great ex-

pounders of ethical and theological science. By means of early

education, those embryos of talent may be quickened, which

will solve the difficult problems of political and economical law
;

and by them, too, the genius may be kindled which will blaze

forth in the Poets of Humanity. Our schools, far more than

they have done, may supply the Presidents and Professors of

Colleges, and Superintendents of Public Instruction, all over

the land
;
and send, not only into our sister states, but across

the Atlantic, the men of practical science, to superintend the

6
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construction of the great works of art. Here, too, may those

judicial powers be developed and invigorated, which will make

legal principles so clear and convincing as to prevent appeals

to force ; and, should the clouds of war ever lower over our

country, some hero may be found,—the nursling of our schools,

and ready to become the leader of our armies,—that best of all

heroes, who will secure the glories of a peace, unstained by the

magnificent murders of the battle-field.

The fortunes of a State depend upon antecedent causes, work-

ing with greater or less energy, through longer or shorter pe-

riods of time. By virtue of this universal law, the future con-

dition of the people of Massachusetts will be modified, and, to

a great extent, determined, by the force of causes now put in

operation. Enlightened reason discerns the connection between

cause and effect ; it measures the efficiency of causes
;
and thus,

to a great extent, it is able to adopt and adapt means to the ac-

complishment of designed ends. Feeble and erring, as is the

reason of man, yet, in this attribute, far more nearly than in any

other, does he preserve the Divine image in which he was orig-

inally formed. Supposing matter to have been first created by

the fiat of the Almighty, a substantial and beautiful analogy may

be traced between the methods pursued by the Creator and the

creature, in the formation of the works of their hands. When
the fulness of time for creating the Parent of the human race

had arrived, we must suppose the idea or archetype of a Man
to have existed in the Divine Mind, as really as "the dust of

the earth" from which he was to be formed existed in His

hand ; and that, in obedience to the Sovereign Volition, all the

elements of which Man is composed,—the oxygen, the hydro-

gen, the nitrogen, the carbon, and all the rest,—were brought

together, and were arranged into his hundreds of bones and of

muscles, his thousands of blood-vessels, and his millions of

nerves ;—in fine, into his limbs, and into the manifold appara-

tus of his senses ; into that wonderful organ, the heart ; and, if

any thing can surpass the heart as a miracle of creative power,

into that still more wonderful organ, the brain ;—we must sup-

pose, I say, that the elements for the formation of this work
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were assigned, each to its appropriate place, until God saw the

noble and majestic structure of the human form before him, per-

fect in all its parts. At a vast distance, but still in humble im-

itation of the Divine processes, does man proceed for the com-

pletion of every work of his hands. The Architect, for instance,

through the medium of his senses, acquires a knowledge of all

the various properties of all the substances which enter into the

construction of an edifice. By his reason, he discovers the spe-

cial uses and capabilities of all the materials to be employed.

Then, in the solitude of his closet, or in the darkness of mid-

night, he revives, in his mind, the images of all the substances

and ingredients necessary to his work
;
he measures and ar-

ranges, and combines the ideas of them ; he applies to them the

architectural laws of fitness, proportion, and strength, until, at

last, the grand conception of the edifice,—whether sacred tem-

ple or human dwelling,—rises in his mind, complete from foun-

dation to turret. He brings together and adjusts the ideas of

things, just as an omnipotent arm waidd bring together and ad-

just the ponderotis tilings themselves. After this, he orders the

materials to be collected from their respective localities,—it may
be from different quarters of the globe,—the wood from the for-

est, the marble from the quarry, the iron from the mine, the

bricks from the clay-pit, the glass, the furniture, the tapestry,

and so forth, each from its place, until that ideal image, which

had before risen up in the silent recesses of his mind, now stands

forth in full and majestic proportions, embodied in visible and

enduring substance, and supplying, for centuries to come, a fit

place for the dwelling of man, or for the worship of God. So,

when the Garden of Eden was planted, and when every tree that

is pleasant to the sight and good for use, was made to grow out

of the ground, we must suppose that the Creator, proceeding

upon the perfect ideas already in His mind, mingled together, in

due proportion, those few chemical elements, which, in their

various combinations, make up the almost infinite varieties of the

vegetable world, until all of nourishment, and perfume, and

beauty, which enters into our imagination of Paradise, clustered,

and glowed, and bloomed around, and filled the air with its

sweets. In like manner, the gardener, who wishes to bring to-
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gether, wilhin a narrow compass, specimens of the various

plants and flowers, that grow between the equator and the arc-

tic, first acquires a knowledge of whatever he would cultivate;

he classifies them, and arranges all the classes in his mind, ac-

cording to their respective natures; he encloses and prepares

his grounds; and then he gathers together seed, and plant, and

vine, indigenous and exotic;—on some he pours a double por-

tion of the sun; some he removes into the shade; others he

buries in darkness to imitate the growth of caverns
;
and others

still, he surrounds with ice, to reproduce the dwarfish vegeta-

tion of the frigid zone
; for some, he prepares a soil dry as an

Arabian desert, and, for others, he makes an artificial pool;

—

until that which, at first, was only a bodiless creation of fancy

in the mind of the designer, becomes a utility and an embellish-

ment, sustaining the life, and ministering to the luxury, of men.

Now, it is the especial province and function of the states-

man and the lawgiver,—of all those, indeed, whose influence

moulds or modifies public opinion,—to study out the eternal

principles which conduce to the strength, wisdom, and right-

eousness of a community;—to search for these principles as for

hidden riches; to strive for them, as one would strive for

his life;—and then to form public institutions in accordance

with them. And he is not worthy to be called a statesman,

he is not worthy to be a lawgiver or leader among men, who,

either through the weakness of his head, or the selfishness of

his heart, is incapable of marshalling, in his mind, the great

ideas of knowledge, justice, temperance, and obedience to the

laws of God,—on which foundation alone, the structure of hu-

man welfare can be erected ;—who is not capable of organ-

izing these ideas into a system, and then of putting that sys-

tem into operation, as a mechanic does a machine. This only

is true statesmanship.

The chief men in society, whether they derive their preem-

inence from birth, or wealth, or office, or superiority in natural

endowments, are mainly responsible for the institutions they

leave behind them
;
because it is in their power to form or con-

form those institutions, according to their own ideas of excel-

lence. The leading spirits of one of the great nations of an-
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tiquity had no higher idea of female excellence than that of

personal beauty and the attractions of voluptuousness; and

heuce their brightest and most boasted female ornament was a

courtezan. The leading spirits of that other ancient nation,

whose perpetual and disgraceful boast it was, that it had con-

quered the whole world, were proud to trace back their fero-

cious lineage, through patrician and regal blood, to the wolf

that suckled their founder;—a tradition, which, whether fact

or fiction, is full of allegoric truth. The founders of commu-
nities, contemporaneous with our own, and now component

parts of this republic, filled their veins, at their birth, with the

cancerous blood of Slavery; which has now spread itself over

and corrupted their whole organism; and yet the tormented

sufferer contends for his disease as for his life.—fights for the

devil that rends him; because, as he affirms, the exorcism of

the evil spirit will be death to himself. For centuries, a lead-

ing feature in the policy of Great Britain towards Ireland, was
the utter abolition of all education which did not conform to

the government standard of theology, and was not administered

by teachers of its own choosing. None but a Protestant was

allowed to keep a school. From 1709 to 1782, any Roman
Catholic, who should presume to be a schoolmaster, or as-

sistant to a schoolmaster, or even a tutor in a private fam-
ily, was to be transported ; and if the party returned, then he

was to be adjudged guilty of high treason, and to be hung,

drawn and quartered ! A great portion of the present ago-

ny of starving, diseased, distracted Ireland, is directly refer-

able to the ignorance which has resulted from those imperial in-

terdicts against knowledge. No other acts of British oppres-

sion have been so fatal in driving sanity out of the head, and

kindness out of the heart, of that maddened country, as the

cruel laws by which every child in Ireland was prohibited from

nourishing himself with a grain of knowledge, unless he would

swallow with it a scruple of theology. These are a few spec-

imens taken from the great store-house of history, showing how
those who enact laws and organize public institutions, pre-de-

termine the fate of the masses. And are not all those, who con-

trol legislation and lead public opinion among ourselves, ad-

jured, by these admonitions of history, as well as by the voice
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of conscience, and the precepts of Christianity, to form a model

idea of a healthy, industrious, frugal, temperate, wise, Chris-

tian Commonwealth, and then to exert all their faculties, and all

their activities, in turning this idea into a living reality?

Without undervaluing any other human agency, it may be

safely affirmed that the Common School, improved and ener-

gized, as it can easily be, may become the most effective and

benignant of all the forces of civilization. Two reasons sus-

tain this position. In the first place, there is a universality in

its operation, which can be affirmed of no other institution

whatever. If administered in the spirit of justice and concilia-

tion, all the rising generation may be brought within the circle

of its reformatory and elevating influences. And, in the second

place, the materials upon which it operates are so pliant and

ductile as to be susceptible of assuming a greater variety of

forms than any other earthly work of the Creator. The inflex-

ibility and ruggedness of the oak, when compared with the lithe

sapling or the tender germ, are but feeble emblems to typify

the docility of childhood, when contrasted with the obduracy

and intractableness of man. It is these inherent advantages of

the Common School, which, in our own State, have produced

results so striking, from a system so imperfect, and an adminis-

tration so feeble. In leaching the blind, and the deaf and dumb,

in kindling the latent spark of intelligence that lurks in an idiot's

mind, and in the more holy work of reforming abandoned and

outcast children, education has proved what it can do, by glo-

rious experiments. These wonders, it has done in its infancy,

and with the lights of a limited experience; but, when its fac-

ulties shall be fully developed, when it shall be trained to

wield its mighty energies for the protection of society against

the giant vices which now invade and torment it ;—against in-

temperance, avarice, war, slavery, bigotry, the woes of want

and the wickedness of waste,—then, there will not be a height

to which these enemies of the race can escape, which it will

not scale, nor a Titan among them all, whom it will not slay.

I proceed, then, in endeavoring to show how the true busi-

ness of the schoolroom connects itself, and becomes identical,

with the great interests of society. The former is the infant,
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immature state of those interests; the latter, their developed,

adult state. As "the child is father to the man," so may the

training of the schoolroom expand into the institutions and for-

tunes of the State.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.

In the worldly prosperity of mankind, Health and Strength

are indispensable ingredients. Reflect, for a moment, what an

inroad upon the comfort of a family and its means of support,

is a case of chronic sickness or debility, in a single one of its

members. Should a farmer contract to support, and to continue

to pay, his laborer, or a manufacturer his operative, whether

able or unable to work, they would demand a serious abate-

ment of wages, as a premium for the risk. But, whatever

drawback a sick member would be to the pecuniary prosperity

of a family, or a sick laborer to that of an employer bound to

support him, just such a drawback is a sick or disabled mem-
ber of the community to the financial prosperity of the State to

which he belongs. The amount of loss consequent upon such

sickness or disability may not be drawn out of the public

treasury, but it is subtracted from the common property of the

State, in a way still more injurious than if the same amount

of gold were taken from the public coffers by warrant of the

executive. Money, so taken, would be transferred to another

hand. It would still exist. But the want of health and strength

is a dead loss to the community ; and, whenever the next val-

uation is taken, there will be a corresponding deficit in the ag-

gregate of national property. Hence, every citizen, as such, is pe-

cuniarily interested in the health and strength of all his fellow-

citizens. It is right, therefore, that he should look upon them

all, not only as a benevolent and Christian man would do, pity-

ing and succoring their misfortunes ; but he should look upon

them, also, as a man of business ;—as one who contributes, or is

bound to contribute, to a reserved fund, from which all the non-

producing sick and valetudinary are supported.

Men see- this community of interests plainly enough, when
sickness comes in the form of a pestilence, and decimates and
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re-decimates a city; arresting all the currents of business,

gathering the well about the sick-bed or the hearse, or scatter-

ing them abroad with fear. But in the aggregate of its periods

of sickness, and in the number of its victims, the plague itself is

less destructive to human life than the ordinary and stereotyped

causes of mortality, which familiarity has bereft of their ter-

rors. It is the concentration of its havoc that makes pestilence

terrific. This concentration, men's senses can perceive, and

therefore they are affrighted. But, to the eye of reason, that is

most alarming which is most injurious; and it is this eye

with which a statesman or philosopher should look when he

takes a survey of human interests.

Leaving out, then, for the present purpose, all consideration

of the pains of sickness and the anguish of bereavement, the

momentous truth still remains, that sickness and premature

death are positive evils for the statesman and political econo-

mist to cope with. The earth, as a hospital for the diseased,

would soon wear out the love of life ; and if but the half of

mankind were sick, famine, from non-production, would speed-

ily threaten the whole.

Now modern science has made nothing more certain, than

that both good and ill health are the direct result of causes,

mainly within our own control. In other words, the health of

the race is dependent upon the conduct of the race. The
health of the individual is determined primarily by his parents

;

secondarily, by himself. The vigorous growth of the body, its

strength and its activity, its powers of endurance, and its length

of life, on the one hand
; and dwarfishness, sluggishness, infir-

mity, and premature death, on the other, are all the subjects of

unchangeable laws. These laws are ordained of God; but the

knowledge of them is left to our diligence, and the observance

of them to our free agency. These laws are very few ; they

are so simple that all can understand them, and so beautiful

that the pleasure of contemplating them, even independent of

their utility, is a tenfold reward for all the labor of their ac-

quisition. The laws, I repeat, are few. The circumstances,

however, under which they are to be applied, are exceedingly

various and complicated. These circumstances embrace the
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almost infinite varieties of our daily life ;—exercise and rest;

sleeping and watching; eating, drinking, and abstinence; the

affections and passions; exposure to vicissitudes of tempera-

ture, to dryness and humidity, to the effluvia and exhalations of

dead animal or decaying vegetable matter;—in fine, they em-

brace all cases where excesses, indiscretions, or exposures, may
induce disease; or where exercise, temperance, cleanliness, and

pure air, may avert it. Hence it would be wholly impossi-

ble to write out any code of " Rules and Regulations," appli-

cable to all cases. So, too, the occasions for applying the laws

to new circumstances recur so continually that no man can

have a Mentor at his side, in the form of a physician or physi-

ologist, to direct his conduct in new emergencies. Even the

most favored individual, in ninety-nine cases in a hundred,

must prescribe for himself. And hence the uncompromising

necessity that all children should be instructed in these laws

;

and not only instructed, but that they should receive such a

training, during the whole course of pupilage, as to enlist the

mighty forces of habit on the side of obedience ; and that their

judgment also should be so developed and matured that they

will be able to discriminate between different combinations of

circumstances, and to adapt, in each case, the regimen to the

exigency.

Looking to the various disorders and disabilities, which, as

every one's experience or observation shows him, do invade

and prostrate the human frame, some may be slow to believe

that all men, or even the majority of them, will ever be able

to administer to those which fall to their share. But, in the

first place, it may be remarked that a judicious course of physi-

cal training, faithfully observed through all the years of in-

fancy, childhood, and adolescence, will avert a vast proportion

of the pains and distempers, that now besiege and subdue the

human system, or some of its vital organs ; and hence, that

one may safely be ignorant of symptoms and of remedies

which he will never have occasion to recognize or to use;—as

one who seeks a residence remote from wild beasts has no

practical occasion to know how they are hunted;—and, in the

next place, that, if every one does not know, in all cases, how
7
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to prescribe for himself, yet he may always know what part of

his machinery is out of order, and how necessary it is to apply

promptly to a repairer. Even such a degree of anatomical

knowledge as enables one to point out the suffering organ is of

great value ; for, doubtless, not merely children but ignorant

men have killed themselves by giving a false location to their

malady; or, which is the same kind of error, have caused

their physician so to prescribe as to inflict disease on a sound

organ, instead of healing a diseased one. It is not every one

that can inform a dentist which tooth is the offender.

But to the objection, that all men and women cannot be

physicians, the decisive answer is, that the physician must be

acquainted with the Laws of Disease, which are countless in

number, and are ever developing new symptoms. But the

sound man or woman needs to be acquainted only with the

Laws of Health, which are few, and whose results, though

acting upon different systems, are substantially uniform. The
pharmacopseia of the physician embraces nearly all minerals

and all vegetables, and several of the more offensive classes of the

animal kingdom, with the various mechanical or chemical com-

binations which can be formed from or among them. But the

whole pharmacopseia of the healthy man comprises but little

more than pure water and pure air, simple viands, vegetables,

and bread. In quality, they are as different as in number ;

—

as different as the sweet and savory contents of store-room and

larder from those acrid and mephitic substances, which make

the druggist's warehouse a universal conservatory of particular

abominations.

Is it too much, then, to say, that the leaders of society, wheth-

er makers of law, or creators of custom and fashion, are bound,

by the most solemn obligations of duty, as well as by interest,

to curtail the ravages of sickness and untimely death ; and, as

far as possible, to make health and longevity the common prop-

erty of men? The civil government takes cognizance of pau-

perism, and men of worldly substance are obliged to bear its

expenses. The disabilities of ill health, and the pecuniary losses

by early death, are among the leading causes of pauperism.

He, therefore, who would prevent the latter, must prevent the
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former. The civil government exercises penal jurisdiction over

crimes, and over the grosser vices
; and is it not true that many

of those morbid appetites and unnatural desires that seek to

assuage their longings by indulgence and excess, have their

origin in the action of a distempered body upon the mind, rather

than of the mind upon the body 7 Indeed, how often have pure

and pious hearts encountered a relentless antagonist to their

highest and most devout resolves and aspirations, in the pruri-

ences ani hankerings of the body in which they were impris-

oned ! Many a waspish man would become amiable, if he could

be hung on a new set of nerves. Many a misanthropic dispo-

sition would warm into kindliness, could the acrid humors of

the body be evaporated or washed away. The dyspeptic con-

tends with evil spirits, "blue and black," against whom the

eupeptic bears an invincible charm.

The civil government, too, is bound to provide for the in-

sane ;—both for the security of the sane, and for the recovery or

amelioration of the insane. The diseases incident to several bod-

ily organs give direct birth to insanity. A disease of the brain

induces it at once. Indeed, insanity is often only an exacerba-

tion of some bodily disorder. As a brook swells into a river, so

the inflammation of certain organs matures into insanity. Gen-

eral health would greatly reduce the size of those deplorable

necessities of an imperfect civilization,—Hospitals for the In-

sane.

In extraordinary emergencies, governments do not hesitate

to interfere for preventing the spread of contagion, and for

excluding the media through which diseases are propagated.

When sudden pestilence breaks out in a city, the infected dis-

trict is put under a bar of non-intercourse with the healthy.

When a crew of men, or a cargo of merchandise, arrives from

an infected port, a quarantine is enforced. In these cases, the

civil magistracy acts under the impulse of fear. But has not

government a capacity of reflection and of foresight, as well

as a susceptibility to fear ? Is a civilized government of mod-

ern times to be classified with those orders of existence that

have propensity and appetite merely, but not reason and provi-

dence? If not, then surely is the government bound to do all
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it can against the wastings of ill health, and the havoc of un-

necessary death; and it is bound to use equal vigilance, whether

these calamities invade us from abroad, or are born of home-

bred ignorance and folly. And, as has been before intimated,

who does not know that the aggregate suffering and loss from

general and diffused causes of ill health are indefinitely greater

than from the sudden irruption or outbreak of all the conta-

gions and epidemics with which we are ever afflicted 1 For

this greater evil, then, society is bound to provide,—not a

remedy, but something better than a remedy,—a preventive.

Intelligence and obedience would be an antidote, sovereign in

its efficacy, and universal in its applicability.

Now it is beyond all question, that, with the rarest excep-

tions, every child in the Commonwealth may be indued with

this intelligence
;
and, what is equally important, trained to

conforming personal habits. Enlightened by knowledge, and

impelled by the force of early and long-continued habit, he

would not only see the reasonableness of adapting his regimen

to his condition in the varying circumstances of life, but he

would feel a personal interest in doing so, as men now feel a

personal interest in procuring the gratifications of money or of

power. Habit and knowledge will coincide; they will draw

in the same direction ; they will not be antagonists, as is now

so generally the case with those adult men who acquire sound

knowledge after bad habits have been enthroned,—the blind

force of the latter spurning all the arguments and warnings of

the former. This work may be mainly done, during the period

of non-age, or before children are emancipated from parental

control. Let a child wash himself all over every morning, for

sixteen years, and he will as soon go without his breakfast as

his bath. This is but a specimen of the effect of a long-con-

tinued observance of Nature's " Health Regulations."

Not only will a general knowledge of Human Physiology, or

the Laws of Health, do much to supersede the necessity of a

knowledge of Pathology, or the Laws of Disease; but the

former is as much better than the latter as prevention is better

than remedy;—as much better as all the comforts and securi-

ties of an unburnt dwelling are than two thirds of its value in
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money from the insurance office. A general diffusion of physi-

ological knowledge will save u illion -; annually to the State. It

will gradually revolutionize many of the absurd customs and

usages of society,—conforming them more and more to the

rules of reason and true enjoyment, and withdrawing them

more and more from the equally vicious extremes of barbarism

and of artificial life. It will restrain the caprices and follies of

Fashion, in regard to dress and amusement, and subordinate its

ridiculous excesses to the laws of health and decency. It will

reproduce the obliterated lines that once divided day and night.

It will secure cleanliness and purity, more intimate and per-

sonal than any the laundress can supply. It will teach men
" to eat that they may live, instead of living that they may
eat." When Satan approaches in that form, in which he has

hitherto been most seductive and successful,—the form of in-

toxicating beverages,—those who wear the ta isman of this

science will have an antidote against his temptations. It is a

lesson of unspeakable importance, to learn that nourishment

and not pleasure is the primary object of food. God, indeed,

in his benevolence, has made the reception of this food not only

reparative but pleasant. Bur to lose sight of the first object, in a

brutish desire for the tecond, is volun arily to alter our position

in the scale of being; and, from the rank of men, to descend

to the order of beasts. Physiology would teverse the ancient

fable, and transform into men the swine who now sit at epicu-

rean tables, and drink of the Circean cup. Every intelligent man
deplores the almost universal condition of our dwelling-houses

and public edifices, which have been built without regard to

the necessities of the human system for pure air. Were Physi-

ology universally understood, no man would think of erecting

a mansion, without an apparatus for its thorough ventilation, at

all times, any more than without windows for the admission of

light. Apertures and flues for the ingress and egress of air,

into and from sitting-rooms and sleeping-rooms, are as neces-

sary to the architectural idea of a well-finished house, as nasal

orifices are to the anatomical idea of a man ; and a dwelling

without the means of ventilation is as incomplete and as un-

sightly as a man without a nose. A knowledge of this science
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would estaUis'i a new standard of beauty,—the classic stand-

ard of the Greeks, in which strength was a primary and indis-

pensable element;—and it would demonstrate the unspeakable

folly and guilt of those matrimonial alliances, where hereditary

disease, and even insanity itself, are wedded, and the health,

mind, and happiness, of a family of children are sacrificed, for

the mercenary object of a dowry.

But an immunity from expense, privation, pain, and bereave-

ment, is not the only boon connected with health and longevity.

Sound health is not merely the negat on of ill ; it is a medium
through which alone we can gain access to many invaluable

blessings. It enhances every pleasure, and is indispensable to

the full performance of almost every duty. The elements en-

viron us with fatal dangers, against which health is our only

preserver. The vicissitudes of the climate must be encoun-

tered. We have no power to arrest the north wind that con-

geals by its cold, nor the south that dissolves by its heat. The
humidity of one part of the year, and the aridness of another,

are equally beyond human control. As our planet wheels

around the sun, now turning up our hemisphere to its vertical

and fervi 1 rays, and now, by its obliqi e position, reducing tem-

perature to an opposite extreme, we have no choice but to at-

tend its circuit, and abide its changes. It is certain, that nothing

but health will enable us to survive exposure to these natural

extremes. A thousand causes exist, too, which engender im-

purity in the air we breathe,—we ourselves being the principal.

Nothing but knowledge can enable us to eliminate the grossest

of these noxious ingredients ; and nothing but healt'i to resist

the poison of those which remain. The waste, constantly go-

ing on in the particles that compose our bodies, lays us under

an ever-recurring necessity to replenish their exhausted sub-

stance by the reception of food. And here, if the food we take

is not subjected to the transforming and assimilating power of

the alimentary organs,—a power which is wholly lost with the

loss of health,—it will prove our destruction. Each of our or-

gans is an avenue, through which death may invade us ; and

innumerable deaths,—that is, innumerable agencies, each one

of which has the power of causing death, hold perpetual siege
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at every avenue, and watch for an opportunity to enter and

destroy. And yet, air and nourishment, heat and cold, moist-

ure and dryness, we must encounter, and ve must have; for

they are the permanent conditions of our being. How intel-

ligible, then, and how authoritati^ , does the doctrine become,

that high health, and high health alone, is harmony with nature !

A person without high health is just as much at war with

nature, as a guilty soul is at war with the spirit of God;

and the struggles of our frail bodies against the resistless might

of the elements, will be as unavailing as that of our souls

against th<" retributions of Omnipotence.

The capacities of the body for resisting the force of the ele-

ments, and fir appropriating and assimilating the substances

around it into its own substance, is one thing ; its capacities for

labor are another. Let any man, who has fallen from a state

of vigorous health to that of a valetudinary, compare his stand-

ard of "a day's work" in the one state with that in the other,

and he can then form a better estimate of the value of the

health that measures the difference I etween the two conditions.

Sound health opens new and more lucrative employments to its

possessor. Ill health often closes a career of the highest usefulness;

and though the mind may have been prepared, by splendid nat-

ural endowments, and by years of study and experience, to

lead forward the race in the march of civilization, yet it is

stricken down in the midst of its beneficence, by he assaults of

disease; and thin the onward movement of humanity is ar-

rested, or becomes retrograde, and must wait through another

cycle for another leader. What great works, in art, in science,

and in morals, have been left unfinished, or unattempted, by

reason of the slow decays, or the sudden extinction, of health

and of life ! When any man of : ense has an important

work to perform, the first thin^ he does is to provide a fit-

ting instrument,—a tool, a machine, or whatever it may be,

—

with which the work can be done. Health is tie prime instru-

ment for the performance of all the labors of life.

One more idea is inseparable from this subject. When the

religious man reflects, that our bodies are God's woikmanship;

he sees that the laws impressed upon them can be no .ess than
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God's laws. If these laws, then, are God's laws, we are bound

to recognize and obey them. We are bound to obey a law

which God has in pres ( d upon the body, on the same princi-

ple that we are bound to obey a law which he has impressed

upon the soul. And, here, how pertinent and forcible, is the

great idea which has been set forth so distinctly by a late wri-

ter,* that, when we know a law to be God's law, it matters not

by what means we may have arrived at the knowledge
;
the

law becomes imperatively and equally binding upon us. Be-

tween the law of the body and the law of the soul, there may,
indeed, sometimes arise what we call a conflict of duty, when
the subordinate obligation of the former must yield to the su-

premacy of the latter; but this refers to relative importance,

and not to inherent obligation.

My general conclusion, then, under this head, is, that it is the

duty of all the govern ng minds in society,—whether in office or

out of it,—to diffuse a knowledge of these beautiful and benefi-

cent laws of health and life, throughout the length an 1 b;eadth

of the State;—to popularize them; to 'make them, in the first

place, the common acquisition of all, and, through education

and custom, the common inheritance of all ; so that the health-

ful habits naturally growing out of their observance, shall be

inbred in the people ; exemplified in the personal regimen of

each individual ; incorporated into the economy of every house-

hold
;
observable in all private dwellings, and in all public edi-

fices, especially in those buildings which are erected by capital-

ists for the residence of their work-people, or for renting to the

poorer classes ; obeyed, by supplying cities with pure water

;

by providing public baths, public walks, and public squares;

by rural cemeteries
;
by the drainage and sewerage of populous

towns, and in whatever else may promote the general salubrity

of the atmosphere ;—in fine, by a religious observance of all

those sanitary regulations with which modern science has

blessed the world

For this thorough diffusion of sanitary intelligence, tho Com-
mon School is the only agency. It is, however, an adequate

* Mr. George Combe.
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agency. Let Human Physiology be introduced as an indispen-

sable branch of study into our Public Schools; let no teacher

be approved who is not master of its leading principles, and of

their applications to the varying circumstances of life ; let all

the older classes in the schools be regularly and rigidly exam-

ined upon this study by the school committees, and a speedy

change would come over our personal habits, over our domestic

usages, and over the public arrangements of society. Temper-

ance and moderation would not be such strangers at the table.

Fashion, like European sovereigns, if not compelled to abdicate

and fly, would be forced to compromise for the continued pos-

session of her throne, by the surrender to her subjects of many
of their natural rights. A sixth order of architecture would be

invented,—the Hygienic,—which, without subtracting at all

from the beauty of any other order, would add a new element

of utility to them all. The "Health Regulations" of cities

would be issued in a revised code,—a code that would bear

the scrutiny of science. And, as the result and reward of all,

a race of men and women, loftier in stature, firmer in struc-

ture, fairer in form, and better able to perform the duties and

bear the burdens of life, would revisit the earth. The minikin

specimens of the race, who now go on dwindling and tapering

from parent to child, would reascend to manhood and woman-
hood. Just in proportion as the laws of health and life were
discovered and obeyed, would pain, disease, insanity, and un-

timely death, cease from among men. Consumption would
remain : but it would be consumption in the active sense.

INTELLECTUAL EDUCATION, AS A MEANS OF REMOVING
POVERTY, AND SECURING ABUNDANCE.

Another cardinal object which the government of Massachu-
setts, and all the influential men in the State should propose to

themselves, is the physical well-being of all the people,—the

sufficiency, comfort, competence, of every individual, in regard

to food, raiment, and shelter. And these necessaries and con-

veniences of life should be obtained by each individual for him-

self, or by each family for themselves, rather than accepted

8
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from the hand of charity, or extorted by poor-laws. It is not

averred that this most desirable result can, in all instances, be

obtained ; but it is, nevertheless, the end to be aimed at. True

statesmanship and true political economy, not less than true

philanthropy, present this perfect theory as the goal, to be more

and more closely approximated by our imperfect practice. The
desire to achieve such a result cannot be regarded as an unrea-

sonable ambition; for. though all mankind were well-fed, well-

clothed, and well-housed, they might still be but half-civilized.

Poverty is a public as well as a private evil. There is no

physical law necessitating its existence. The earth contains

abundant resources for ten times,—doubtless for twenty times,

—

its present inhabitants. Cold, hunger, and nakedness, are not,

like death, an inevitable lot. There are many single States

in this Union which could supply an abundance of edible

products for the inhabitants of the thirty States that compose

it. There are single States, capable of raising a sufficient

quantity of cotton to clothe the whole nation; and there are

other States having sufficient factories and machinery to manu-

facture it. The coal fields of Pennsylvania are sufficiently

abundant to keep every house in the land, at the temperature

of 65°, for centuries to come. Were there to be a competition,

on the one hand, to supply wool for every conceivable fabric;

and, on the other hand, to wear out these fabrics as fast as

possible, the single State of New York would beat the whole

country. There is, indeed, no assignable limit to the capaci-

ties of the earth for producing whatever is necessary for the

sustenance, comfort, and improvement of the race. Indigence,

therefore, and the miseries and degradations incident to indi-

gence, seem to be no part of the eternal ordinances of Heaven.

The bounty of God is not brought into question, or suspi-

cion, by its existence ; for man who suffers it might have

avoided it. Even the wealth which the world now has on

hand is more than sufficient to supply all the rational wants of

every individual in it. Privations and sufferings exist, not

from the smallness of its sum, but from the inequality of its

distribution. Poverty is set over against profusion. In some,

all healthy appetite is cloyed and sickened by repletion ; while
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in others, the stomach seems to be a supernumerary organ in

the system
; or, like the human eye or human lungs before birth,

is waiting to be transferred to some other region, where its

functions may come into use. One gorgeous palace absorbs all

the labor and expense that might have made a thousand hovels

comfortable. That one man may ride in carriages of oriental

luxury, hundreds of other men are turned into beasts of burden.

To supply a superfluous wardrobe for the gratification of one

man's pride, a thousand women and children shiver with cold;

and for every flash of the diamonds that royalty wears, there

is a tear of distress in the poor man's dwelling. Not one

Lazarus, but a hundred, sit at the gate of Dives. Tantalus is

no fiction. The ancient one might have been fabulous ; but

the modern ones are terrible realities. Millions are perishing

in the midst of superfluities.

According to the European theory, men are divided into

classes,—some to toil and earn, others to seize and enjoy. Ac-

cording to the Massachusetts theory, all are to have an equal

chance for earning, and equal security in the enjoyment of

what they earn. The latter tends to equality of condition;

the former to the grossest inequalities. Tried by any Christian

standard of morals, or even by any of the better sort of heathen

standards, can any one hesitate, for a moment, in declaring

which of the two will produce the greater amount of human
welfare; and which, therefore, is the more conformable to the

Divine will? The European theory is blind to what consti-

tutes the highest glory, as well as the highest duty, of a State.

Its advocates and admirers are forgetful of that which should

be their highest ambition, and proud of that which constitutes

their shame. How can any one, possessed of the attributes of

humanity, look with satisfaction upon the splendid treasures,

the golden regalia, deposited in the Tower of London, or in

Windsor Palace, each " an India in itself," while thousands

around are dying of starvation ; or have been made criminals

by the combined forces of temptation and neglect? The pres-

ent condition of Ireland cancels all the glories of the British

crown. The brilliant conception which symbolizes the na-

tionality of Great Britain as a superb temple, whose massive
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and grand proportions are upheld and adorned by the four hun-

dred and thirty Corinthian columns of the aristocracy, is turned

into a loathing and a scorn, when we behold the five millions of

paupers that cower and shiver at its base. The galleries and

fountains of Versailles, the Louvre of Paris, her Notre Dame,

and her Madeleine, though multiplied by thousands in number

and in brilliancy, would be no atonement for the hundred

thousand Parisian ouvriers. without bread and without work.

The galleries of painting and of sculpture, at Rome, at Mu-

nich, or at Dresden, which body forth the divinest ideals ever

executed or ever conceived, are but an abomination in the

sight of Heaven and of all good men, while actual, living be-

ings,—beings that have hearts to palpitate, and nerves to ago-

nize, and affections to be crushed or corrupted,—are experi-

menting, all around them, upon the capacities of human nature

for suffering and for sin. Where standards like these exist,

and are upheld by council and by court, by fashion and by

law, Christianity is yet to be discovered. At least, it is yet to

be applied in practice to the social condition of men.

Our ambition, as a State, should trace itself to a different

origin, and propose to itself a different object. Its flame should

be lighted at the skies. Its radiance and its warmth should

reach the darkest and the coldest abodes of men. It should

seek the solution of such problems as these: To what extent,

can competence displace pauperism ? How nearly can we free

ourselves from the low-minded and the vicious ; not by their

expatriation, but by their elevation? To what extent can the

resources and powers of nature be converted into human wel-

fare ; the peaceful arts of life be advanced, and the vast treas-

ures of human talent and genius be developed? How much of

suffering, in all its forms, can be relieved ; or, what is better

than relief, how much can be prevented? Cannot the classes

of crimes be lessened, and the number of criminals, in each

class, be diminished ? Our exemplars, both for public and for

private imitation, should be the parables of the lost sheep and

of the lost piece of silver. When we have spread competence

through all the abodes of poverty; when we have substituted

knowledge for ignorance, in the minds of the whole people
;
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when we have reformed the vicious and reclaimed the criminal;

then may we invite all neighboring nations to behold the spec-

tacle, and say to them, in the conscious elation of virtue, " Re-

joice with me," for I have found that which was lost. Until

that day shall arrive, our duties will not be wholly fulfilled,

and our ambition will have new honors to win.

But, is it not true, that Massachusetts, in some respects,

instead of adhering more and more closely to her own theory,

is becoming emulous of the baneful examples of Europe '? The
distance between the two extremes of society is lengthening,

instead of being abridged. With every generation, fortunes

increase, on the one hand, and some new privation is added to

poverty, on the other. We are verging towards those extremes

of opulence and of penury, each of which unhumanizes the

human mind. A perpetual struggle for the bare necessaries of

life, without the ability to obtain them, makes men wolfish.

Avarice, on the other hand, sees, in all the victims of misery

around it,—not objects for pity and succor,—but only crude

materials to be worked up into more money.

I suppose it to be the universal sentiment of all those who
mingle any ingredient of benevolence with their notions on

Political Economy, that vast and overshadowing private for-

tunes are among the greatest dangers to which the happiness of

the people in a republic can be subjected. Such fortunes would

create a feudalism of a new kind; but one more oppressive and

unrelenting than that of the Middle Ages. The feudal lords

in England, and on the continent, never held their retainers in

a more abject condition of servitude, than the great majority of

foreign manufacturers and capitalists hold their operatives and

laborers at the present day. The means employed are different,

but the similarity in results is striking. What force did then,

money does now. The villein of the Middle Ages had no spot

of earth on which he could live, unless one were granted to

him by his lord. The operative or laborer of the present day

has no employment, and therefore no bread, unless the capi-

talist will accept his services. The vassal had no shelter but

such as his master provided for him. Not one in five thousand

of English operatives, or farm laborers, is able to build or own
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even a hovel
;
and therefore they must accept such shelter as

Capital offers Ihem. The baron prescribed his own terms to

his retainers; those terms were peremptory, and the serf must

submit or perish. The British manufacturer or farmer pre-

scribes the rate of wages he will give to his work-people; he

reduces these wages under whatever pretext he pleases ; and

they too have no alternative but submission or starvation. In

some respects, indeed, the condition of the modern dependant is

more forlorn than that of the corresponding serf class in former

times. Some attributes of the patriarchal relation did spring

up between the lord and his lieges, to soften the harsh relations

subsisting between them. Hence came some oversight of the

condition of children, some relief in sickness, some protection

and support in the decrepitude of age. But only in instances

comparatively few, have kindly offices smoothed the rugged

relation between British Capital and British Labor. The chil-

dren of the work-people are abandoned to their fate ; and, not-

withstanding the privations they suffer, and the dangers they

threaten, no power in the realm has yet been able to secure

them an education
;
and when the adult laborer is prostrated

by sickness, or eventually worn out by toil and age, the poor-

house, which has all along been his destination, becomes his

destiny.

Now two or three things will doubtless be admitted to be true,

beyond all controversy, in regard to Massachusetts. By its indus-

trial condition, and its business operations, it is exposed, far be-

yond any other state in the Union, to the fatal extremes of over-

grown wealth and desperate poverty. Its population is far

more dense than that of any other state. It is four or five times

more dense than the average of all the other states, taken to-

gether
;
and density of population has always been one of the

proximate causes of social inequality. According to population

and territorial extent, there is far more capital in Massachu-

setts,—capital which is movable, and instantaneously availa-

ble,—than in any other state in the Union; and probably both

these qualifications respecting population and territory could be

omitted without endangering the truth of the assertion. It has

been recently stated, in a very respectable public journal, on the
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authority of a writer conversant with the subject, that, from the

last of June, 1846, to the 1st of August, 1848, the amount of

money invested, by the citizens of Massachusetts, "in manu-
facturing cities, railroads, and other improvements," is " fifty-

seven millions of dollars, of which more than fifty has been paid

in and expended." The dividends to be received by citizens of

Massachusetts from June, 1848, to April, 1849, are estimated,

by the same writer, at ten millions, and the annual increase of

capital at " little short of twenty-two millions." Ifthisbeso,

are we not in danger of naturalizing and domesticating among
ourselves those hideous evils which are always engendered

between Capital and Labor, when all the capital is in the hands

of one class, and all the labor is thrown upon another 1

Now, surely, nothing but Universal Education can counter-

work this tendency to the domination of capital and the servil-

ity of labor. If one class possesses all the wealth and the edu-

cation, while the residue of society is ignorant and poor, it mat-

ters not by what name the relation between them may be called
;

the latter, in fact and in truth, will be the servile dependants

and subjects of the former. But if education be equably dif-

fused, it will draw property after it, by the strongest of all

attractions ; for such a thing never did happen, and never can

happen, as that an intelligent and practical body of men should

be permanently poor. Property and labor, in different classes,

are essentially antagonistic; but property and labor, in the

same class, are essentially fraternal. The people of Massachu-

setts have, in some degree, appreciated the truth, that the un-

exampled prosperity of the State,—its comfort, its competence,

its general intelligence and virtue,—is attributable to the edu-

cation, more or less perfect, which all its people have received;

but are they sensible of a fact equally important?—namely, that

it is to this same education that two thirds of the people are in-

debted for not being, to-day, the vassals of as severe a tyranny,

in the form of capital, as the lower classes of Europe are bound

to in the form of brute force.

Education, then, beyond all other devices of human origin, is

the great equalizer of the conditions of men—the balance-wheel

of the social machinery. I do not here mean that it so elevates
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the moral nature as to make men disdain and abhor the oppres-

sion of their fellow-men. This idea pertains to another of its

attributes. But I mean that it gives each man the indepen-

dence and the means, by which he can resist the selfishness of

other men. It does better than to disarm the poor of their hos-

tility towards the rich
;

it prevents being poor. Agrarianism is

the revenge of poverty against wealth. The wanton destruc-

tion of the property of others,—the burning of hay-ricks and

corn-ricks, the demolition of machinery, because it supersedes

hand-labor, the sprinkling of vitriol on rich dresses,—is only

agrarianism run mad. Education prevents both the revenge

and the madness. On the other hand, a fellow-feeling for one's

class or caste is the common instinct of hearts not wholly sunk

in selfish regards for person, or for family. The spread of edu-

cation, by enlarging the cultivated class or caste, will open

a wider area over which the social feelings will expand; and,

if this education should be universal and complete, it would

do more than all things else to obliterate factitious distinctions

in society.

The main idea set forth in the creeds of some political reform-

ers, or revolutionizers, is, that some people are poor because oth-

ers are rich. This idea supposes a fixed amount of property in

the community, which, by fraud or force, or arbitrary law, is

unequally divided among men ; and the problem presented for

solution is, how to transfer a portion of this property from

those who are supposed to have too much, to those who feel

and know that they have too little. At this point, both their

theory and their expectation of reform stop. But the benefi-

cent power of education would not be exhausted, even though

it should peaceably abolish all the miseries that spring from the

coexistence, side by side, of enormous wealth and squalid want.

It has a higher function. Beyond the power of diffusing old

wealth, it has the prerogative of creating new. It is a thousand

times more lucrative than fraud; and adds a thousand fold

more to a nation's resources than the most successful conquests.

Knaves and robbers can obtain only what was before possessed

by others. But education creates or develops new treasures,

—

treasures not before possessed or dreamed of by any one.
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Had mankind been endowed with only the instincts and fac-

ulties of the brute creation, there are hundreds of the irrational

tribes, to which they would have been inferior, and of which

they would have been the prey. Did they, with other animals,

roam a common forest, how many of their fellow-tenants of

the wood would overcome them by superior force, or outstrip

them by greater rleetness, or circumvent them by a sharper cun-

ning ! There are but few of the irrational tribes whose bodies

are not better provided with the means of defence or attack

than is the body of a man. The claws and canine teeth of the

lion, and of the whole tiger family, the beak and talons of the

eagle and the vulture, the speed of the deer, and of other timid

races, are means of assault or of escape far superior to any we
possess

;
and all the power which we have, like so many of the

reptile and insect classes, of secreting a deadly venom, either

for protection or for aggression, has relation to moral venom,

and not to physical.

In a few lines, nowhere surpassed, in philosophic strength

and beauty, Pope groups together the remarkable qualities of sev-

eral different races of animals,—the strength of one class, the ge-

nial covering of another, the rleetness of a third. He brings, viv-

idly, to our recollection, the lynx's vision of excelling keenness
;

the sagacity of the hound, that reads a name or a sign in the

last vanishing odor of a foot-print; the exquisite fineness of the

spider's touch ; and that chemical nicety by which the bee dis-

criminates between honey and poison in the same flower-cup.

He then closes with an interrogatory, which has human reason

both for its subject and its object:

—

"The powers of all, subdued by thee alone,

Is not thy Reason all these powers in one ?"

When Pope, now a little more than a century ago, mingled

these beauties with his didactic strains, he had no conception,

the world, at that time, had no conception, of other powers and

properties, infinitely more energetic and more exhaustless than

all which the animal races possess, to which the reason of man
is an equivalent. It was not then known, that God had endued

the earth and the elements with energies and activities as much

9
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superior to those which animals or men possess, as the bulk and

frame of the earth itself exceeds their diminutive proportions.

It was not then known that the earth is a great reservoir of

powers, and that any man is free to use any quantity of them,

if he will but possess himself of the Key of Knowledge,—the

only key, but the infallible one, by which to unlock their gates.

At that time, if a philosopher wished to operate a mechanical

toy, he could lift or pump a few gallons of water for a moving

power ;
but it was not understood that nature, by the processes

of evaporation and condensation, is constantly lifting up into

the sky, and pouring back upon the earth, all the mass of wa-

ters that flow in all the rivers of the world ; and that, in order

to perform the work of the world, the weight of all these waters

might be used again and again, in each one of their perpetual

circuits.* The power-press and the power-loom ; the steam-

boat and the locomotive ;
the paper machine and the telegraph,

were not then known. All these instruments of human com-

fort and aggrandizement, and others almost innumerable, simi-

lar to them, are operated by the energies and the velocities of

Nature; and had Pope grouped together all the splendid profu-

sion and prodigality of her powers, he might still have appealed

to man, and said.

" Is not thy Reason all these powers in one?"

To the weight of waters, the velocity of winds, the expan-

sive force of heat, and other kindred agencies, any man may
go, and he may draw from them as much as he pleases, with-

out money and without price ; or rather, I should say, any ed-

ucated man may go ; for nature flouts and scorns, and seems to

abhor an ignorant man. She drowns him, and consumes him,

and tears him in pieces, if he but ventures to profane, with his

touch, her divinely wrought machinery.

Now, these powers of nature, by being enlisted in the service

of man, add to the wealth of the world ;—unlike robbery, or

slavery, or agrarianism, which aim only at the appropriation, by

* The waters of the Blackstone river, which flows partly in Massachusetts, and partly in

Rhode Island, are used for driving mills, twenty-five times over, in a distance of less

than forty miles.
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one man, or one class, of the wealth belonging to another man

or class. One man, with a Foudrinier, will make more paper

in a twelve-month than all Egypt could have made in a hun-

dred years, during the reign of the Ptolemies. One man, with

a power-press, will print books faster than a million of scribes

could copy them, before the invention of printing. One man,

with an iron-foundry, will make more utensils or machinery

than Tubal-Cain could have made, had he worked diligently

till this time.* And so in all the departments of mechanical

labor; in the whole circle of the useful arts. These powers of

nature are able to give, to all the inhabitants of the earth, not

merely shelter, covering, and food, but all the means of refine-

ment, embellishment, and mental improvement. In the most

strict and literal sense, they are bounties which God gives for

proficiency in knowledge.

The above ideas are beginning to be pretty well understood

by all men of respectable intelligence. I have adverted to

them, not so much on their own account, as by way of intro-

duction or preface to two or three considerations, which certainly

are not understood, or not appreciated, as they deserve to be.

It is a remarkable fact, that human progress, even in regard

to the worldly interests of the race, did not begin with those im-

provements which are most closely allied to material prosperity.

One would have supposed, beforehand, that improvements

would commence with the near, rather than with the remote.

Yet mankind had made great advances in astronomy, in geom-

etry, and other mathematical sciences; in the writing of his-

tory, in oratory, and in poetry ; it is supposed, by many, to

have reached the highest point of yet attained perfection in

painting and in sculpture, and in those kinds of architecture

which may be called regal or religious, centuries before the great

mechanical discoveries and inventions which now bless the

world, were brought to light. And the question has often forced

itself upon reflecting minds, why there was this preposterous-

* In 1740, the whole amount of iron made in England and Wales, was 17,000 tons ; in

1S40, it was more than 1,000,000 tons, notwithstanding all that had been manufactured

and accumulated in the intervening century. What would a Jewish or a Roman artifi-

cer have said to an annual product of a million tons of iron ?
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ncss, this inversion of what would appear to be the natural or-

der of progress. Why was it, for instance, that men should

have learned the courses of the stars, and the revolutions of the

planets, before they found out how to make a good wagon

wheel? Why was it, that they built the Parthenon and the Colos-

seum, before they knew how to construct a comfortable, healthful

dwelling-house? Why did they construct the Roman aque-

ducts before they constructed a saw-mill? Or, why did they

achieve the noblest models, in eloquence, in poetry, and in the

drama, before they invented movable types ? I think we have

now arrived at a point where we can unriddle this enigma.

The labor of the world has been performed by ignorant men ;

—

by classes doomed to ignorance, from sire to son ;—by the bond-

men and bond-women of the Jews; by the helots of Sparta

;

by the captives who passed under the Roman yoke; and by the

villeins, and serfs, and slaves, of more modern times. The

masters,—the aristocratic or patrician orders,—not only dis-

dained labor for themselves and their children, which was one

fatal mistake, but they supposed that knowledge was of no use

to a laborer, which was a mistake still more fatal. Hence, ig-

norance, for almost six thousand years, has gone on plying its

animal muscles, and dropping its bloody sweat, and never dis-

covered any way, nor dreamed that there was any way, by

which it might accomplish many times more work, with many

times less labor. And yet, nothing is more true, than that an

ignorant man will toil all his life long, moving to and fro, within

an inch of some great discovery, and will never see it. All the

elements of a great discovery may fall into his hands, or be

thrust into his face, but his eyes will be too blind to behold it.

If he is a slave, what motive has he to behold it ? Its greater

profitableness will not redound to his benefit, for another stands

ready to seize all the gain. Its abridgment of labor will not

conduce to his ease, for other toils await him. But the moment

an intelligent man applies himself to labor, and labors for his

own benefit, or for that of his family, he begins to inquire

whether the same task cannot be performed with a less expend-

iture of strength, or a greater task with an equal expendi-

ture. He makes his wits save his bones. He finds it to be
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easier to think than to work ; nay, that it is easier both to think

and work, than to work without thinking. He foresees a prize

as the reward of successful effort, and this stimulates his brain

to deep contrivance, as well as his arms to rapid motion. Taking,

for illustration, the result of an experiment which has been ac-

tually made, let us suppose this intelligent laborer to be em-

ployed in moving blocks of squared granite, each weighing

1080 pounds. To move such a block along the floor of a

roughly chiselled quarry, requires a force equal to 758 pounds.

An ignorant man, therefore, must employ and pay several as-

sistants, or he can never move such a block an inch. But to

draw the same block over a floor of planks, will require a force

of only 652 pounds. The expense of one assistant, there-

fore, might be dispensed with. Placed on a platform of

wood, and drawn over the same floor, a draft of 606 pounds

would be sufficient. By soaping the two surfaces of the wood,

the requisite force would be reduced to 182 pounds. Placed on

rollers, three inches in diameter, a force equal to 34 pounds

would be sufficient. Substituting a wooden for a stone floor,

and the requisite force is 28 pounds. With the same rollers, on

a wooden platform, 22 pounds only would be required. And, now,

by the invention and use of locomotives and railroads, a traction

or draft of between three and four pounds is found to be suf-

ficient to move a body weighing 10S0 pounds. Thus, the

amount of force necessary to remove the body is reduced about

two hundred times. Now, take away from these steps the sin-

gle element of intelligence, and each improvement would have

been impossible. The ignorant man would never have discov-

ered how nearly synonymous are freight and friction.

If a savage will learn how to swim, he can fasten a dozen

pounds' weight to his back, and transport it across a narrow

river, or other body of water of moderate width. If he will

invent an axe, or other instrument, by which to cut down a

tree, he can use the tree for a float, and one of its limbs for a

paddle, and can thus transport many times the former weight,

many times the former distance. Hollowing out his log, he

will increase, what may be called, its tonnage,—or, rather, its

poundage,—and, by sharpening its ends, it will cleave the water
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both more easily and more swiftly. Fastening several trees

together, he makes a raft, and thus increases the buoyant power

of his embryo water-craft. Turning up the ends of small

poles, or using knees of timber instead of straight pieces, and

grooving them together, or filling up the interstices between

them, in some other way, so as to make them water-tight, he

brings his rude raft literally into shipshape. Improving upon

hull below and rigging above, he makes a proud merchant-

man, to be wafted by the winds from continent to continent.

But, even this does not content the adventurous naval architect.

He frames iron arms for his shi < ; and, for oars, affixes iron

wheels, capable of swift revolution, and stronger than the strong

sea. Into iron-walled cavities in her bosom, he puts iron organs

of massive structure and strength, and of cohesion insoluble by

fire. Within these, he kindles a small volcano
;
and then, like

a sentient and rational existence, ihi wonderful creation of his

hands cleaves oceans, breasts tides, defies tempests, and bears

its living and jubilant freight around the globe. Now, take

away intelligence from the ship-builder, and the steamship,

—

that miracle of human art,—falls back into a floating log; the

log itself is lost; and the savage swimmer, bearing his dozen

pounds on his back, alone remains.

And so it is, not in one department only, but in the whole circle

of human labors. The annihilation of the sun would no more

certainly be followed by darkness, than the extinction of human
intelligence would plunge the race at once into the weakness

and helplessness of barbarism. To have created such beings

as we are, and to have placed them in this world, without the

light of the sun, would be no more cruel than for a govern-

ment to suffer its laboring classes to grow up without knowl-

edge.

In this fact, then, we find a solution of the problem that so

long embarrassed inquirers. The reason why the mechanical

and useful arts,—those arts which have done so much to civil-

ize mankind, and which have given comforts and luxuries to

the common laborer of the present day, such as kings and

queens could not command three centuries ago,—the reason why
these arts made no progress; and, until recently, indeed, can
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hardly be said to have had any thing more than a beginning,

is, that the labor of the world was performed by ignorant men.

As soon as some degree of intelligence dawned upon the work-

man, then a corresponding degree of improvement in his work

followed. At first, this intelligence was confined to a very

small number, and, therefore, improvements were few, and they

followed each other only after long intervals. They uniformly

began in the nations, and among the classes, where there was

most intelligence. The middle classes of England, and the

people of Holland and Scotland, have done a hundred times

more than all the eastern hemisphere besides. What single im-

provement in art, or discovery in science, has ever originated in

Spain, or throughout the vast empire of the Russias 1 But,

just in proportion as intelligence,—that is, education,—has

quickened and stimulated a greater and a greater number of

minds, just in the same proportion have inventions and discov-

eries increased in their wonderfulness, and in the rapidity of

their succession. The progression has been rather geometrical

than arithmetical. By the laws of nature, it must be so. If,

among ten well educated children, the chance is, that, at least,

one of them will originate some new and useful process in the

arts, or will discover some new scientific principle, or some new
application of one, then among a hundred such well educated

children, there is a moral certainty that there will be more than

ten such originators or discoverers of new utilities
; for the ac-

tion of the mind is like the action of fire;—one billet of wood

will hardly burn alone, though dry as suns and north-west

winds can make it, and though placed in the range of a current

of air ; ten such billets will bum well together; but a hundred

will create a heat fifty times as intense as ten; will make a cur-

rent of air to fan their own flame, and consume even greenness

itself.

For the creation of wealth, then,—for the existence of a

wealthy people and a wealthy nation,— intelligence is the grand

condition. The number of improvers will increase, as the in-

tellectual constituency, if I may so call it, increases. In former

times, and in most p irts of the world even at the present day,

not one man in a million has ever had such a development of
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mind, as made it possible for him to become a contributor to art

or science. Let this development precede, and contributions,

numberless, and of inestimable value, will be sure to follow.

That Political Economy, therefore, which busies itself about

capital and labor, supply and demand, interest and rents, favor-

able and unfavorable balances of trade; but leaves out of ac-

count the element of a wide-spread mental development, is

nought but stupendous folly. The greatest of all the arts in

political economy is, to change a consumer into a producer; and

the next greatest is, to increase the producer's producing power;

—an end to be directly attained, by increasing his intelligence.

For mere delving, an ignorant man is but little better than a

swine, whom he so much resembles in his appetites, and sur-

passes in his powers of mischief.

But there is a class of persons who are not unwilling to con-

cede the advantages which education has over ignorance, both

in the more rapid and perfect performance of all kinds of labor,

and in the creation of all those mechanical instruments, through

which nature stands ready to do the work of the world ; but, while

they acknowledge all this, they seem to think that the argu-

ment in favor of knowledge has lost much of its force; because

mechanical ingenuity and scientific discovery must have nearly

reached the outermost limit of possible advancement;—that

either the powers of nature are exhausted, or human genius is

in its decrepitude. The past achievements of the mind excite

their admiration, but not their hope. They are regarded as

the measure of what man can perform, but not as the promise

of what he is yet to perform. They are accepted, not as a lit-

tle earnest-money, but as full payment.

Now, the view which I am constrained to take of the history

and destiny of man, is exactly the contrary of this one. I hold all

past achievements of the human mind to be rather in the na-

ture of prophecy than of fulfilment;—the first-fruits of the

beneficence of God. in endowing us with the faculties of per-

ception, comparison, calculation, and causality, ratlier than the

full harvest of their eventual development. For, look at the

magnificent creation into which we have been brought, and at the

adaptation of our faculties to understand, admire, and use it.
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All around us, are works worthy of an Infinite God; and we
are led, by irresistible evidence, to believe, that just so far as we
acquire His knowledge, we shall be endued with His power.

From history and from consciousness, we find ourselves capable

of ever onward improvement, and, therefore, it seems to be a

denial of first principles,—it seems no better than impiety,—to

suppose that we shall ever become such finished scholars, that

the works of the All-wise will have no new problem for our so-

lution, and will, therefore, be able to teach us no longer. Nor
is it any less than impiety to suppose that we shall ever so com-

pletely enlist the powers of nature in our service, that ex-

hausted Omnipotence can reward our industry with no further

bounties. This would be to suppose that we shall arrive at a

period when our active and progressive natures will become

passive and stationary; when we shall have nothing to do but

to sit in indolent and inglorious contemplation of past achieve-

ments; and when, all aspirations having been lost in fruition,

we shall have outlived the joys of hope and the rewards of ef-

fort, and no new glories will beckon us onward to new felicities.

Neither our faculties, nor their spheres of action, seem to

have been projected on any such narrow plan. Ever-expand-

ing powers are within us ; eternity lies before us; and an In-

finite Being, amidst His works, is the adorable object of these

faculties, throughout this eternity. These, no height of attain-

ment, which our powers will ever reach, and no length of du-

ration to which the cycles of eternity shall ever have run, will

enable us to exhaust, or fully to comprehend. To affirm the

contrary, would be to affirm that our finite minds can embrace

and encircle their Infinite Author, as his mind embraces and

encircles ours. Our relation to our Maker, then, is a moral

phase of the problem of the asymptote,—a line forever ap-

proaching a point which it can never reach.

And if we believe in our individual capacity for indefi-

nite improvement, why should we doubt the capacity of the

race for continued progress, as long as it dwells upon the earth?

Can man " by searching find out God," in a physical sense, any

more than in a moral one ; or can all the generations of the

race, by the longest and the profoundest investigations, ever

10
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fathom the depths of eternal wisdom and power, as they are in-

corporated into this earthly frame? However far, then, sci-

ence and art may push their explorations, there will always be

a frontier bounding their advances; there will always be a terra

incognita, beyond the regions they have surveyed,—beyond the

utmost verge of the horizon which the eye can see from the

topmost pinnacle of existing discoveries. Each new adventurer

can gain new trophies by penetrating still deeper into the illim-

itable solitudes, where alone Omnipotence dwells and works.

The most perfect instrument which the brightest genius of any

age may ever construct, will be excelled by another instrument,

made after a higher ideal of perfection by the brighter genius of

a succeeding age. The most rapid processes of art known to any

generation will be accelerated in the generation that shall fol-

low it, and science will be found not only a plant of perennial

growth, but, in each succeeding age, it will bear blossoms of a

more celestial splendor, and fruits of beneficence unknown be-

fore.

Astronomers now tell us, that the sun is not a stationary orb,

fixed and immovable at one place in the heavens ; as, since the

days of Copernicus, it had been supposed to be; but that, in

some far-off region of immensity, at a distance wholly incon-

ceivable by us, there is a central point of attraction, around

which our sun, with its attendant train of planets, is perform-

ing a magnificent revolution
;
just as, within their narrow or-

bits, the planets of our local system are revolving about the

sun. They tell us, further, that the circumference of this solar

orbit is so vast, that, during the six thousand years which are

supposed to have elapsed since the creation of Adam, the sun

has not yet travelled through so much as one of the three hun-

dred and sixty degrees that make up its mighty circle ;—not

through so much as one of those hundreds of astronomical

spaces, through which it must move before it will complete a sin-

gle revolution. What number of these immense circuits, the

earth is destined to perform, or what part even of a single rev-

olution it will accomplish, before it will meet with some such

catastrophe, as will unfit it to be the abode of a race like ours,

we know not ; but we have no reason to believe, even if the
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mighty years of the solar revolutions should equal the number

of our terrestrial years since the creation of Adam, that the race

will ever have exhausted the earth of all the latent capacities

for ministering to the improvement and happiness of man, with

which God has endued it. No invention or discovery will ever

be made, upon which the author can stand, and lift up his proud

voice and exclaim, I havefound the last miracle of the miracle-

working God.

Now, so far as these natural and yet undeveloped resources

of the earth are hereafter to be brought to light, and made the

ministering servants of human welfare
;
we suppose they are to

be brought to light by the exercise of the human faculties ;—in

the same way that all the scientific and mechanical improve-

ments of past times have been brought to light,—that is, by ed-

ucation. And the greater the proportion of minds in any com-

munity, which are educated, and the more thorough and com-

plete the education which is given them, the more rapidly,

through these sublime stages of progress, will that community

advance in all the means of enjoyment and elevation
; and the

more will it outstrip and outshine its less educated neighbors.

The advance-guard of education and intelligence will gather

the virgin wealth of whatever region they explore as the re-

ward of their knowledge, just as the Portuguese reaped the great

harvest of the riches of India as their reward for discovering the

new route to India.

I know that it may be said, and said, too, not without a cer-

tain measure of truth, that, when a more intelligent community

has made a discovery in science, or devised or perfected the

processes of any art, a less intelligent community by its side may
adopt and copy them ; and thus make the improvements their

own, by possession, though the invention belonged to another.

After a bold navigator has opened a new channel of commerce,

and, while he is gathering the first fruits of his sagacity, the

stupid or the predatory may follow in his wake, and share the

gains of his enterprise. Dr. Franklin may discover the uses of

the lightning-rod
;

but, when once discovered, and the manner

of its use exhibited, any half-taught son of Vulcan can make

and erect one, by copying the given model. When a school-
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boy of New England has invented the cotton-gin, or perfected

cotton machinery, the slaves of the south, stupid and ignorant

as cattle,
—" according to the form of the statute in such cases

made and provided,"—can operate them with a greater or less

degree of success and profit. But there are. two considerations

which show how inferior the condition of the aping commu-
nity must always be to that of the originating one.

In the first place, all copying is in the nature of empiricism.

The copyist operates blindly, and not on principle
;
and there-

fore he is constantly exposed to failure. In untried emergen-

cies, he never knows what to do; for the light of example shines

only in one direction
; while it is the very nature of principle,

like its Divine Author, to circumfuse its beams, and so to leave

no darkness in any direction.

And, in the second place, even supposing the aping commu-
nity to be able, after long delays and toils, to equal the origin-

ating one
;

still, before the period shall have elapsed which the

pupil will require for studying out or copying the old lesson, his

master will have studied out some new one ;—will have discov-

ered some new improvement, diffusive of new utility, and radi-

ant with new beauty ;—so that the distance will be kept as great

as ever between him and the learner.

The slave states of this Union may buy cotton-machinery

made by the intelligent mechanics of the free states, and they

may train their slaves to work it with more or less skill; but,

should they succeed ever so well ; should they eventually be-

come able to meet their entire home demand ; it will neverthe-

less be true, that, in the mean time, the new wants and refine-

ments, generated by the progress of the age, will demand some

new fabric, requiring, for its manufacture, either more ingen-

iously-wrought machinery, or greater skill in the operator

;

and thus will the more educated community forever keep ahead

of the less educated one. The progress of mankind may be com-

pared to an ascending spiral. Tn moving upward along this

spiral, the less intelligent community will see the more intelli-

gent one at a point above its head. It will labor on to overtake

it; and, making another toilsome circuit, will at length reach

the place where the victor had been seen ; but, lo ! the victor is
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not there; he, too, has made a circuit along the ascending curve,

and is still far aloft, above the head of his pursuer.

Another common idea is this : it is supposed that intelligence

in workmen is relatively less important in agricultural labors,

than in the mechanic and manufacturing arts. The great agri-

cultural staples of the country,—corn, cotton, sugar, rice, and

so forth,—have been stigmatized, or at least characterized, as

"coarser" products, and, therefore, requiring less skill and sci-

ence for their culture and improvement than the fabrics of the

loom and the workshop. This may be true, but I am, by no

means, convinced of its truth. It seems to me, that there is, as

yet, no adequate proof, that skill and science, if applied to agri-

culture, will not yield practical benefits, as copious and as won-

derful as any that have rewarded the mechanician or the arti-

san, in any department of their labors. Why vegetable growths,

so exquisite in their organization, animated by the mysterious

principle of life, and so susceptive of all the influences of cli-

mate, whether good or ill ;—why these should be called " coarser"

than iron ore, or other unorganized metals, or any kind of wealth

that is found in mines ; or why cotton or flax, wool or leather,

wood or grain, should be denominated "coarser," before they

have been deprived of the principle of life than after it, and before

they have lost the marvellous power of assimilating inorganic

matter to their own peculiar substance, it is not easy to per-

ceive. May it not yet be found, that a better knowledge of the

laws that govern vegetable growth ; a better knowledge of the

properties and adaptations of different soils; abetter knowledge

of the conditions of fructification and germination, and of the

mysterious chemistry that determines the quality of texture,

color, flavor, and. perfume ; a better knowledge of the uncom-

bined gases, and of the effect of light, heat, electricity, and other

imponderable agents upon the size, rapidity, and variegation of

vegetable growths :—in fine, a better knowledge of Vegetable

Physiology, and of that, too, which may be called Vegetable

Pathology, will redeem the whole circle of agricultural occupa-

tions from the stigma of requiring Jess intelligent cultivators

than are required for other pursuits; and thus supply a new
and irresistible argument in favor of diffusing a vastly increased
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amount of knowledge among our free field-laborers, and our

rural population generally ? The marvellous improvements

which have been made under the auspices of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, in horticulture, floriculture, and pomol-

ogy, already betoken such a result.*

Now it is in these various ways that all the means of human
subsistence, comfort, improvement,—or what, in one word, we
call wealth,—are created;—additional wealth, new wealth,

—

not another man's earnings, not another nation's treasures or

lands, tricked away by fraud, or wrested by force,—but sub-

stantially, and, for all practical purposes, knowledge-created,

mind-created wealth; as much so, as though we had been

endued with a miraculous power of turning a granite quarry

into a city, at a word
; or a wilderness into cultivated fields ; or

of commanding harvests to ripen in a day. To see a community

acquiring and redoubling its wealth in this way ; enriching

itself without impoverishing others, without despoiling others,

is it not a noble spectacle ! And will not the community that

gains its wealth in this way, ten times faster than any robber-

nation ever did by plunder,—will not such a community be a

model and a pattern for the nations ; a type of excellence to be

admired and followed by the world? Has Massachusetts no

ambition to win the palm in so glorious a rivalry?

But suppose that Massachusetts, notwithstanding her deplor-

able inferiority, in all natural resources, as compared with

other States, should be content to be their equal only in the

means of education, and in the development of the intelligence

of her present children and her future citizens ;—down, down
to what a despicable depth of inferiority would she suddenly

plunge ! Her ancient glory would become dim. No historian,

no orator, no poet, would rise up among her children. Her

sons would cease, as now, to fill chairs in the halls of learning

in more than half the States of the Union. Her jurists would

no longer expound the laws of nature, of nations, and of states,

* As an illustration of the value of knowledge in agricultural pursuits, it may be

mentioned, that the researches and discoveries, by M. Meneville, in regard to the fly

which was lately so destructive to the olive in the south of Fiance, have increased the

annual product of this fruit almost a million of dollars' worth. When would an ignorant

man, or a slave, have made such a discovery ?
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to guide the judicial tribunals of the country. Her skilled arti-

sans and master mechanics would not be sought for, wherever,

throughout the land, educated labor is wanted. Her ship-cap-

tains would be driven home from every ocean by more success-

ful competitors. At home, a narrowing in the range of thought

and action; a lowering of the tone of life and enterprise; a

straitening in the means of living and of culture ; a sinking in

spirit, and in all laudable and generous ambitions; the rearing

of sons to obscurity and of daughters to vulgarity, would mark
the incoming of a degenerate age ;—an age too ignorant to

know its own ignorance; too shameless to mourn its degrada-

tion; and too spiritless even to rise with recuperative energy

from its guilty fall. But little less disastrous would it be to

stop where we now are, instead of pressing onward with invig-

orated strength to a further goal. What has been done is not

the fulfilment or consummation of our work. It only affords

better vantage-ground, from which our successors can start

anew, in a nobler career of improvement. And if there is any
one thing for which the friends of humanity have reason to

join in a universal song of thanksgiving to Heaven, it is, that

there is a large and an increasing body of people in Massachu-

setts who cannot be beguiled or persuaded into the belief that

our Common Schools are what they may and should be ; and

who, with the sincerest good-will and warmest affections tow-

ards the higher institutions of learning, are yet resolved that

the education of the people at large,—of the sons and daughters

of farmers, mechanics, tradesmen, operatives, and laborers of

all kinds,—shall- be carried to a point of perfection indefinitely

higher than it has yet reached.*

* In the letter of the Honorable Abbott Lawrence, making a donation of fifty thou-

sand dollars, for the purpose of founding a Scientific School at Cambridge, (to which he

has since added fifty thousand dollars more,) the following expression occurs :— "Ele-
mentary education appears to be well provided for in Massachusetts." And, in the

Memorial in behalf of the three Colleges,—Harvard, Amherst, and Williams,—pre-

sented to the Legislature, in January, 1348, and signed by each of the three Presidents

of those institutions, it is said :
—

" The provision [in Massachusetts] for elementary edu-

cation, * * * seems to be all that can be desired, or that can be advantageously done by
the Legislature." The average salaries of female teachers throughout the State, at the

time when these declarations were made, was only $8 55 a month, (exclusive of board,)

which, as the average length of the schools was only eight months, would give to this
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POLITICAL EDUCATION.

The necessity of general intelligence,—that is, of education,

(for I use the terms as substantially synonymous; because gen-

eral intelligence can never exist without general education, and

general education will be sure to produce general intelligence,)

—

the necessity of general intelligence, under a republican form

of government, like most other very important truths, has become

a very trite one. It is so trite, indeed, as to have lost much of

its force by its familiarity. Almost all the champions of educa-

tion seize upon this argument, first of all; because it is so

simple as to be understood by the ignorant, and so strong as to

convince the sceptical. Nothing would be easier than to follow

in the train of so many writers, and to demonstrate, by logic,

by history, and by the nature of the case, that a republican

form of government, without intelligence in the people, must

be, on a vast scale, what a mad-house, without superintendent

or keepers, would be, on a small one ;—the despotism of a few

succeeded by universal anarchy, and anarchy by despotism^

with no change but from bad to worse. Want of space and

time alike forbid me to attempt any full development of the

merits of this theme ; but yet, in the closing one of a series of

reports, partaking somewhat of the nature of a summary of

former arguments, an omission of this topic would suggest to

the comprehensive mind the idea of incompleteness.

That the affairs of a great nation or state are exceedingly

complicated and momentous, no one will dispute. Nor will it

most faithful and meritorious class of persons, but 868 40 a year. The whole value of

the apparatus, in all the schools of the State, was but $23,826. And the whole number of

volumes in their libraries was only 91,539, or an average of but twenty-five volumes for

each school. In accordance with the prayer of the Memorial, the Committee on Educa-

tion reported a bill, making a grant of half a million of dollars to the colleges. The

House of Representatives, after maturely considering the bill, changed the destination

of the money from the Colleges to the Common Schools, and then passed it. The

donation of Mr. Lawrence will be highly beneficial to the few hundreds of students who

will have the direct enjoyment of his munificence; and, through them, it will also benefit

the State. So, too, would the contemplated graut to the colleges. Thus far, it is believed,

all liberal minds will agree. But what is needed, is, the universal prevalence of the

further idea, that there are two hundred thousand children in the Stale, each one of

whom would be far more than proportionally benefited by the expenditure for their im-

proved education of one tenth part of sums so liberal.
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be questioned that the degree of intelligence that superintends,

should be proportioned to the magnitude of the interests super-

intended. He who scoops out a wooden dish needs less skill

than the maker of a steam-engine or a telescope. The dealer

in small wares requires less knowledge than the merchant who
exports and imports to and from all quarters of the globe. An
ambassador cannot execute his functions with the stock of

attainments or of talents sufficient for a parish clerk. Indeed,

it is clear, that the want of adequate intelligence,—of intelli-

gence commensurate with the nature of the duties to be per-

formed,—will bring ruin or disaster upon any department. A
merchant loses his intelligence, and he becomes a bankrupt. A
lawyer loses his intelligence, and he forfeits all the interests of

his clients. Intelligence abandons a physician, and his patients

die, with more than the pains of natural dissolution. Should

judges upon the bench be bereft of this guide, what havoc would

be made of the property and the innocence of men ! Let this

counsellor be taken from executive officers, and the penalties due

to the wicked would be visited upon the righteous, while the re-

wards and immunities of the righteous would be bestowed upon

the guilty. And so, should intelligence desert the halls of legis-

lation, weakness, rashness, contradiction, and error, would glare

out from every page of the statute book. Now, as a republican

government represents almost all interests, whether social, civil,

or military, the necessity of a degree of intelligence adequate to

the due administration of them all, is so self-evident, that a

bare statement is the best argument.

But in the possession of this attribute of intelligence, elective

legislators will never far surpass their electors. By a natural

law, like that which regulates the equilibrium of fluids, elector

and elected, appointer and appointee, tend to the same level.

It is not more certain that a wise and enlightened constituency

will refuse to invest a reckless and profligate man with office,

or discard him if accidentally chosen, than it is that a foolish

or immoral constituency will discard or eject a wise man.
This law of assimilation, between the choosers and the chosen,

results, not only from the fact that the voter originally selects

his representative according to the affinities of good or of ill,

11
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of wisdom or of folly, which exist between them; but if the

legislator enacts or favors a law which is too wise for the con-

stituent to understand, or too just for him to approve, the next

election will set him aside as certainly as if he had made open

merchandise of the dearest interests of the people, by perjury

and for a bribe. And if the infinitely Just and Good, in giving

laws to the Jews, recognized the " hardness of their hearts,"

how much more will an earthly ruler recognize the baseness or

wickedness of the people, when his heart is as hard as theirs !

In a republican government, legislators are a mirror reflecting

the moral countenance of their constituents. And hence it is,

that the establishment of a republican government, without

well-appointed and efficient means for the universal education

of the people, is the most rash and fool-hardy experiment ever

tried by man. Its fatal results may not be immediately devel-

oped,—they may not follow as the thunder follows the light-

ning,—for time is an element in maturing them, and the ca-

lamity is too great to be prepared in a day
;
but, like the slow-

accumulating avalanche, they will grow more terrific by delay,

and, at length, though it may be at a late hour, will overwhelm

with ruin whatever lies athwart their path. It may be an

easy thing to make a Republic; but it is a very laborious thing

to make Republicans
;
and woe to the republic that rests upon

no better foundations than ignorance, selfishness, and passion.

Such a republic may grow in numbers and in wealth. As an

avaricious man adds acres to his lands, so its rapacious govern-

ment may increase its own darkness by annexing provinces and

states to its ignorant domain. Its armies may be invincible,

and its fleets may strike terror into nations on the opposite

sides of the globe, at the same hour. Vast in its extent, and

enriched with all the prodigality of nature, it may possess

every capacity and opportunity of being great, and of doing

good. But if such a Republic be devoid of intelligence, it will

only the more closely resemble an obscene giant who has

waxed strong in his youth, and grown wanton in his strength

;

whose brain has been developed only in the region of the appe-

tites and passions, and not in the organs of reason and con-

science; and who, therefore, is boastful of his bulk alone, and
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glories in the weight of his heel and in the destruction of his

arm. Such a republic, with all its noble capacities for benefi-

cence, will rush with the speed of a whirlwind to an ignomini-

ous end ; and all good men of after-times would be fain to

weep over its downfall, did not their scorn and contempt at

its folly and its wickedness, repress all sorrow for its fate.

As the merits of this subject cannot even be sketched on

the present occasion, I will confine myself to a single illustra-

tion, showing how an unenlightened people will permit, and

sometimes will even require, that their government should injure

their own interests.

A universal function of government,—one that has pertained

to every government that has ever existed, and doubtless will

continue to do so while the world stands,— is the collection of

revenues. The government must be maintained
;
but it has no

power of earning or of creating wealth to defray its own ex-

penses. It must, therefore, be supported by revenues derived

from the people.

In absolute despotisms, arbitrary exactions are made upon

all the possessors of wealth ; or upon all but a few excepted fa-

vorites. Where a pretence for such exactions is wanted, acts

which are not crimes are declared to be criminal, so that the

ruler may claim a forfeiture, or penalty, for the performance of

deeds, which, before any tribunal of conscience, or of justice,

would be held innocent. Ex post facto laws are made; that

is, laws which act backwards, and subject an act to punish-

ishment, after the law, which was not punishable at the time

it was done;—which might have been, indeed, not only guilt-

less but laudable at the time of its performance.

Now, it must be obvious, that such methods of raising reve-

nue must have an almost annihilating effect upon the produc-

tion of wealth; for no man will earn money beyond his imme-

diate necessities, when the very fact of his acquisition only ex-

posed him to pillage. When the richest men are worst plun-

dered, poverty becomes the privilege. Intelligence, though it

had been that of the Prince of Darkness, would have saved

nations from this cause of poverty.

Governments, less arbitrary, have resorted to expedients for
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self-support scarcely less baneful to the general welfare. Among
these, are monopolies,—such as that, for instance, by which the

Pacha of Egypt required all the cotton grown by his subjects to

be sold to him, at his own price, that he might resell it at an ad-

vanced one ; or that, by which the French king exercised the

privilege of selling all the tobacco consumed in his kingdom,

and then sold out the privilege to sell, at an enormous price.

Some governments have derived a revenue from the sale of of-

fices, even those which demand, for the fit discharge of their du-

ties, the highest talents and the purest integrity,—such as the

judicial,—and so have cared every thing for the amount of the

bribe, and nothing for the fitness of the incumbent. In all such

cases, the most vital and enduring interests of the community

have been sacrificed to the incidental benefit of revenue;—

a

policy vastly more ruinous than that of the incendiary who
burns a house that he may steal a shilling.

Even the freest and most enlightened governments have

been guilty of similar improvidences and follies. The raising

of revenue from licensed lotteries furnishes a signal illustra-

tion. For every unit of gain to the public treasury, by the

levy of a tax on the sale of lottery tickets, hundreds of loss are

subtracted from the public wealth. For, it is obvious, in the

first place, that lotteries create no wealth. They add nothing

to the aggregate of silver and gold, belonging to a community,

any more than they add to the number of its houses or the ex-

tent of its lands. They can do nothing more than to transfer

one man's money to another man's pocket. Then they occupy

the time of many individuals, who otherwise might be usefully

employed in the creation or augmentation of the public wealth.

Besides this, the expenses actually incurred by agencies, bro-

kerage, advertisements, apparatus, and so forth, is not incon-

siderable. It is also true, that the poorest class of people are

usually the purchasers of lottery tickets,—on the same princi-

ple that a man must first be drowning before he will catch at a

straw,—and generally with the same result. Thus, all the evils

of poverty are aggravated by the loss of a part of its pittance.

Then, adventuring in this traffic substitutes hopes of gain,

founded on chance, for the certainties of regular industry. The
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services of a laborer or an apprentice, of a journeyman me-

chanic or a clerk, with an undrawn lottery ticket in his pocket,

are hardly worth half price; for how can any one work for a

few shillings a day, while hope is jingling a bag of gold in his

ears, to be had for nothing? But, while the earnings of a ticket-

holder are less, his expenditures are greater ; for why should

not a man, who is so soon to be rich, anticipate a little the receipt

of his fortune ? It is only on the same principle which leads a

profligate heir to bind himself by post-obits. Is it said, that

none but a weak-minded man will be so confident of success

as to be less industrious or less frugal, after the purchase of a

ticket than before?—the answer is, that the fact of the purchase

proves the weak-mindedness. A tempter of fortune may limit

himself either to one, or to any prescribed number of trials, and

resolve that, if unsuccessful, he will abide by the decisions of

his luck, and never venture again ; but such a man does

not reflect that he will come out of the experiment a different

man from what he was when he went into it. The state of his

mind will be altered more than that of his purse; and he has no

second, uncorrupted will, whose energies he can now use to

restrain the backsliding of the first. But suppose a man to

meet with the misfortune of being what he calls fortunate; sup-

pose him to draw a prize of fifty thousand dollars; and thus,

without any valid consideration, or any moral right, to pick the

pockets of five thousand persons of ten dollars each, (and this,

too, without the dexterity or sleight of hand of a common pick-

pocket;) yet it is proved by data, derived from the widest ob-

servation, that the chances are fifty to one, that, while his un-

just gains will only injure the losers, they will ruin himself.

Take all these evils into consideration, and take into consider-

ation, also, what is far more important than all these evils

united, the impositions and the frauds which accompany the

whole operation, and which often bear as great a proportion to

the fair-dealing as the blanks bear to the prizes;—take all these

pecuniary, social, and moral mischiefs into account, and how
is it possible for any intelligent legislator, for the sake of a little

incidental revenue, ever to legalize an institution, which de-
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stroys wealth by wholesale, and cankers the morals of entire

classes of the people ?

And, yet, until within a few years, there was not a State in

this whole Union, whose Legislature did not stand so low, not

only in the scale of Morals, but of Political Economy, as to au-

thorize lotteries. Sometimes they were granted for a paltry

revenue, to be paid into the treasury
;
sometimes to aid in the

erection of public works,—to build a bridge, a canal, or a

church! !* Just in proportion as intelligence has advanced,

petitions for lotteries have been refused, and the sale of lottery

tickets interdicted by law ; until now, they are driven almost

exclusively into the southern and southwestern States. There

they await the dawning of that general enlightenment, which

Common Schools could so rapidly give, to be banished from the

country forever.

On the clearest principles of Morality and Political Economy,

the licensing of houses for the sale of intoxicating drinks, of

gaming-houses, and houses of ill-fame, for the ignominious pur-

pose of raising a revenue out of the misery and licentiousness of

men, stands even on a more unsound and criminal footing, than

legali ing the pest of lotteries. Yet, all this is done, even at the

present day, by legislators who would think it an indignity, if

they were denied an exalted place on the roll of enlightened,

patriotic, and Christian men. Great Britain, for a series of

years, has derived more than one fourth part of all her enor-

mous revenue from the various manufactures of malt, and sale

of spirituous liquors, though every pound which has gone into

the treasury from this source, represented some stage in the ter-

rible process, by which sanity was turned into madness, or a well

man into a sick beast. France, and even some parts of our own

country, have exhibited hateful specimens of the other kinds of

these incarnations of evil ;— these devouring monsters, who have

been permitted, for a fee, by the governments which should

have protected their people, to stalk through society, and to in-

flict upon all its interests,—body, soul, and estate,—direr calam-

ities than death itself.

* When a church is built by a lottery, can there be any doubt which has the best side

of the bargain, the Evil Spirit or the Good?
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The multiplication of oaths is another signal illustration of

the fact, how prone incompetent legislators ever are to sacrifice

the greater interest to the less,—the spiritual to the outward,

the enduring to the temporary. Adherence to truth is so nec-

essary among men, that even the lowest instincts of self-inter-

est will visit the falsifier with retribution, though honor and

conscience should not. But the utterance of truth, very gener-

ally speaking, is considered more in the light of an obligation

between man and man, than as a due to H< aven
;
and there

are many who would not hesitate to tell a falsehood, who
would tremble at the commission of perjury. But govern-

ments, for some collateral and incidental benefit,—most gener-

ally for the purpose of securing themselves against fraud in the

collection of revenues,—impose an oath upon men, not merely

where the oath-taker is adversely interested, but where, from the

nature of the case, he cannot certainly determine the truth of the

statement to which he deposes. This leads to moral laxity, and

relaxes laxity itself. Hence, in mercantile communities, there

has arisen a class of oaths, called " Custom House oaths,"—an

appellation which indicates that men swear, if not to what they

know to be untrue, yet, at least, to what they do not know to

be true. Often, the oath is administered to persons who are

under the strongest temptations to perjury, and where, too, the

danger of detectiow is small. This is Perjury made easy; for the

step is a short one, between swearing to a thing as true, with

only a general inference, or supposition, that it is so, and swear-

ing to a known untruth.

Now, can any money compensate government for contamina-

ting public morals? Or, in a republic, which is a government

of the people by the people, can they afford to barter their own
integrity, in order to get a little of their own money, out of

their own pockets, into their own public treasury, whence it is

so soon to flow back into their own pockets again 1 Every leg-

islator should be a political economist, and every voter should

know, at least, the leading elements of political economy, and

be able to understand their application to the affairs of life; but,

surely, that political economy is a delusion and a cheat, which
does not hold the morals of the community as the primal ele-
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ment in its prosperity; and the prayer, "Lead lis not into

temptation," is one which may be as appropriately addressed

by a people to its rulers, as by a frail and fallible mortal to his

Maker.

I have now given a hasty review of a single class of errors,

those pertaining to the collection of revenue,—into which gov-

ernments have fallen, through a want of intelligence ;—through

a want of such intelligence, it may be added, as any discreet

and reflecting man would exercise in the management of his

own affairs. And when will rulers be wiser than they have

been } Never, until the people, to whom they are responsible,

shall permit it and demand it. Never will wisdom preside in

the halls of legislation and its profound utterances be recorded

on the pages of the statute book, until Common Schools,—or

some other agency of equal power, not yet discovered,—shall

create a more far-seeing intelligence and a purer morality than

has ever yet existed among communities of men. Legislators,

in the execution of their high guardianship over public inter-

ests, will never secure to the State even the greatest amount of

wealth, while they seek to obtain it at the price of morality.

It is only when the virtue of the people is supremely cared for,

that they will discover the comprehensive meaning of the Scrip-

ture, that Godliness is profitable unto all things.

However elevated the moral character of a constituency may
be; however well informed in matters of general science or

history, yet they mist, if citizens of a Republic, understand

something of the true nature and functions of the government

under which they live. That any one who is to participate in

the government of a country, when he becomes a man, should

receive no instruction respecting the nature and functions of the

government he is afterwards to administer, is a political sole-

cism. In all nations, hardly excepting the most rude and bar-

barous, the future sovereign receives some training which is

supposed to fit him for the exercise of the powers and duties of

his anticipated station. Where, by force of law, the govern-

ment devolves upon the heir, while yet in a state of legal in-

fancy, some regency, or other substitute, is appointed, to act in

his stead, until his arrival at mature age; and, in the mean-
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time, he is subjected to such a course of study and discipline,

as will tend to prepare him, according to the political theory of

the time and the place, to assume the reins of authority at the

appointed age. If, in England, or in the most enlightened Eu-
ropean monarchies, it would be a proof of restored barbarism,

to permit the future sovereign to grow up without any knowl-

edge of his duties,—and who can doubt that it would be such a

proof,—then, surely, it would be not less a proof of restored,

or of never-removed barbarism, amongst us, to empower any in-

dividual to use the elective franchise, without preparing him

for so momentous a trust. Hence, the constitution of the

United States, and of our own State, should be made a study

in our Public Schools. The partition of the powers of govern-

ment into the three co-ordinate branches,—legislative, judicial,

and executive,—with the duties appropriately devolving upon

each ; the mode of electing or of appointing all officers, with

the reasons on which it was founded
; and, especially, the duty

of every citizen, in a government of laws, to appeal to the

courts for redress, in all cases of alleged wrong, instead of un-

dertaking to vindicate his own rights by his own arm ; and, in

a government where the people are the acknowledged sources

of power, the duty of changing laws and rulers by an appeal

to the ballot, and not by rebellion, should be taught to all the

children until they are fully understood.

Had the obligations of the future citizen been sedulously in-

culcated upon all the children of this Republic, would the pa-

triot have had to mourn over so many instances, where the vo-

ter, not being able to accomplish his purpose by voting, has pro-

ceeded to accomplish it by violence ; where, agreeing with his

fellow-citizens, to use the machinery of the ballot, he makes a

tacit reservation, that, if that machinery does not move accord-

ing to his pleasure, he will wrest or break it ? If the responsi-

bleness and value of the elective franchise were duly apprecia-

ted, the day of our State and National elections would be among

the most solemn and religious days in the calendar. Men would

approach them, not only with preparation and solicitude, but

with the sobriety and solemnity, with which discreet and reli-

gious-minded men meet the great crises of life. No man would

12
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throw away his vote, through caprice or wantonness, any more

than he would throw away his estate, or sell his family into

bondage. No man would cast his vote through malice or re-

venge, any more than a good surgeon would amputate a limb,

or a good navigator sail through perilous straits, under the same

criminal passions.

But, perhaps, it will be objected, that the constitution is sub-

ject to different readings, or that the policy of different admin-

istrations has become the subject of party strife ; and, therefore,

if any thing of constitutional or political law is introduced into

our schools, there is danger that teachers will be chosen on ac-

count of their affinities to this or that political party
;

or that

teachers will feign affinities which they do not feel, in order

that they may be chosen
; and so each schoolroom will at length

become a miniature political club-room, exploding with political

resolves, or flaming out with political addresses, prepared, by

beardless boys, in scarcely legible hand-writing, and in worse

grammar.

With the most limited exercise of discretion, all apprehen-

sions of this kind are wholly groundless. There are different

readings of the constitution, it is true ; and there are partisan

topics which agitate the country from side to side; but the con-

troverted points, compared with those about which there is no

dispute, do not bear the proportion of one to a hundred. And
what is more, no man is qualified, or can be qualified, to dis-

cuss the disputable questions, unless previously and thoroughly

versed in those questions, about which there is no dispute. In

the terms and principles common to all, and recognized by all,

is to be found the only common medium of language and of

idea, by which the parties can become intelligible to each other
;

and there, too, is the only common ground, whence the argu-

ments of the disputants can be drawn.

It is obvious, on the other hand, that if the tempest of polit-

ical strife were to be let loose upon our Common Schools, they

would be overwhelmed with sudden ruin. Let it be once un-

derstood, that the schoolroom is a legitimate theatre for party

politics, and with what violence will hostile partisans struggle

to gain possession of the stage, and to play their parts upon it

!
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Nor will the stage be the only scene of gladiatorial contests.

These will rage in all the avenues that lead to it. A prelim-

inary advantage, indispensable to ultimate success, will be the

appointment of a teacher of the true faith. As the great ma-

jority of the schools in the State are now organized, this can be

done only by electing a prudential committee, who will make
Avhat he calls political soundness paramount to all other con-

siderations of fitness. Thus, after petty skirmishings among

neighbors, the fierce encounter will begin in the district's pri-

mary assembly,—in the schoolroom itself This contest being

over, the election of the superintending, or town's committee,

must be determined in the same way, and this will bring to-

gether the combustibles of each district, to burn with an in-

tenser and a more devouring flame, in the town meeting. It is

very possible, nay, not at all improbable, that the town may be

of one political complexion, while a majority of the districts are

of the opposite. Who shall moderate the fury of these conflict-

ing elements, when they rage against each other ; and who
shall save the dearest interests of the children from being con-

sumed in the fierce combustion? If parents find that their

children are indoctrinated into what they call political heresies,

will they not withdraw them from the school ; and, if they

withdraw them from the school, will they not resist all appro-

priations to support a school from which they derive no benefit?

But, could the schools, themselves, survive these dangers for

a single year, it would be only to encounter others still more

perilous. Why should not the same infection that poisons all

the relations of the schoolroom, spread itself abroad, and min-

gle with all questions of external organization and arrange-

ment? Why should not political hostility cause the dismem-

berment of districts, already too small ; or, what would work

equal injury, prevent the union of districts, whose power of

usefulness would be doubled by a combination of their re-

sources? What better could be expected, than that one set of

school books should be expelled, and another introduced, as

they might be supposed, however remotely, to favor one party

or the other ; or, as the authors of the books might belong to

one party or the other? And who could rely upon the reports,
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or even the statistics of a committee, chosen by partisan votes,

goaded on by partisan impulses, and responsible to partisan dom-

ination
;
and this, too, without any opportunity of control or

check from the minority? Nay, if the schools could survive

long enough to meet the crisis, why should not any and every

measure be taken, either to maintain an existing political as-

cendancy, or to recover a lost one, in a school district, or in a

town, which has even been taken by unscrupulous politicians,

to maintain or to recover an ascendancy at the polls? Into a

district, or into a town, voters may be introduced from abroad,

to turn the scale. An employer may dismiss the employed, for

their refusal to submit to his dictation ; or make the bread that

is given to the poor man's children, perform the double office of

payment for labor to be performed, and of a bribe for principle

to be surrendered. And, beyond all this, if the imagination can

conceive any thing more deplorable than this, what kind of po-

litical doctrines would be administered to the children, amid the

vicissitudes of party domination,—their alternations of triumph

and defeat 1 This year, under the ascendancy of one side, the

constitution declares one thing; and commentaries, glosses, and

the authority of distinguished names, all ratify and confirm its

decisions. But victory is a fickle goddess. Next year, the van-

quished triumph ; and constitution, gloss, and authority, make
that sound doctrine, which was pestilent error before, and that

false, which was true. Right and wrong have changed sides.

The children must now join in chorus to denounce what they

had been taught to reverence before, and to reverence what

they had been taught to denounce. In the mean time, those

great principles, which, according to Cicero, are the same at

Rome and at Athens, the same now and forever ;—and which,

according to Hooker, have their seat in the bosom of God,

become the fittest emblems of chance and change.

Long, however, before this series of calamities would exhaust

itself upon our schools, these schools themselves would cease to

be. The plough-share would have turned up their founda-

tions. Their history would have been brought to a close,—

a

glorious and ascending history, until struck down by the hand
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of political parricide; then, suddenly falling with a double ruin,

—with death, and with ignominy.

But to avoid such a catastrophe, shall all teaching, relative

to the nature of our government, be banished from our schools;

and shall our children be permitted to grow up in entire igno-

rance of the political history of their country'? In the schools

of a republic, shall the children be left without any distinct

knowledge of the nature of a republican government ; or only

with such knowledge as they may pick up from angry political

discussions, or from party newspapers; from caucus speeches,

or Fourth of July orations,—the Apocrypha of Apocrypha ?

Surely, between these extremes, there must be a medium not

difficult to be found. And is not this the middle course, which

all sensible and judicious men, all patriots, and all genuine re-

publicans, must approve?—namely, that those articles in the

creed of republicanism, which are accepted by all, believed in

by all, and which form the common basis of our political faith,

shall be taught to all. But when the teacher, in the course

of his lessons or lectures on the fundamental law, arrives at a

controverted text, he is either to read it without comment or

remark ; or, at most, he is only to say that the passage is the

subject of disputation, and that the schoolroom is neither the

tribunal to adjudicate, nor the forum to discuss it.

Such being the rule established by common consent, and such

the practice, observed with fidelity under it, it will come to be

universally understood, that political proselytism is no function

of the school ; but that all indoctrination into matters of contro-

versy between hostile political parties is to be elsewhere sought

for, and elsewhere imparted. Thus, may all the children of the

Commonwealth receive instruction in the great essentials of

political knowledge,—in those elementary ideas without which

they will never be able to investigate more recondite and de-

batable questions ;—thus, will the only practicable method

be adopted for discovering new truths, and for discarding,—in-

stead of perpetuating,—old errors
;
and thus, too, will that per-

nicious race of intolerant zealots, whose whole faith may be

summed up in two articles,—that they, themselves, are always

infallibly right, and that all dissenters are certainly wrong,

—
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be extinguished,—extinguished, not by violence, nor by proscrip-

tion, but by the more copious inflowing of the light of truth.

MORAL EDUCATION.

Moral education is a primal necessity of social existence. The
unrestrained passions of men are not only homicidal, but suici-

dal
;
and a community without a conscience would soon extin-

guish itself. Even with a natural conscience, how often has

Evil triumphed over Good ! From the beginning of time, Wrong
has followed Right, as the shadow the substance. As the rela-

tions of men became more complex, and the business of the

world more extended, new opportunities and new temptations for

wrong-doing have been created. With the endearing relations

of parent and child, came also the possibility of infanticide and

parricide; and the first domestic altar that brothers ever reared

was stained with fratricidal blood. Following close upon the

obligations to truth, came falsehood and perjury, and closer still

upon the duty of obedience to the Divine law, came disobedi-

ence. With the existence of private relations between men,

came fraud
; and with the existence of public relations between

nations, came aggression, war, and slavery. And so, just in

proportion as the relations of life became more numerous, and

the interests of society more various and manifold, the range of

possible and of actual offences has been continually enlarging.

As for every new substance there may be a new shadow, so

for every new law there may be a new transgression. No form

of the precious metals has ever been used which dishonest men
have not counterfeited

;
and no kind of artificial currency has

ever been legalized which rogues have not forged. The gov-

ernment sees the evils that come from the use of intoxicating

drinks, and prohibits their sale; but unprincipled men pander

to depraved appetites, and gather a harvest of dishonest prof-

its. Instead of licensing lotteries, and deriving a revenue from

the sale of tickets, the State forbids the mischievous traffic;

but while law-abiding men disdain to practise an illicit trade,

knavish brokers, by means of the prohibition itself, secure a

monopoly of the sales, and pocket the infamous gain. The
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government imposes duties on imported goods ;
smugglers evade

the law, and bring goods into the country clandestinely ; or per-

jurers swear to false invoices, and escape the payment of duty,

and thus secure to themselves the double advantage of in-

creased sales, and enhanced profits upon what is sold. Sci-

ence prepares a new medicine to heal or alleviate the diseases

of men ; crime adulterates it, or prepares, as a substitute, some

cheap poison that resembles it, and can be sold instead of it.

A benefactor of the race discovers an agent which has the mar-

vellous power to suspend consciousness, and take away the sus-

ceptibility of pain
; a villain uses it to rob men or pollute

women. Houses are built ; the incendiary burns them, that he

may purloin the smallest portion of their goods. The press is

invented to spread intelligence
;
but libellers use it to give wings

to slander. And, so, throughout all the infinitely complex and

ramified relations of society, wherever there is a right there

may be a wrong ; and wherever a law is made to repress the

wrong, it may be evaded by artifice or overborne by violence.

In fine, all means and laws designed to repress injustice and

crime, give occasion to new injustice and crime. For every

lock that is made, a false key is made to pick it ; and for every

Paradise that is created, there is a Satan who would scale its

walls.

Nor does this view of the subject exhibit the scope and mul-

titude of the transgressions that may be committed. To rep-

resent the range and compass of possible violations, every law
that exists must be multiplied by a high power. When the

whole family of mankind consisted of but two persons, there

could be only two offenders. But, now, when the race has in-

creased to millions and hundreds of millions, the laws may be

broken by millions and hundreds of millions,—an increased

number of transgressors of an increased number of laws. The
multitude, then, of possible violations of law, is terrific to the

imagination ;
even the actual violations are sufficient to make

our best civilization look but little better than barbarism.

But the above outline, whose vast circumference may be

filled up by the commission of crimes against positive law, em-

braces not a tithe of possible transgressions. Every law in the
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statute-book might be obeyed, so as to leave no penalty to be

awarded by the courts, or inflicted by executive officers, and

yet myriads of private vices, too subtle and intangible for legis-

lative enactments, and too undefinable to be dealt with by the

tribunals of justice, might still embitter all domestic and social

relations, and leave nothing in life worth living for. Were the

greater plagues of public crime and open violence to be stayed,

still the lesser ones might remain ;—like the plagues of Egypt,

they might invade every house, penetrate to every chamber,

corrupt the water in the fountains, and the bread in the knead-

ing-troughs, and turn the dust into loathsome life, so that the

plague of hail, and the plague of darkness, might seem to be

blessings in the comparison. In offences, against what are usu-

ally called the "minor morals,"—against propriety, against de-

cency, against the domestic relations, and against good neigh-

borhood, as they are illustrated and enjoined by the example of

Christ, the precepts of the Gospel, and the perfect law of love

;

—here is a vast region where offences may grow, and where

they do grow, thick-standing and rankly luxuriant.

Against these social vices, in all ages of the world, the ad-

monitions of good men have been directed. The moralist has

exposed their deformity in his didactic page ; the satirist has

chastised them in his pungent verse
;
the dramatist has held

them up to ridicule on the mimic stage ; and, to some extent,

the Christian minister has exhibited their gross repugnancy to

the character of a disciple of Jesus. Still they continue to ex-

ist; and,—to say nothing of heathen nations,—the moral con-

dition of all Christendom is, in this respect, like the physical

condition of one of the nations that compose it ;—that extraor-

dinary people, I mean, whose dwellings, whose flocks, whose

agriculture, whose merchandise, and who, themselves, are be-

low the level of the ocean
; and against them, at all times, this

ocean rages, and lifts itself up ; and whenever or wherever it

can find a breach, or make one, it rushes in, and overwhelms

men and their possessions in one common inundation. Even

so, like a weltering flood, do immoralities and crimes break

over all moral barriers, destroying and profaning the securities

and the sanctities of life. Now, how best shall this deluge be
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repelled ] What mighty power, or combination of powers, can

prevent its inrushing, or narrow the sweep of its ravages?

The race has existed long enough to try many experiments

for the solution of this greatest problem ever submitted to its

hands; and the race has experimented, without stint of time

or circumscription of space, to mar or modify legitimate results.

Mankind have tried despotisms, monarchies, and republican

forms of government. They have tried the extremes of anar-

chy and of autocracy. They have tried Draconian codes of

law ; and, for the lightest offences, have extinguished the life

of the offender. They have established theological standards,

claiming for them the sanction of Divine authority, and the

attributes of a perfect and infallible law ; and then they have

imprisoned, burnt, massacred, not individuals only, but whole

communities at a time, for not bowing down to idols which

ecclesiastical authority had set up. These and other great

systems of measures have been adopted as barriers against

error and guilt ; they have been extended over empires, pro-

longed through centuries, and administered with terrible en-

ergy
;
and yet the great ocean of vice and crime overleaps

every embankment, pours down upon our heads, saps the

foundations under our feet, and sweeps away the securities of

social order, of property, liberty, and life.

At length, these experiments have been so numerous, and all

of them have terminated so disastrously, that a body of men
has risen up, in later times, powerful in influence, and not

inconsiderable in numbers, who, if I may use a mercantile

phrase, would abandon the world as a total loss ;—who mock
at the idea of its having a benevolent or even an intelligent

Author or Governor ; and who, therefore, would give over the

race to the dominion of chance, or to that of their own licen-

tious passions, whose rule would be more fatal than chance.

But to all doubters, disbelievers, or despairers, in human
progress, it may still be said, there is one experiment which has
never yet been tried. It is an experiment which, even before

its inception, offers the highest authority for its ultimate suc-

cess. Its formula is intelligible to all ; and it is as legible as

though written in starry letters on an azure sky. It is ex-

13
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pressed in these few and simple words :—" Train up a child in

the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from

it.
v This declaration is positive. If the conditions are com-

plied with, it makes no provision for a failure. Though per-

taining to morals, yet, if the terms of the direction are observed,

there is no more reason to doubt the result, than there would

be in an optical or a chemical experiment.

But this experiment has never yet been tried. Education

has never yet been brought to bear with one hundredth part of

its potential force, upon the natures of children, and, through

them, upon the character of men, and of the race. In all the

attempts to reform mankind which have hitherto been made,

whether by changing the frame of government, by aggravating

or softening the severity of the penal code, or by substituting a

government-created, for a God-created religion ;—in all these

attempts, the infantile and youthful mind, its amenability to

influences, and the enduring and self-operating character of

the influences it receives, have been almost wholly unrecog-

nized. Here, then, is a new agency, whose powers are but

just beginning to be understood, and whose mighty energies,

hitherto, have been but feebly invoked
;
and yet, from our experi-

ence, limited and imperfect as it is, we do know that, far be-

yond any other earthly instrumentality, it is comprehensive

and decisive.

Reformatory efforts, hitherto made, have been mainly ex-

pended upon the oaken-fibred hardhihood and incorrigibleness

of adult offenders ; and not upon the flexibleness and ductility

of youthful tendencies. Rulers have forgotten that, though a

giant's arm cannot bend a tree of a century's growth, yet the

finger of an infant could have given direction to its germ.

When a man has invested fifty thousand dollars in the business

• of importing ardent spirits into the country, it often does little

more than to enrage him, to point out the different results be-

tween such an investment, and the investment of the same

sum in whale ships; where, besides its own permanent value,

it will soon add fifty thousand dollars more to the actual wealth

of the community. Show the distiller how he changes the

life-sustaining fruits of the earth into a physical and moral
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poison, and what a deluge of destruction he is sending forth

over society, and his blood will boil hardly less fiercely than

his accursed caldrons
;
but who will be rash enough to say of

any child in the land ;—who will be rash enough to say of any

man now engaged in the business of promoting and spreading

intemperance, and visiting another generation with all its ca-

lamities ;—who will dare say, of any of them, that the nature

and consequences of this direful occupation might not have

been so vividly depicted to the imagination, and so clearly ex-

plained to the conscience, during the years of childhood, that

any child would sooner think of getting a living by counter-

feiting money than by engaging in the traffic ? Would any

child, on whose heart the horrors and atrocities of the slave-

trade had made their natural impression, before his arrival at

the age of fourteen years, ever connect himself with slavery

afterwards? Were a child taught the dignity, the healthful-

ness, and the advantages of voluntary labor, and the meanness

of living upon the unrequited services of the weak and defence-

less, could he ever bear to live a life of pampered indolence,

secured to him by a hundred lives,—each as precious and as

sacred, in the sight of Heaven, as his own,—of unpaid toil and

irredeemable debasement? Did genius pour out its heart as

fervently to depict the calamities of war, as it has done to

blazon forth what is called military glory, would not children

be led to abhor all unnecessary wars as much more than they

abhor murder, as the destruction of an army is greater than

that of a single murderer? If the schools were earnestly to

teach children that office and honor are not synonymous terms,

and that the only value of any office consists in its opening a

wider sphere for useful exertion, should we find so many men
renouncing usefulness and forfeiting honor for the acquisition

of office? If wealth were not forever talked of before chil-

dren as among the chief prizes of life, should we see such

throngs making haste to be rich, with all the attendant conse-

quences of fraud and dishonor? Indeed, so decisive is the effect

of early training upon adult habits and character, that numbers

of the most able and experienced teachers,—those who have

had the best opportunities to become acquainted with the errors
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and the excellences of children, their waywardness and their

docility,—have unanimously declared it to be their belief, that,

if all the children in the community, from the age of four years

to that of sixteen, could be brought within the reformatory and

elevating influences of good schools, the dark host of private vices

and public crimes, which now embitter domestic peace and stain

the civilization of the age, might, in ninety-nine cases in every

hundred, be banished from the world.* When Christ taught

his disciples to pray, "Thy kingdom come, thy will be done,

on earth as it is done in heaven," did he teach them to pray for

what shall never come to pass ! And if this consummation is

ever to be realized, is it to be by some mighty, sudden, instan-

taneous revolution, effected by a miracle
;
or is it to be pro-

duced gradually by that Providence which uses human agents

as its instruments 1

Were we to hear that some far-off land had been discovered,

over which the tempest of war had never swept; where insti-

tutions of learning and religion were reverenced, and their min-

isters held in the foremost rank of honor ; where falsehood, de-

traction, and perjury were never uttered ;
where neither intem-

perance, nor the guilty knowledge how to prepare its means,

nor the guilty agents to diffuse them, were ever known ;
where

all the obligations, growing out of the domestic relations, were

sacredly kept; where office always sought the wisest and best

men for incumbents, and never failed to find them ; where wit-

nesses were true, and jurors just, (for we can hardly conceive

of a state of society upon earth so perfect as to exclude all dif-

ferences of opinion about rights ;) in fine, where all men were

honest in their dealings, and exemplary in their lives,—with the

exception of here and there an individual, who, from the rare-

ness of his appearance, would be regarded almost as a mon-

ster ;—were we to hear of such a realm, who, that loves peace

and the happiness that comes from security and order, would

not wish to escape from the turmoil and the violence, the ran-

cor and the mean ambitions, of our present sphere, and go there

* As authority for this assertion, see Eleventh Annual Report of the Secretary of the

Board of Education, where the letters of distinguished and experienced teachers, re-

siding in different parts of the country, and acquainted with all classes of children, are

published.
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to dwell and to die? And yet, it is the opinion of our most in-

telligent, dispassionate, and experienced teachers, that we can,

in the course of two or three generations, and through the in-

strumentality of good teachers and good schools, superinduce,

substantially, such a state of society upon the present one; and

this, too, without any miracle, without any extraordinary sacri-

fices, or costly effort ; but only by working our existing Common
School system with such a degree of vigor as can easily be put

forth, and at such an expense as even the poorest community can

easily bear. If the leaders of society,—those whose law-giving

eloquence determines what statutes shall be enacted by the

Legislature, or those who speak for the common heart in self-

constituted assemblies, or those who shape popular opinion

through the public press, or in the private intercourse of life,

—

if these are not yet prepared to have faith in the reformatory

power of an early and wise training for the young, the fact only

shows and measures the extent of the work which teachers and

educationists have yet to perform. If men decline to cooperate

with us, because unins ired by our living faith, then the

arguments, the labors, and the results, which will create this

faith, are a preliminary step in our noble work.

Is any high-minded, exemplary, and conscientious man dis-

posed to believe that this substantial extirpation of social vices

and crimes, (according to the testimony of the witnesses above

referred to,) is a Utopian idea,—is more than we have any rea-

son to expect while human nature remains as it is, let me use

the ad hominem argument to -i f te him. Let me refer him to

himself, and ask him why the same influences which have

saved him from gaming, intemperance, dissoluteness, falsehood,

dishonesty, violence, and their kindred offences, and have made

him a man of sobriety, frugality, and probity ;—why the same

influences which have saved him from ruin, might not, if

brought to bear upon others, save them also? So far as hu-

man instrumentalities are concerned, we have abundant means

for surrounding every child in the State with preservative and

moral influences, as extensive and as efficient as those under

which the present industrious, worthy, and virtuous members

of the community were reared. And, as to all those things, in
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regard to which we are directly dependent upon the Divine fa-

vor, have we not the promise, explicit and unconditional, that

the men shall not depart from the way in which they should

go, if the children are trained up in it? It has been overlooked,

that this promise is not restricted to parents ; but seems to be

addressed indiscriminately to all,—whether parents, communi-

ties, states, or mankind.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

But, it will be said that this grand result, in Practical Mor-

als, is a consummation of blessedness that can never be attained

without Religion ; and that no community will ever be religious,

without a Religious Education. Both these propositions, I re-

gard as eternal and immutable truths. Devoid of religious

principles and religious affections, the race can never fall so

low but that it may sink still lower ; animated and sanctified

by them, it can never rise so high but that it may ascend still

higher. And is it not at least as presumptuous to expect that

mankind will attain to the knowledge of truth, without being

instructed in truth, and without that general expansion and de-

velopment of faculty which will enable them to recognize and

comprehend truth, in any other department of human interest,

as in the department of religion? No creature of God, of

whom we have any knowledge, has such a range of moral

oscillation as a human being. He may despise privileges, and

turn a deaf ear to warnings and instructions, such as evil

spirits may never have known, and therefore be more guilty

than they ; or, ascending through temptation and conflict, along

the radiant pathway of duty, he may reach the sublimest

heights of happiness, and may there experience the joys of a

contrast, such as ever-perfect beings can never feel. And can

it be that our nature, in this respect, is taken out of the law

that governs it in every other respect ;—the law, namely, that

the teachings which supply it with new views, and the training

that leads it to act in conformity with those views, are ineffec-

tive and nugatory ?

Indeed, the whole frame and constitution of the human soul
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show, that if man be not a religious being, he is among the

most deformed and monstrous of all possible existences. His

propensities and passions need the fear of God, as a restraint

from evil ; and his sentiments and affections need the love of

God. as a condition and preliminary to every thing worthy of

the name of happiness. Without a capability or susceptibility,

therefore, of knowing and reverencing his Maker and Preserver,

his whole nature is a contradiction and a solecism;—it is a

moral absurdity,—as strictly so, as a triangle with but two sides,

or a ircle without a circumference, is a mathematical absurdity.

The man, indeed, of whatever denomination, or kindred, or

tongue, he may be, who believes that the human race, or any

nation, or any individual in it, can attain to happiness, or avoid

misery, without religious principle and religious affections, must

be ignorant of the capacities of the human soul, and of the

highest attributes in the nature of man. We know, from the

very structure and functions of our physical organization, that

all the delights of the appetites and of the grosser instincts are

evanescent and perishing. All bodily pleasures over-indulged,

become pains. Abstemiousness is the stern condition of pro-

longed enjoyment,—a condition that balks desire at the very

moment when it is most craving. Did the fields teem, and the

forests bend, and the streams flow, with the most exquisite deli-

cacies, how small the proportion of our time in which we could

luxuriate in their sweets, without satiety and disgust! Unchas-

tened by temperance, the richest earthly banquets stimulate,

only to end in loathing. Perpetual self-restraint, on the one

side, or intolerable pains, on the other, is the law of all our an-

imal desires; and it may well be questioned, which are the

sharper sufferings,—the fiercest pangs of hunger and of thirst,

or the agonizing diseases that form the fearful retinue of epicu-

rism and Bacchanalian indulgence. Were the pleasures of sense

the only pleasures we could enjoy, immortality might well be

scoffed at as worthless, and annihilation welcomed
;

for, if

another Eden were created around us, filled with all that could

gratify the appetite, or regale the sense, and were the whole

range and command of its embowering shades and clustering

fruits bestowed upon us, still, with our present natures, we
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should feel intellectual longings, which not all the objects of

sight and of sense could appease
;
and luxuries would sate the

palate, and beauties pall upon the eye, in the absence of objects

to quicken and stimulate the sterner energies of the mind.

The delights of the intellect are of a far nobler order than

those of the senses ; but even these have no power to fill up the

capacities of an immortal mind. The strongest intellect tires.

It cannot sustain an ever-upward wing. Even in minds of

Olympian vastness and vigor, there must be seasons for relaxa-

tion and repose; — intervals, when the wearied faculties,

mounted upon the topmost of all their achievements, must stop

in their ascending career, to review the distance they have

traversed, and to replenish their energies for an onward flight.

And, although, in the far-off cycles of eternity, the stature of

the intellect should become lofty as an archangel's; although

its powers of comprehension should become so vast, and its in-

tuitions so penetrating, that it could learn the history of a planet

in a day, and master, at a single lesson, all the sciences that

belong to a system of stars ; still, I repeat, that, with our pres-

ent nature, we should be conscious of faculties unoccupied, and

restless, yea, tormented with a sense of privation and loss,

—

like lungs in a vacuum gasping vainly for breath, or like the

eye in darkness straining to catch some glimmering of light.

Without sympathy, without spiritual companionship with other

beings, without some Being, all-glorious in his perfections,

whom the spirit could commune with and adore, it would be a

mourner and a wanderer amid all the splendors of the universe.

Through the lone realms of immensity would it fly, calling for

love, as a mother calls for her departed first-born, but its

voice would return to it in echoes of mockery. Nay, though

the intellect of man should become as effulgent as the stars

amid which he might walk, yet sympathetic and devout affec-

tions alone can fertilize the desolations of the heart. Love is

as necessary to the human heart as knowledge is to the mind

;

and infinite knowledge can never supply the place of infinite

good. The universe, grand, glorious, and beautiful as it is, can

be truly enjoyed only through the worship as well as the knowl-
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edge of the great Being that created it. Among people, where

there is no true knowledge of God, the errors, superstitions, and

sufferings of a false religion, always rush in to fill the vacuum.

There is not a faculty nor a susceptibility in the nature of

man, from the lightning-like intuitions that make him akin to

the cherubim, or the fire and fervor of affection that assimilate

him to seraphic beings, down to the lowest appetites and de-

sires by which he holds brotherhood with beast and reptile and

worm ;—there is not one of them all, that will ever be governed

by its proper law, or enjoy a full measure of the gratification it

was adapted to feel, without a knowledge of the trne God,

without a sense of acting in harmony with His will, and with-

out spontaneous effusions of gratitude for His goodness. Con-

victions and sentiments, such as these, can alone supply the

vacuity in the soul of man, and fill with significance and love-

liness what would otherwise be a blank and hollow universe.

How limited and meagre, too, would be the knowledge which

should know all things else, but still be ignorant of the self-

existent Author of all ! What is the exquisite beauty of flow-

ers, of foliage, or of plumage, if we know nothing of the Great

Limner who has painted them, and blended their colors with

such marvellous skill? So the profundity of all science is

shallowness, if we know nothing of the Eternal Mind that

projected all sciences, and made their laws so exact and har-

monious, that all the objects in an immensity can move onward

throughout an eternity, without deviation or error. Even the

visible architecture of the heavens, majestic and refulgent as it

is, dwindles and glooms into littleness and darkness, in the

presence of the Great Builder, who "of old laid the foundation

of the earth," and "meted out heaven with a span." Among
all the objects of knowledge, the Author of knowledge is infi-

nitely the greatest; and the microscopic animalcule, which, by

a life of perseverance, has circumnavigated a drop of water, or

the tiny insect which has toiled and climbed, until it has at last

reached the highest peak of a grain of sand, knows propor-

tionately more of the height and depth and compass of plane-

tary spaces, than the philosopher who has circuited all other

knowledge, but is still ignorant of God. In the acquisition of

14
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whatever art, or in the pursuit of whatever science, there is a

painful sense of incompleteness and imperfection, while we

remain untaught in any great department known to belong to

it. And so, in the development and culture of the human

soul, we are conscious not merely of the want of symmetry,

but of gross disfigurement and mutilation, when the noblest

and most enduring part of an appropriate development and

culture is wanting. In merely an artistical point of view, to

be presented with the torso of Hercules, or with the truncated

body of Minerva, when we were expecting to behold the fulness

of their majestic proportions, would be less painful and shock-

ing, than a system of human culture from which religious

culture should be omitted.

So, too, if the subject be viewed in relation to all the purer

and loftier affections and susceptibilities of the human soul,

the results are the same. If, in surveying the highest states of

perfection which the character of man has ever yet reached

upon earth, we select, from among the whole circle of our per-

sonal or historical acquaintances, those who are adorned with

the purest quality and the greatest number of excellences, as

the objects of our most joyful admiration and love ; why should

not the soul be lifted into sublimer exstasies, and into raptures

proportionately more exalted and enduring, if it could be raised

to the contemplation of Him, whose "name alone is excel-

lent?" If we delight in exhibitions of power, why should we

pass heedlessly by the All-powerful 1 If human hearts are

touched with deeds of mercy, there is One whose tender mer-

cies are over all His works. If we reverence wisdom, there is

such perfect wisdom on high, that that of angels becomes

"folly" in its presence. If we love the sentiment of love, has

not the Apostle told us that God is Love 1 There are many
endearing objects upon earth from which the heart of man may
be sundered ; but he only is bereaved of all things who is be-

reaved of his Father in heaven.

I here place the argument, in favor of a religious education

for the young, upon the most broad and general grounds; pur-

posely leaving it to every individual to add, for himself, those

auxiliary arguments which may result from his own peculiar
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views of religious truth. But such is the force of the convic-

tion to which my own mind is brought by these general consid-

erations, that I could not avoid regarding the man, who should

oppose the religious education of the young, as an insane man;

and were it proposed to debate the question between us, I should

desire to restore him to his reason, before entering upon the

discussion. If, suddenly summoned to eternity, I were able to

give but one parting word of advice to my own children, or to

the children of others ;—if I were sinking beneath the wave,

and had time to utter but one articulate breath, or were wasting

away upon the death-bed, and had strength to make but one

exhortation more,—that dying legacy should be, " Remember

thy Creator in the days of thy youth."

I can, then, confess myself second to no one in the depth

and sincerity of my convictions and desires, respecting the ne-

cessity and universality, both on abstract and on practical

grounds, of a religious education for the young; and if I had

stronger words at command, in which to embody these views, I

would not fail to use them. But the question still remains,

How shall so momentous an object be pursued? In the

measures we adopt to give a religious education to others, shall

we ourselves abide by the dictates of religion
;
or shall we do,

as has almost universally been done, ever since the unhallowed

union between church and state, under Constantine,—shall we

seek to educate the community religiously, through the use of

the most irreligious means ?

On this subject, I propose to speak with freedom and plain-

ness, and more at length than I should feel required to do, but

for the peculiar circumstances in which I have been placed. It

is matter of notoriety, that the views of the Board of Educa-

tion,—and my own, perhaps still more than those of the Board,

—on the subject of religious instruction in our Public Schools,

have been subjected to animadversion. Grave charges have

been made against us, that our purpose was to exclude reli-

gion ; and to exclude that, too, which is the common exponent

of religion,—the Bible,—from the Common Schools of the

State; or, at least, to derogate from its authority, and destroy

its influence in them. Whatever prevalence a suspicion of the
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truth of these imputations may have heretofore had, I have

reason to believe that further inquiry and examination have

done much to disabuse the too credulous recipients of so ground-

less a charge. Still, amongst a people so commendably sensi-

tive on the subject of religion, as are the people of Massachu-

setts, any suspicion of irreligious tendencies, will greatly preju-

dice any cause, and, so far as any cause may otherwise have

the power of doing good, will greatly impair that power.

It is known, too, that our noble system of Free Schools for

the whole people, is strenuously opposed ;—by a few persons in

our own State, and by no inconsiderable numbers in some of

the other states of this Union ;—and that a rival system of

"Parochial" or "Sectarian Schools," is now urged upon the

public by a numerous, a powerful, and a well-organized body

of men. It has pleased the advocates of this rival system, in

various public addresses, in reports, and through periodicals de-

voted to t*heir cause, to denounce our system as irreligious and

anti-Christian. They do not trouble themselves to describe

what our system is, but adopt a more summary way to fore-

stall public opinion against it, by using general epithets of re-

proach, and signals of alarm.

In this age of the world, it seems to me that no student of

history, or observer of mankind, can be hostile to the precepts

and the doctrines of the Christian religion, or opposed to any

institutions which expound and exemplify them; and no man
who thinks, as I cannot but think, respecting the enduring ele-

ments of character, whether public or private, can be willing

to have his name mentioned while he is living, or remembered

when he is dead, as opposed to religious instruction, and Bible

instruction for the young. In making this final Report, there-

fore, I desire to vindicate my conduct from the charges that

have been made against it; and, so far as the Board has been

implicated in these charges, to leave my testimony on record

for their exculpation. Indeed, on this point, the Board and my-
self must be justified or condemned together ; for I do not be-

lieve they would have enabled me, by their annual ree'lections,

to carry forward any plan for excluding either the Bible or re-

ligious instruction from the schools
;
and had the Board required
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me to execute such a purpose, I certainly should have given

them the earliest opportunity to appoint my successor. I de-

sire, also, to vindicate the system with which I have been so

long and so intimately connected, not only from the aspersion,

but from the suspicion, of being an irreligious, or anti-Christian,

or an un-Christian system. I know, full well, that it is unlike

the systems which prevail in Great Britain, and in many of the

continental nations of Europe, where the Established Church

controls the education of the young, in order to keep itself estab-

lished. But this is presumptive evidence in its favor, rather

than against it.

All the schemes ever devised by governments, to secure the

prevalence and permanence of religion among the people, how-

ever variant in form they may have been, are substantially re-

solvable into two systems. One of these systems holds the

regulation and control of the religious belief of the people to be

one of the functions of government, like the command of the

army or the navy, or the establishment of courts, or the collec-

tion of revenues. According to the other system, religious be-

lief is a matter of individual and parental concern ; and, while

the government furnishes all practicable facilities for the inde-

pendent formation of that belief, it exercises no authority to

prescribe, or coercion to enforce it. The former is the system,

which, with very few exceptions, has prevailed throughout

Christendom, for fifteen hundred years. Our own government

is almost a solitary example among the nations of the earth,

where freedom of opinion, and the inviolability of conscience,

have been even theoretically recognized by the law.

The argument in behalf of a government-established religion,

at the time when it was first used, was not without its plausi-

bility; but the principle, once admitted, drew after it a train of

the most appalling consequences. If religion is absolutely es-

sential to the stability of the State, as well as to the present and

future happiness of the subject; why, it was naturally asked,

should not the government enforce it ? And, if government is

to enforce religion, it follows, as a necessary consequence, that

it must define it 1—for how can it enforce a duty which, being

undefined, is uncertain? And, again, if government begins to
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define religion, it must define what it is not, as well as what it

is; and while it upholds whatever is included in the definition,

it must suppress and abolish whatever is excluded from it. The
definition, too, must keep pace with speculation, and must take

cognizance of all outward forms and observances; for, if spec-

ulation is allowed to run riot, and ceremonies and observances

to spring up unrestrained, religion will soon elude control,

emerge into new forms, and exercise, if it does not arrogate, a

substantial independence. Both in regard to matters of form

and of substance, all recusancy must be subdued, either by the

deprivation of civil rights, or by positive inflictions; for the

laws of man, not possessing, like the laws of God, a self-execu-

ting power, must be accompanied by some effective sanction, or

they will not be obeyed. If a light penalty proves inadequate,

a heavier one must follow,—the loss of civil privileges by dis-

franchisement, or of religious hopes by excommunication. If

the non-conformist feels himself, by the aid of a higher power,

to be secure against threats of future perdition, the civil magis-

trate has terrible resources at command, in this life,—imprison-

ment, scourging, the rack, the fagot, death. Should it ever be

said that these are excessive punishments for exercising free-

dom of thought, and for allowing the heart to pour forth those

sentiments of adoration to God, with which it believes God
himself has inspired it?—the answer is always ready, that

nothing is so terrible as the heresy that draws after it the end-

less wrath of the Omnipotent ; and, therefore, that Smithfield

fires, and Inquisitorial tortures, and aulo-dc-fes, and St. Bar-

tholomews, are cheap offerings at the shrine of Truth ;—nay,

compared with the awful and endless consequences of a false

faith, they are of less moment than the slightest puncture of a

nerve. And, assuming the truth of the theory, and the right

of the government to secure faith by force, it surely would be

better, infinitely better, that every hill-top should be lighted

with the fires of Smithfield, and every day in the calendar

should be a St. Bartholomew's, than that errors so fatal should

go un-abolished.

In the council-hall of the Inquisition at Avignon, there still

is, or lately was, to be seen, a picture of the good Samaritan
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painted upon the wall. The deed of mercy commemorated by

this picture, was supposed to be the appropriate emblem of the

Inquisitor's work. The humanity of pouring oil and wine

into the wounds of the bleeding wayfarer who had fallen

among thieves; the kindness of dismounting from his own
beast, and setting the half-dead victim of violence upon it;

and the generosity of purchasing comfort and restoration for

him at an inn, were held to be copied and imitated, upon an

ampler and a nobler scale, by the arrest of the heretic, by the

violence that tore him from home and friends, and by the

excruciating tortures that at last wrenched soul and body

asunder. The priests who sentenced, and the familiars that

turned the wheel, or lighted the fagot; or, with red-hot pincers,

tore the living flesh from the quivering limbs, were but imita-

tors of the good Samaritan, binding up moral wounds, and

seeking to take a lost traveller to a place of recovery and eter-

nal repose. So when the news of the massacre of St. Barthol-

omew's,—on which occasion, thirty thousand men, women,
and children, were butchered at the stroke of a signal-bell,

—

reached Rome, the Pope and his cardinals ordained a Thanks-

giving, that all true believers might rejoice together at so glo-

rious an event, and that God might be honored for the pious

hearts that designed and the benevolent hands that executed so

Christian a deed. And, admitting their premises, surely they

were right. Could communities, or even individuals, be res-

cued from endless perdition, at the price of a massacre or an

auto-de-fe, the men who would wield the sword, or kindle the

flame, would be only nobler Samaritans ; and the picture upon

the Inquisition walls at Avignon would be but an inadequate

emblem of their soul-saving beneficence.

But in all the persecutions and oppressions ever committed

in the name of religion, one point has been unwarrantably

assumed;—namely, that the faith of their authors was certainly

and infallibly the true faith. With the fewest exceptions, the

advocates of all the myriad conflicting creeds that have ever

been promulgated have held substantially the same language :

" Our faith we know to be true. For its truth, we have the

evidence of our reason and our conscience ; we have the Word
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of God in our hands, and we have the Spirit of God in our

hearts, testifying to its truth."* The answer to this claim

is almost too obvious to be mentioned. The advocates of

hundreds and thousands of hostile creeds have placed them-

selves upon the same ground. Each has claimed the same

proof from reason and conscience, the same external revela-

tion from God, and the same inward light of His spirit.

But if truth be one, and hence necessarily harmonious ; if

God be its author ; and if the voice of God be not more

dissonant than the tongues of Babel; then, at least all but

one of the different forms of faith ever promulgated by hu-

man authority, so far as these forms conflict with each other,

cannot have emanated from the Fountain of all truth. These

faiths must have been more or less erroneous. The believers

in them must have been more or less mistaken. Who, on an

impartial survey of the whole, and a recollection of the confi-

dence with which each one has been claimed to be infallibly

true, shall dare to affirm that any one of them all is a perfect

transcript of the perfect law, as it exists in the Divine Mind,

and that that one is his?

But here arises a practical distinction, which the world has

lost sight of. It is this : After seeking all possible light from

within, from without, and from above, each man's belief is his

own standard of truth; but it is not the standard for any other

man. The believer is bound to live by his belief under all

circumstances, in the face of all perils, and at the cost of any

sacrifice. But his standard of truth is the standard for himself

alone; never for his neighbor. That neighbor must have his

own standard, which to him must be supreme. And the fact

that each man is bound to follow his own best light and guid-

ance is an express negation of any other man's right, and of any

government's right, of forcible interference. Here is the divid-

ing line. On one side, lie personal freedom and the recognition

of freedom in others ; on the other side, are intolerance, oppres-

sion, and all the wrongs and woes of persecution for conscience'

sake. The hierarchs of the world have generally reversed this

* Or, as I once heard the same sentiment expressed in the pulpit, from the lips of an

eminent divine :
" I am right, and I know I am right, and I know I know it."
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rule of duty. They have been more rigid in demanding that

others should live according to their faith, than in living in

accordance with it themselves.

Did the history of mankind show that there has been the

most of virtue and piety in those nations where religion has

been most rigorously enforced by law, the advocates of eccle-

siastical domination would have a powerful argument in favor

of their measures of coercion. But the united and universal

voice of history, observation, and experience, gives the argu-

ment to the other side. Nor is this surprising. Weak and

fallible as human reason is, it was too much to expect that any

mere man, even though aided by the light of a written revela-

tion, would ever fathom the whole counsels of the Omnipotent

and the Eternal. But the limitations and shortsightedness of

men's reason did not constitute the only obstacle to their dis-

covery of truth. All the passions and perversities of human
nature conspired to prevent so glorious an achievement. The
easily-acquired but awful power possessed by those who were

acknowledged to be the chosen expounders of the Divine will,

tempted men to set up a false claim to be the depositaries of

God's purposes towards men, and the selected medium of his

communication with them; and to this temptation erring mor-

tals were fain to yield. Those who were supposed able to

determine the destiny of the soul in the next world, came easily

to control opinion, conduct, and fortune, in this. Hence they

established themselves as a third power,—a power between the

creature and the Creator,—not to facilitate the direct commu-
nion between man and his Maker, but to supersede it. They
claimed to carry on the intercourse between heaven and earth,

as merchants carry on commerce between distant nations,

where the parties to the interchange never meet each other.

The consequence soon was, that this celestial commerce degen-

erated into the basest and most mercenary traffic. The favors

of heaven were bought and sold, like goods in the market-

place. Robbery purchased pardon and impunity by bribing

the judge with a portion of the wealth it had plundered. The
assassin bought permission -to murder, and the incendiary to

burn. A Price-Current of crime was established, in which

15
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sins were so graduated, as to meet the pecuniary ability of both

rich and poor offenders. Licenses to violate the laws of God

and man became luxuries, for which customers paid according

to their several ability. Gold was the representative of all

virtues as well as of all values. Under such a system, men

lost their conscience, and women their virtue ; for the right to

commit all enormities was purchasable by money, and pardona-

ble by grace;—save only the guilt of heresy; and the worst of

all heresies consisted in men's worshipping the God of their

fathers according to the dictates of their consciences.

Those religious exercises which consist in a communion of

the soul with its Father in heaven, have been beautifully com-

pared to telegraphic communications between distant friends
;

where, silent as thought, and swift as the lightning, each makes

known to the other his joys and his desires, his affection and

his fidelity, while the busy world around may kno v nought of

their sacred communings. But as soon as hierarchies obtained

control over men, they changed the channel of these commu-
nications between heaven and earth. An ecclesiastical bureau

was established ; and it was decreed that all the telegraphic

wires should centre in that ;—so that all the communications

between man and his Maker should be subject to the inspection

of its chiefs, and carried on through their agency alone. Thus,

whether the soul had gratitude or repentance to offer to its God,

or light or forgiveness to receive from on high, the whole inter-

course, in both directions, must go through the government

office, and there be subject to take such form ; to be added to

or subtracted from, as the ministers or managers, in possession

of power, might deem to be expedient. Considering the nature

of man, one may well suppose that many of the most precious

of the messages were never forwarded ; that others were per-

verted, or forged ones put in their place; and that, in some

instances at least, the reception of fees was the main induce-

ment to keep the machinery in operation.

Among the infinite errors and enormities, resulting from sys-

tems of religion devised by man, and enforced by the terrors of

human government, have been th*ose dreadful reactions, which

have abjured all religion, spurned its obligations, and voted the
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Deity into non-existence. This extreme is, if possible, more

fatal than that by which it was produced. Between these ex-

tremes, philanthropic and godly men have sought to find a

medium which should avoid both the evils of ecclesiastical

tyranny, and the greater evils of atheism. And this medium
has at length been supposed to be found. It is promulgated in

the great principle, that government should do all that it can to

facilitate the acquisition of religious truth ; but shall leave the

decision of the question, what religious truth is, to the arbit-

rament, without human appeal, of each man's reason and
conscience;—in other words, that government shall never, by
the infliction of pains and penalties, or by the privation of

rights or immunities, call such decision either into pre-judg-

ment or into review. The formula in which the Constitution

of Massachusetts expresses it, is in these words: "All religious

sects and denominations, demeaning themselves peaceably and

as good citizens, shall be equally under the protection of law
j

and no subordination of one sect or denomination to another

shall ever be established by law."

The great truth recognized and expressed in these few words

of our Constitution, is one which it has cost centuries of struggle

and of suffering, and the shedding of rivers of blood, to attain

;

and he who would relinquish or forfeit it, virtually impetrates

upon his fellow-men other centuries of suffering and the shed-

ding of other rivers of blood. Nor are we as yet entirely re-

moved from all danger of relapse. The universal interference

of government in matters of religion, for so many centuries,

has hardened the public mind to its usurpations. Men have

become tolerant of intolerance ; and among many nations of

Christendom the common idea of Religious Freedom is satisfied

by an exemption from fine and imprisonment for religious be-

lief. They have not yet reached the conception of equal privi-

leges and franchises for all. Doubtless the time will come
when any interference, either by positive infliction or by legal

disability, with another man's conscience in religious concern-

ments, so long as he molests no one by the exercise of his faith,

will be regarded as the crowning and supereminent act of guilt

which one human being can perpetrate against another, But
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this time is far from having yet arrived, and nations, otherwise

equally enlightened, are at very different distances from this

moral goal. The oppressed, on succeeding to power, are prone

to become oppressors, in their turn ;
and to forget, as victors,

the lessons, which, as victims, they had learned.

The Colonial, Provincial, and State history of Massachusetts

shows by what slow degrees the rigor of our own laws was

relaxed, as the day-star of religious freedom slowly arose after

the long, black midnight of the Past. It was not, indeed, until

a very recent period, that all vestige of legal penalty or coer-

cion was obliterated from our statute book, and all sects and

denominations were placed upon a footing of absolute equality

in the eye of the law. Until the ninth day of April, 1821, no

person, in Massachusetts, was eligible to the office of Governor,

Lieutenant Governor, or Counsellor, or to that of senator or rep-

resentative in the General Court, unless he would make oath to

a belief in the particular form of religion adopted and sanc-

tioned by the State. And until the eleventh day of November,

1833, every citizen was taxable, by the constitution and laws of

the State, for the support of the Protestant religion, whether he

were a Protestant, a Catholic, or a believer in any other faith.

Nor was it until the tenth day of March, 1827, (St. 1826, ch.

143, § 7,) that it was made unlawful to use the Common
Schools of the State as the means of proselyting children to a

belief in the doctrines of particular sects, whether their parents

believed in those doctrines or not.

All know the energetic tendency of men's minds to continue

in a course to which long habit has accustomed them. The
same law is as true in regard to institutions administered

by bodies of men, as in regard to individual minds. The doc-

trine of momentum, or head-way, belongs to metaphysics, as

much as to mechanics. A statute may be enacted, and may
even be executed by the courts, long before it is ratified and

enforced by public opinion. Within the last few years, how
many examples of this truth has the cause of temperance fur-

nished ! And such was the case, in regard to the law of 1827,

prohibiting sectarian instruction in our Public Schools. It was

not easy for committees, at once, to withdraw or to exclude the
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books, nor for teachers to renounce the habits, by which this

kind of instruction had been given. Hence, more than ten

years subsequent to the passage of that law, at the time when

I made my first educational and official circuits over the State,

I found books in the schools, as strictly and exclusively doc-

trinal as any on the shelves of a theological library. I heard

teachers giving oral instruction, as strictly and purely doctrinal^

as any ever heard from the pulpit, or from the professor's chair.

And more than this : I have now in my possession, printed

directions, given by committee men to teachers, enjoining upon

them the use of a catechism, in school, which is wholly de-

voted to an exposition of the doctrines of one of the denomina-

tions amongst us. These directions bear date a dozen years

subsequent to the prohibitory law, above referred to. I pur-

posely forbear to intimate what doctrine or what denomination

was "favored" in the language of the law, by these means;

because I desire to have this statement as impersonal as it

can be.

In the first place, then, I believed these proceedings not only

to be wholly unwarranted by law, but to be in plain contraven-

tion of law. And, in the next place, the Legislature had made
it the express duty of the Secretary, "diligently to apply him-

self to the object of collecting information of the condition of

the Public Schools, [throughout the State,] of the fulfilment of

the duties of their office by all members of the school commit-

tees of all the towns, and the circumstances of the several

school districts in regard to all the subjects of teachers, pupils,

books, apparatus, and methods of education," and so forth. I

believed then, as now, that religious instruction in our schools, to

the extent which the constitution and laws of the State allowed

and prescribed, was indispensable to their highest welfare, and

essential to the vitality of moral education. Then as now,

also, I believed that sectarian books, and sectarian instruction,

if their encroachments were not resisted, would prove the over-

throw of the schools. While, on the one hand, therefore, I did

deplore, in language as earnest and solemn as I was capable of

commanding, the insufficiency of moral and religions instruc-

tion given in the schools; on the other hand, instead of detail-
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ing what I believed to be infractions of the law, in regard to

sectarian instruction, I endeavored to set forth what was sup-

posed to be the true meaning and intent of the law. Such a

general statement of legal limitations and prohibitions, instead

of a specific arraignment of teachers or of committees, for dis-

regarding them, I judged to be the milder and more eligible

course. Less, I could not do, and discharge the duty which

the law had expressly enjoined upon me. More, I deemed it un-

advisable to do, lest transgressors should take offence at what

they might deem to be an unnecessary personal exposure. And

further, I had confidence, that when the law itself and the rea-

sons of equity and public policy on which it was founded

should be better understood, all violations of it would cease.

Ever/ word of my early reports having any reference to this

subject, was read in the presence of the Board, on which sat

able lawyer^ an 1 distinguished clergymen of different denomi-

nations, an 1 no word of exception was ever taken to the views

there presented, either on the ground that they were contrary

to law, or had any sinister or objectionable tendency.

No person, then, in the whole community, could have been

more surprised or grieved than myself, at finding my views,

in regard to the extent and the limitation of religious instruction

in our Public Schools, attributed to a hostility to religion itself,

or a hostility to the Scriptures, which are the "lively oracles"

of the Christian's faith. As the Board was implicated with

me in these charges, (they never having dissented from my
views, and continuing to reelect me annually to the office

of Secretary,) it is well known to its earlier members, that I

urged the propriety of their meeting these charges with a public

and explicit denial of their truth. In so grave a matter, I did

not think that a refutation of the calumny would derogate from

their dignity ; but only evince the sensitiveness of their moral

feelings, and the firmness of their moral principles. Such was

the course pursued by the Board of Commissioners of Educa-

tion, in Ireland, composed of some of the most pious and ele-

vated dignitaries in both communions ; and, at whose head,

was that most able and venerable prelate, Archbishop Whate-

ley. When their conduct was assailed, and their motives im-
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pugrted, because they refused to turn the National Schools into

engines for proselyting from one sect to another, they met the

charges from year to year, in their annual reports ; and finally

discomfited and put to shame their bigoted assailants.

To my suggestion, in regard to vi idicatory n easures, the reply

was, that, as the charges were groundless, they probably would

be temporary ; and that a formal reply to the accusations might

bestow an undeserved importance upon the accusers. Were it

not that the opinion of the Board at that time did not coincide

with my own, I should still think, that an early, temperate,

but decided refutation, by the Board itself, of the charges

against them, and against the system administered by them, or

under their auspices, would have been greatly preventive of

evil, and fruitful of good. The pr< 6 cupancy of the public

mind with error, on so important a subject, is an unspeakable

calamity; and errors that derive their support from religious

views, are among the most invincible. But different counsels

prevailed; and, for several years, in certain quarters, suspicions

continued rife. I was made to see, and deeply to feel, their dis-

astrous and alienating influence, as I travelled about the State

;

sometimes withdrawing the hand of needed assistance, and

sometimes, when conduct extorted approval, impeaching the

motives that prompted it. By no cause, not dearer to me than

life itself, could I ever have persevered, amid the trials and

anxieties, and against the obstacles, that beset my path. But I

felt that there is a profound gratification in standing by a good

cause, in the hour of its adversity. I believed there must be a

deeper pleasure in following truth to the scaffold, than in shout-

ing in the retinue where error triumphs. I felt, too, a religious

confidence, that truth would ultimately prevail ; and that it was
my duty to labor, in the spirit of a genuine disciple, who toils

on with equal diligence and alacrity, whether his cause is to be

crowned with success in his own life-time, or only at the end of

a thousand years. And, as the complement of all other mo-
tives, I felt that a true education would be among the most ef-

ficient of means to prevent the reappearance in another gener-

ation, of such an aggressive and unscrupulous opposition, as the

Board and myself were suffering under in this.
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After years of endurance, after suffering under misconstruc-

tions of conduct, and the imputation of motives, whose edge is

sharper than a knife, it was, at my suggestion, and by making

use of materials which I had laboriously collected, that the

Board made its Eighth Annual Report;—a document said to be

the ablest argument iii favor of the use of the Bible in Schools,

any where to be found. This Report had my full concurrence.

Since its appearance, I have always referred to it, as explana-

tory of the views of the Board, and as setting forth the law of a

wise Commonwealth and the policy of a Christian people. Of-

ficially and unofficially, publicly and privately, in theory and

in practice, my course has always been in conformity with its

doctrines. And I avail myself of this, the last opportunity

which I may ever have, to say, in regard to all affirmations or

intimations, that I have ever attempted to exclude religious in-

struction from school, or to exclude the Bible from school, or to

impair the force of that volume, arising out of itself, are now,

and always have been, without substance or semblance of

truth.

But it may still be said, and it is said, that, however sincere,

or however religiously disposed, the advocates of our school

system may be, still the character of the system is not to be de-

termined by the number, nor by the sincerity of its defenders,

but by its own inherent attributes; and that, if judged by these

attributes, it is, in fact and in truth, an irreligious, an un-Chris-

tian, and an anti-Christian system. Having devoted the best

part of my life to the promotion of this system, and believing

it to be the only system which ought to prevail, or can perma-

nently prevail, in any free country; I am not content to see it

suffer, unrelieved, beneath the weight of imputations so grievous;

nor is it right that any hostile system should be built up by so

gross a misrepresentation of ours. That our Public Schools are

not Theological Seminaries, is admitted. That they are de-

barred by law from inculcating the peculiar and distinctive doc-

trines of any one religious denomination amongst us, is claimed
;

and that they are also prohibited from ever teaching that what

they do teach, is the whole of religion, or all that is essential to

religion or to salvation, is equally certain. But our system
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earnestly inculcates all Christian morals; it founds its morals

on the basis of religion
;

it welcomes the religion of the Bible
;

and, in receiving the Bible, it allows it to do what it is allowed

to do in no other system,

—

to speak for itself. But here it stops,

not because it claims to have compassed all truth
; but because it

disclaims to act as an umpire between hostile religious opinions.

The very terms, Public School, and Common School, bear

upon their face, that they are schools which the children of the

entire community may attend. Every man, not on the pauper

list, is taxed for their support. But he is not taxed to support

them as special religious institutions ; if he were, it would sat-

isfy, at once, the largest definition of a Religious Establishment.

But he is taxed to support them, as a. preventive means against

dishonesty, against fraud, and against violence; on the same

principle that he is taxed to support criminal courts as a puni-

tive means against the same offences. He is taxed to support

schools, on the same principle that he is taxed to support pau-

pers ; because a child without education is poorer and more

wretched than a man without bread. He is taxed to support

schools, on the same principle that he would be taxed to defend

the nation against foreign invasion, or against rapine committed

by a foreign foe; because the general prevalence of ignorance,

superstition, and vice, will breed Goth and Vandal at home,

more fatal to the public well-being, than any Goth or Vandal

from abroad. And, finally, he is taxed to support schools, be-

cause they are the most effective means of developing and

training those powers and faculties in a child, by which, when
he becomes a man, he may understand what his highest interests

and his highest duties are
;
and may be, in fact, and not in

name only, a free agent. The elements of a political education

are not bestowed upon any school child, for the purpose of mak-
ing him vote with this or that political party, when he be-

comes of age ; but for the purpose of enabling him to choose

for himself, with which party he will vote. So the religious

education which a child receives at school, is not imparted to

him, for the purpose of making him join this or that denomi-

nation, when he arrives at years of discretion, but for the pur-

pose of enabling him to judge for himself, according to the die-

16
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tates of his own reason and conscience, what his religious obli-

gations are, and whither they lead. But if a man is taxed to

support a school, where religious doctrines are inculcated which

he believes to be false, and which he believes that God con-

demns; then he is excluded from the school by the Divine law,

at the same time that he is compelled to support it by the hu-

man law. This is a double wrong. It is politically wrong,

because, if such a man educates his children at all, he must

educate them elsewhere, and thus pay two taxes, while some

of his neighbors pay less than their due proportion of one ; and

it is religiously wrong, because he is constrained, by human

power, to promote what he believes the Divine Power forbids.

The principle involved in such a course is pregnant with all

tyrannical consequences. It is broad enough to sustain any

claim of ecclesiastical domination, ever made in the darkest

ages of the world. Every religious persecution, since the time

of Constantine, may find its warrant in it, and can be legiti-

mately defended upon it. If a man's estate may be taken from

him to pay for teaching a creed which he believes to be false,

his children can be taken from him to be taught the same creed
;

and he, too, may be punished to any extent, for not voluntarily

surrendering both his estate and his offspring. If his children

can be compulsorily taken and taught to believe a creed which

the parent disbelieves, then the parent can be compulsorily taken

and made to subscribe the same creed. And, in regard to the

extent of the penalties which may be invoked to compel con-

formity, there is no stopping-place between taking a penny and

inflicting perdition. It is only necessary to call a man's reason

and conscience and religious faith, by the name of recusancy,

or contumacy, or heresy, and so to inscribe them on the statute

book ; and then the non-conformist or dissenter may be subdued

by steel, or cord, or fire ; by anathema and excommunication in

this life, and the terrors of endless perdition in the next. Surely,

that system cannot be an irreligious, an anti-Christian, or an

un-Christian one, whose first and cardinal principle it is, to re-

cognize and protect the highest and dearest of all human inter-

ests, and of all human rights.

Again ; it seems almost too clear for exposition, that our sys-
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tem, in one of its most essential features, is not only, not an

irreligious one, but that it is more strictly religious than any

other which has ever yet been adopted. Every intelligent man

understands what is meant by the term "Jurisdiction." It is

the rightful authority which one person, or one body of men,

exercises over another person, or persons. Every intelligent

man understands, that there are some things which are within

the jurisdiction of government, and other things which are not

within it. As Americans, we understand that there is a line,

dividing the jurisdiction of the State Governments from the ju-

risdiction of the Federal Government; and that it is a violation

of the constitutions of both, for either to invade the legitimate

sphere of action which belongs to the other. We all under-

stand, that neither any State in this Union, nor the Union itself,

has any right of interference between the British sovereign and

a British subject, or between the French government and a citi-

zen of France. Let this doctrine be applied to the relations

which our fellow-citizens bear to the rulers who have authority

over them. Primarily, religious rights embrace the relations be-

tween the creature and the Creator, just as political rights em-

brace the relations between subject and sovereign, or between a

free citizen and the government of his choice
;
and just as parent-

al rights embrace the relation between parent and child. Rights,

therefore, which are strictly religious, lie out of, and beyond the

jurisdiction of civil governments. They belong, exclusively, to

the jurisdiction of the Divine government. If, then, the State

of Massachusetts has no right of forcible interference between

an Englishman, or a Frenchman, and the English or French

government; still less, far less, has it any right of forcible in-

terference, between the soul of man, and the King and Lord to

whom that soul owes undivided and supreme allegiance. Civil

society may exist, or it may cease to exist. Civil government

may continue for centuries in the hands of the same dynasty,

or it may change hands, by revolution, with every new moon.

The man, outcast and outlawed to-day, and to whom, there-

fore, we owe no obedience, may be rightfully installed in office

tomorrow, and may then require submission to his legitimate

authority. The civil governor may resign, or be deposed;
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the frame-work of the government may be changed, or its laws

altered; so that the duty of allegiance to a temporal sovereign

may have a succession of new objects, or a succession of new

definitions. But the relation of man to his Maker never

changes. Its object and its obligations are immutable. The

jurisdiction which God exercises over the religious obligations

which his rational and accountable offspring owe to Him, ex-

cludes human jurisdiction. And, hence it is, that religious

rights are inalienable rights. Hence, also, it is, that it is an in-

finitely greater offence to invade the special and exclusive juris-

diction which the Creator claims over the consciences and hearts

of men, than it would be to invade the jurisdiction which any

foreign nation rightfully possesses over its own subjects or citi-

zens. The latter would be only an offence against interna-

tional law; the former is treason against the majesty of Heaven.

The one violates secular and temporal rights only; the other

violates sacred and eternal ones. When the British Govern-

ment passed its various statutes of prcemwiire, as they were

called,—statutes to prevent the Roman Pontiff from interfering

between the British sovereign and the British subject,—it was it-

self constantly enacting and enforcing laws which interfered be-

tween the Sovereign of the universe and His subjects upon

earth, far more directly and aggressively, than any edict of the

Roman See ever interfered with any allegiance due from a

British subject to the self-styled Defender of the Faith.

It was in consequence of laws that invaded the direct and

exclusive jurisdiction which our Father in heaven exercises

over his children upon earth, that the Pilgrims fled from their

native land, to that which is the land of our nativity. They
sought a residence so remote and so inaccessible, in the hope that

the prerogatives of the Divine Magistrate might no longer be

set at nought by the usurpations of the civil power. Was it

not an irreligious and an impious act, on the part of the British

government, to pursue our ancestors with such cruel penalties

and privations, as to drive them into banishment? Wr
as it not

a religious and a pious act in the Pilgrim Fathers to seek a

place of refuge, where the arm of earthly power could neither

restrain them from worshipping God in the manner which they
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believed to be most acceptable, to Him, nor command their wor-

ship in a manner believed to be unacceptable? And if it was

irreligious in the British government to violate freedom of con-

science in the case of onr forefathers, two centuries ago, then it

is more flagrantly irreligious to repeat the oppression, in this

more enlightened age of the world. If it was a religious act

in our forefathers to escape from ecclesiastical tyranny, then it

must be in the strictest conformity to religion for us to abstain

from all religious oppression over others; and to oppose it

wherever it is threatened. And this abstinence from religious

oppression, this acknowledgement of the rights of others, this

explicit recognition and avowal of the supreme and exclusive

jurisdiction of Heaven, and this denial of the right of any

earthly power to encroach upon that jurisdiction, is precisely

what the Massachusetts school system purports to do in theory,

and what it does actually in practice. Hence I infer that our

system is not an irreligious one, but is in the strictest accord-

ance with religion and its obligations.

It is still easier to prove that the Massachusetts school sys-

tem is not anti-Christian nor un-Christian. The Bible is the

acknowledged expositor of Christianity. In strictness, Chris-

tianity has no other authoritative expounder. This Bible is

in our Common Schools, by common consent. Twelve years

ago, it was not in all the schools. Contrary to the genius of

our government, if not contrary to the express letter of the

law, it had been used for sectarian purposes,'— to prove one

sect to be right, and others to be wrong. Hence, it had been

excluded from the schools of some towns, by an express vote.

But since the law and the reasons on which it is founded, have

been more fully explained and better understood ; and since

sectarian instruction has, to a great extent, ceased to be given,

the Bible has been restored. I am not aware of the existence

of a single town in the State, in whose schools it is not now
introduced, either by a direct vote of the school committee, or

by such general desire and acquiescence, as supersede the ne-

cessity of a vote. In all my intercourse, for twelve years,

whether personal or by letter, with all the school officers in the

State, and with tens of thousands of individuals in it, I have
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never heard an objection made to the use of the Bible in school,

except in one or two instances
;
and, in those cases, the objec-

tion was put upon the ground, that daily familiarity with the

book, in school, would tend to impair a reverence for it.

If the Bible, then, is the exponent of Christianity
;

if the

Bible contains the communications, precepts, and doctrines,

which make up the religious system, called and known as

Christianity ; if the Bible makes known those truths, which,

according to the faith of Christians, are able to make men wise

unto salvation; and if this Bible is in the schools, how can it

be said that Christianity is excluded from the schools; or how
can it be said that the school system, which adopts and uses

the Bible, is an anti-Christian, or an un-Christian system ? If

that which is the acknowledged exponent and basis of Chris-

tianity is in the schools, by what tergiversation in language, or

paralogism in logic, can Christianity be said to be shut out

from the schools? If the Old Testament were in the schools,

could a Jew complain, that Judaism was excluded from them?

If the Koran were read regularly and reverently in the schools,

could a Mahomedan say that Mahomedanism was excluded ?

Or. if the Mormon Bible were in the schools, could it be said

that Mormonism was excluded from them?

Is it not, indeed, too plain, to require the formality of a syl-

logism, that if any man's creed is to be found in the Bible, and

the Bible is in the schools, then that man's creed is in the

schools? This seems even plainer than the proposition, that

two and two make four;—that is, we can conceive of a crea-

ture so low down in the scale of intelligence, that he could not

see what sum would be produced by adding two and two to-

gether, who still could not fail to see, that, if a certain system,

called Christianity, were contained in, and inseparable from, a

certain book called the Bible, then wherever the Bible might

go, there the system of Christianity must be. If a vase of

purest alabaster, filled with myrrh and frankincense, and pre-

cious ointments, were in the school, would not their perfumes

be there also? And would the beautiful vase, and the sweet

aroma of spice and unguent be any more truly there, if some

concocter of odors, such as nature never made, should insist
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upon saturating the air with the products of his own distilla-

tions, which, though pleasant to his idiosyncracy, would be

nauseous to every body else? But if a man is conscious or

suspicious, that his creed is not in the Bible, but resolves that

it shall be in the schools, at any rate ; then it is easy to see

that he has a motive either to exclude the Bible from school,

or to introduce some other book, or some oral interpreter in

company with it, to misconstrue and override it. If the Bible

is in the schools, we can see a reason why a Jew, who dis-

believes in the mission of our Savior; or a Mahomedan who
believes in that of the Prophet, should desire, by oral in-

struction, or catechism, or otherwise, to foist in his own
views, and thereby smother all conflicting views; but even

they would not dare to say that the schools where the Bible

was found, were either anti-Christian or un-Christian. So far

from this, if they were candid, they would acknowledge that

the system of Christianity was in the schools, and that they

wished to neutralize and discard it, by hostile means.

And further ; our law explicitly and solemnly enjoins it upon

all teachers, without any exception, " to exert their best en-

deavors, to impress on the minds of children and youth com-

mitted to their care and instruction, the principles of piety,

justice, and a sacred regard to truth, love to their country, hu-

manity and universal benevolence, sobriety, industry, and fru-

gality, chastity, moderation, and temperance, and those other

virtues which are the ornament of human society, and the

basis upon which a republican constitution is founded." Are

not these virtues and graces part and parcel of Christianity ?

In other words, can there be Christianity without them 1

While these virtues and these duties towards God and man,

are inculcated in our schools, any one who says that the schools

are anti-Christian or un-Christian, expressly affirms thathis own
system of Christianity does not embrace any one of this radiant

catalogue ; that it rejects them all ; that it embraces their oppo-

sites !

And further still ; our system makes it the express duty of

all the " resident ministers of the Gospel" to bring all the chil-

dren within the moral and Christian inculcations above enu-
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merated ;
so that he who avers that our system is an anti-Chris-

tian or an un-Christian one, avers that it is both anti-Christian

and un-Christian for a "minister of the Gospel to promote, or

labor to diffuse, the moral attributes and excellences, which

the statute so earnestly enjoins.

So far, the argument has been of an affirmative character.

Its scope and purpose show, or, at least, tend to show, by direct

proof, that the school system of Massachusetts is not an anti-

Christian, nor an un-Christian system. But there is still

another mode of proof. The truth of a proposition may be es-

tablished, by showing the falsity or absurdity of all conflicting

propositions. So far as this method can be applied to moral

questions, its aid may safely be invoked here.

What are the other courses, which the State of Massachu-

setts might adopt or sanction, in relation to the education of its

youth? They are these four:

—

1. It might establish schools, but expressly exclude all relig-

ious instruction from them,—making them merely schools for

secular instruction.

2. It might adopt a course, directly the reverse of this. It

might define and prescribe a system of religion for the schools,

and appoint the teachers and officers, whose duty it should be

to carry out that system.

3. It might establish schools by law, and empower each re-

ligious sect, whenever and wherever it could get a majority, to

determine Avhat religious faith should be taught in them. And,

4. It might expressly disclaim and refuse all interference

with the education of the young, and abandon the whole work

to the hazards of private enterprise, or to parental will, abil-

ity, or caprice.

1. A system of schools from which all religious instruction

should be excluded, might properly be called un-Christian, or,

rather, non-Christian, in the same sense in which it could be

called non-Jewish, or non-Mahomedan
; that is, as having no

connection with either. I do not suppose a man can be found

in Massachusetts, who would declare such a system to be his

first choice.

2. Were the State to establish schools, and prescribe a sys-
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tcm of religion to be taught in them, and appoint the teachers

and officers to superintend it, could there be any better defini-

tion or exemplification of an Ecclesiastical Establishment?

Such a system would create, at once, the most formidable and

terrible hierarchy ever established upon earth. It would plunge

society back into the Dark Ages, at one precipitation. The
people would be compelled to worship the image which the

government, like another Nebuchadnezzar might set up; and,

for any refusal, the fiery furnace, seven times heated, would be

their fate. An 1 worse than this. The sacerdotal tyranny of

the Dark Ages, and of more ancient, as well as of more modern

times, addressed its commands to men. Against men, it ful-

minated its anathemas. On men, its lightnings fell. But men
had free agency. They could sometimes escape. They could

always resist. They were capable of thought. They had

powers of endurance. They could be upheld by a sense of

duty here, and by visions of transcending rewards and glories

hereafter. They could proclaim truth, in the gaspings of

death,—on the scaffold, in the fire, in the interludes of the

rack,—and leave it as a legacy and a testimony to others. But

children have no such resources to ward off tyranny, or to en-

dure its terrors. They are incapable of the same comprehen-

sive survey of truth ; of the same invincible resolve
; of being

inspired with an all-sustaining courage and endurance from the

realities of another life. They would die under imprisonment.

Affrighted at the sight of the stake, or of any of the dread ma-

chinery of torture, they would surrender their souls to be dis-

torted into any deformity, or mutilated into any hideousness.

Before the process of starvation had gone on for a day, they

would swallow any belief,—from Atheism to Thuggery.

For any human government, then, to attempt to coerce and

predetermine the religious opinions of children, by law, and

contrary to the will of their parents, is unspeakably more crim-

inal than the usurpation of such control over the opinions of

men. The latter is treason against truth ; but the former is

sacrilege. As the worst of all crimes against chastity are

those which debauch the infant victim before she knows what

chastity is ; so the worst of all crimes against religious truth,

17
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are those which forcibly close up the avenues, and bar the doors,

that lead to the forum of reason and conscience. The spirit of

ecclesiastical domination, in modern times, finding that the

principles of men are too strong for it, is attempting the seduction

of children. Fearing the opinions that may be developed by

mature reflection, it anticipates and forestalls those opinions

;

and seeks to imprint, upon the ignorance and receptiveness of

childhood, the convictions which it could never fasten upon the

minds of men in their maturity. As an instance of this, the

" Factories Bill," so called, which, in the year 1843, was submit-

ted by Sir James Graham to the British Parliament, may be cited.

Among other things, this bill provided that schools should be

established in manufacturing districts, under the auspices of the

nation, and partly at its expense. These schools were to be

placed under the immediate superintendence and visitation of

officers appointed by the government. No teacher was to be

eligible unless approved by a bishop or archbishop. Any pa-

rent, who hired out his child to work in a factory, for half a

day, unless he should go to this sectarian, or government school

the other half of the day, was to be fined ; and, for non-pay-

ment of the fine, imprisonment was the legal consequence. So,

any overseer, or factory proprietor, who should employ a child

for half a day, who did not attend school the other half, was also

subject to a fine; and, of course, to imprisonment, if the fine

were not paid. It did not at all alter the principle, that, in a

few excepted cases, owing to the peculiar nature of the work,

the children were allowed to prosecute it for a whole day, or

for two or three days in succession; because, just so long as

they were permitted to work, just so long were they required to

go to the school, after the work. Nor, in the great majority of

cases, was it any mitigation of the plan, that, if the parents

would provide a separate school for their children, at their own
expense, they might send to it ; because not one in ten of the

operatives had either time or knowledge to found such a school,

or pecuniary ability to pay its expenses, if it were founded.

The direct object and effect, therefore, of the proposed law,

were to compel children to attend the government school, and

to be taught the government religion, under the penalty of star-
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vation or the poor-house. Children were debarred from a morsel

of bread, unless they took it saturated with the government

theology.

Now, to the moral sentiments of every lover of truth, of

every lover of freedom for the human soul, is there not a mean-

ness, is there not an infamy, in such a law, compared with

which the bloody statutes of Elizabeth and Mary were magnani-

mous and honorable ? To bring the awful forces of govern-

ment to bear upon and to crush such lofty and indomitable

souls, as those of Latimer and Cranmer, of Ridley and Rogers,

one would suppose to be diabolical enough to satisfy the worst

spirits in the worst regions of the universe ; but for a govern-

ment to doom its children to starvation, unless they will say its

catechism; and to imprison the parent, and compel him to hear

the wailings of his own famishing offspring,—compel him to see

them perish, physically, by starvation, or, morally, by igno-

rance,—unless he will consent that they shall be taught such re-

ligious doctrines, as he believes will be a peril and a destruc-

tion to their immortal souls ;—is it not the essence of all tyran-

nies, of all crimes, and of all basenesses, concreted into one !

Such a system as this stands in the strongest possible con-

trast to the Massachusetts system. Will those who call our

system un-Christian and anti-Christian, adopt and practise this

system, as Christian and religious?

3. As a third method, the government might establish schools

by law, and empower each religious sect, whenever and wher-

ever it could get a majority, to determine what religious faith

should be taught in them.

Under such a system, each sect would demand that its own
faith should be inculcated in all the schools;—and this, on the

clear and simple ground that such faith is the only true one.

Each differing faith, believed in by all the other sects, must, of

course, be excluded from the schools;—and this, on the equally

clear and simple ground, that there can be but one true faith;

and which that is, has already been determined, and is no

longer an open question. Under such a system, it will not

suffice to have the Bible in the schools, to speak for itself.

Each sect will rise up and virtually say, " Although the Bible
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from Genesis to Revelation is in the schools, yet its true mean-

ing and doctrines are not there ; Christianity is not there, unless

our commentary, our creed, or our catechism, is there also. A
revelation from God is not sufficient. Our commentary, or our

teacher, must go with it, to reveal what the revelation means.

Our book, or our teacher, must be superadded to the Bible, as

an appendix or an erratum is subjoined at the end of a volume,

to supply oversights and deficiences, and to rectify the errors of

the text. It is not sufficient that the Holy Ghost has spoken

by the mouth of David; it is not sufficient that God has spoken

by the mouth of all His holy prophets, which have been since

the world began ; it is not sufficient, that you have the words

of one who spoke as never man spake ;—all this leaves you in

fatal ignorance and error, unless you have our ' Addenda 1 and

' Corrigenda^—our things to be supplied, and things to be cor-

rected. Nay, we affirm, that, without our interpretation and

explanation of the faith which was once delivered unto the

saints ; all that the Holy Ghost, and God and Christ have pro-

mulgated and taught to men, still leaves your system an un-

christian and an anti-Christian system. To accept a revela-

tion directly from Jehovah, is not enough. His revelation

must pass through our hands ; His Infinite Mind must be meas-

ured and squared by our minds ; we have sat in council over

His law, His promises, and His threatenings, and have decided,

definitively, unappealably, and forever, upon the only true in-

terpretation of them all. Your schools may be like the noble

Bereans, searching the Scriptures daily, but unless the result of

those searchings have our countersign and endorsement, those

schools are un-Christian and anti-Christian."

Now, it is almost too obvious to be mentioned, that such a

claim as the above, reduces society at once to this dilemma : If

one religious sect is authorized to advance it, for itself, then all

other sects are equally authorized to do the same thing, for

themselves. The right being equal among all the sects, and each

sect being equally certain and equally determined ; what shall

be done? Will not each sect, acting under religious impulses,

—which are the strongest impulses that ever animate the breast

of man,—will not each sect do its utmost to establish its su-
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premacy in all the schools ? Will not the heats and animosi-

ties engendered in families, and among neighbors, burst forth

with a devouring fire, in the primary, or district school meet-

ings; and when the inflammable materials of all the district

meetings are gathered together in the town meeting, what can

quell or quench the flames, till the zealots, themselves, are con-

sumed in the conflagration they have kindled? Why would

not all those machinations and oppressions be resorted to, in or-

der to obtain the ascendancy, if religious proselytism should be

legalized in the schools, which would be resorted to, as I have

endeavored, in a preceding part of this report, to explain, if

political proselytism were permitted in the schools? Suppose, at

last, that different sects should obtain predominance in different

schools,—just as is done by different religions in the different

nations in Europe,—so, that, in one school, one system of doc-

trines should be taught to the children, under the sanctions of

law, as eternal truth ; and, in the neighboring schools, other and

opposite systems should also be taught, as eternal truth. Under

such circumstances, perhaps it is not too much to suppose, that,

although some of the weaker sects might be crushed out of exist-

ence at once, yet, that all the leading denominations, with their di-

visions and subdivisions, would have their representative schools.

Into these, their respective catechisms, or articles of faith,

would be introduced. And though the Bible itself might ac-

company them, yet, if we may judge from the history of all

the religious struggles by which the world has been afflicted,

the Bible would become the incident, and the catechism, or ar-

ticles, the principal. And if these various catechisms, or arti-

cles, do declare, as is averred by each party, what the Bible

means, and what the Christian religion is ; then, what a pie-

bald, heterogeneous, and self-contradictory system, does Chris-

tianity become ! Suppose these schools to be brought nearer

together,—within hearing distance of each other; how discord-

ant are the sounds they utter ! Bring them under the same

roof; remove partition, or other architectural barrier, so that

they may occupy the same apartment; so that the classes may
sit side by side ; and does the spectacle which they now exhibit
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illustrate the one indivisible, all-glorious system of Christianity
;

—or is it the return of Babel! Would such a system as this

be called Christian, by those who denounce our system as anti-

Christian ?

Is there not, on the contrary, an unspeakable value in the

fact, that, under the Massachusetts system, the Bible is allowed

to speak for itself? Under a system, opposite to ours, this

right of speaking for itself would never be vouchsafed to it.

And how narrow is the distance between those who would

never allow the Bible to be read by the people at all, and those

who will allow it to be read only in the presence of a govern-

ment interpreter! If government and teachers really believe

the Bible to be the word of God,—as strictly and literally-

given by His inspiration, as the tables of the law which

Moses brought down from the mount were written by His fin-

ger—then they cannot deny, that when the Bible is read, God
speaks;—just as literally and truly, as an orator or a poet

speaks, when his oration or his poem is rehearsed. With this

belief, it is no figure of speech to say, when the lids of the Bible

are opened, in school, that its oracles may be uttered, that the

lips of Jehovah are opened that He may commune with all His

children, of whatever faith, who may be there assembled. Is

that a time and an occasion, for a worm of the dust, a creature of

yesterday, to rush in and close the book, and silence the Eter-

nal One, that he may substitute some form of faith of his own

;

—some form, either received from tradition, or reasoned out, or

guessed out, by his fallible faculties,—and impose it upon the

children, as the plainer and better word of God ! Or, when the

allotted hour for religious instruction comes; or the desire arises

in the teacher's mind, that the children of the school should

hold communion with their heavenly Father ; suppose that

Father, instead of the medium of the Bible, should send an

angel from His throne, to make known to them His commands
and His benedictions, by living lips and in celestial words.

Would that be a time for the chiefs of twenty different sects to

rush in with their twenty different catechisms, and thrust the

heavenly Messenger aside, and struggle to see which could out-
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vociferate the rest, in proclaiming what the visitant from on

high was about to declare !

I hold it, then, to be one of the excellences, one of the moral

beauties of the Massachusetts system, that there is one place in

the land, where the children of all the different denominations

are brought together for instruction, where the Bible is allowed

to speak for itself;—one place, where the children can kneel at

a common altar, and feel that they have a common Father and

where the services of religion tend to create brothers, and not

Ishmaelites. If this be so, then it does violence to truth, to call

our system anti-Christian or un-Christian.

Thus far, under this head, I have supposed that the different

sects, in their contests for supremacy, would keep the peace.

But every page in the history of polemic struggles, shows such

a supposition to be delusive. In the contests for victory, suc-

cess would lead to haughtiness, and defeat to revenge. Affini-

ties and repulsions would gather men into bodies ; these bodies

would become battalions, an 1 would set themselves in hostile

array against each other. Weakness of argument would rein-

force itself by strength of arm; and the hostile parties would

appeal from the tribunal of reason to the arbitrament of war.

But, after cities had been burned, and men slaughtered by

thousands, and every diabolical passion in the human breast

satiated, and the combatants were forced, from mere exhaus-

tion, to rest upon their arms ; it would be found, on a reexamina-

tion of the controverted grounds, that not a rule of interpreta-

tion had been altered; not the tense of a single verb, in any

disputed text had been changed; not a Hebrew point, nor a

Greek article, had been added or taken way
;
but that every

subject of dispute remained as unsettled and uncertain as be-

fore. Is any system, which, by the law of the human passions,

leads to such results, either Christian or religious?

4. One other system,—if it may be so called,— is supposa-

ble; and this exhausts the number of those which stand in di-

rect conflict with ours. It is this : Government might expressly

disclaim and refuse all interference with the education of the

young, abandoning the whole work to the hazards of private

enterprise, or to parental will, ability, or caprice.
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The first effect of this course would be, the abandonment of

a large portion of the chi c'ren of every community to hopeless

and inevitable ignorance. Even with all the aids, incitements,

and bounties, now bestowed upon education, by the most enlight-

ened states in this Union, there i xists a perilous and a growing

body of ignorance, animated by the soul of vice. Were govern-

ment systems to be abolished, and al! government aids to be with-

drawn, the number of American children, who, in the next

generation, would be doomed to all the wants and woes

that can come in the train of ignorance and error, would be

counted by millions. Thi? abandoned portion of the commu-

nity would be left, without any of the restraints of education,

to work out the in^nite possibilities of ! uman depravity. In

the more favored parts of the country, the rich might educate

their own children ; although it is well known, even now, that

throughout extensive regions of the South and West, the best

education which wealth can procure, is meagre, and stinted,

and alloyed with much error. The "Parochial," or "Secta-

rian" system might effect something in populous places ; but

what could it do in rural districts, where so vast a proportion

of all the inhabitants of this country reside ? In speaking of

the difficulties of establishing schools at the West, Miss Beecher

gives an account of a single village which she found there, con-

sisting of only four hundred inhabitants, where there were

fourteen different denominations. " Of the most numerous por-

tions of these," she says, "each was jealous, lest another should

start a church first, and draw in the rest. The result was,

neither church nor Sunday school, of any kind, was in exist-

ence." Of another place, she says, " I found two of the most

influential citizens arrayed against each other, and supported

by contending partisans, so that, whatever school one portion

patronized, the other would oppose. The result was, no school

could be raised, large enough to support any teacher." And,

again, "In another large town, I was informed by one of the

clergymen, that no less than twenty different teachers opened

schools and gave them up, in about*six months."

In a population of four hundred, there would be about one

hundred children who ought to attend school ; although this
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proportion, on an average of the ivhole country, is nearly three

fold the number of actual attendants. One hundred children

would furnish the materials for a good school ; but, divided be-

tween fourteen different schools, would give only seven chil-

dren and one seventh of a child to each school. How impossi-

ble to sustain schools on such a basis ! The more numerous

sects, it is true, would have a larger proportion ; but just so

much less would be the proportion of the smaller sects ; and,

doubtless, there would be some who would be fully represented

by the above mentioned fraction of one seventh of a child. But

let us take the case of Massachusetts, where the population has

a density of five times the average of the other states in the

Union ; and let us see how insane and suicidal would be such

a course of policy, even with us. Leaving out all the cities, there

are three hundred and five towns, in Massachusetts, and these

comprise most of the rural and sparsely populated portion of

the State. These three hundred and five towns have an aver-

age of eleven schools, (wanting a very small fraction,) for each.

Two hundred and twenty-six, of these three hundred and five

towns, have a population, according to the last census, of less

than twenty-two hundred each. If there are twenty-two hun-

dred inhabitants, and eleven schools, in a town, each school

represents an average of two hundred inhabitants. Including

every child, who was found in all our Public Schools, last year,

for any part either of the summer or winter terms, they would

make a mean average, for those terms, of only forty-eight to a

school. Now, suppose these forty-eight scholars to be divided,

not between "fourteen," but only between four different denom-

inations, there would be but twelve to a school. Connect this

result with the fact, that Massachusetts has a population five

times as dense as the average of the residue of the Union, and

it will be seen, by intuition, that only in a few favored locali-

ties, could the system of "Sectarian" schools be maintained.

This obstacle might be partially overcome by a union of two or

more sects, between whom the repellency, resulting from some
punctilios in matters of form or ceremonial observance, would

not overcome the argument from availability ; but this union,

having been purchased by the sacrifice of a portion of what

18
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each holds to be absolute truth
;
why, when any one of the

allies should become sufficiently powerful to stand alone, would

it not dissolve the alliance, set up for itself, and abandon its

confederates to their fate.

In making the above computation, which gives an average of

forty-eight scholars to each school; it will be observed, that all

the schools in the State are included,—the numerously attended

schools of the cities, as well as the small ones of the country.

And, although the number of districts in the two hundred and

twenty-six towns, whose population is less than twenty-two

hundred each, may be somewhat less than in the remaining

seventy-nine towns
;
yet, the fact unquestionably is, that an al-

lowance of forty-eight scholars to a school is much too large an

average for the schools in these two hundred and twenty-six, of

the three hundred and five towns in the State. Of course,

twelve scholars to a school would be much too large an average,

if the schools were divided only between four different sects.

Nor has any mention been made of the large numbers who con-

nect themselves with no religious sect ; and who, therefore, if

united at all, would be united on the principle of opposition to

sect. Surely, the very statement of the case supersedes argu-

ment, in regard to the possibility of maintaining schools, for

any considerable portion of the children of the country, on such

a basis.

The calamities necessarily resulting from so partial and lim-

ited a system, as the one now under consideration, would in-

flict retributive loss and weakness upon all classes in the com-

munity, but upon the children of the poor, the ignorant, and

the unfortunate, would the blow fall, with terrible severity.

And what class of children ought we most assiduously to care

for? Christ came to save that which would otherwise be lost.

All good men, and all governments, so far as they imitate the

example of Christ, strive to succor the distressed, and to re-

claim the guilty;—in an intellectual and in a moral sense, to

feed the hungry, to clothe the naked, to visit the sick and the

imprisoned ;—amid the priceless wealth of character, to find

the lost piece of silver, and, amid the wanderings from the fold

of truth, to recover the lambs. Before Heaven, it is now, to-
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day, the first duty of every government in Christendom, to

bring forward those unfortunate classes of the people, who, in

the march of civilization, have been left in the rear. Though
the van of society should stand still for a century, the rear

ought to be brought up. The exterminating decree of Herod

was parental and beneficent, compared with the cruel sway of

those rulers who dig the pit-falls of temptation along the path-

way of children, and suffer them to fall, unwarned and unas-

sisted, into the abysses of ruin. What, then, shall be said of

that opposition to our system, which, should it prevail, would

doom, to remediless ignorance and vice, a great majority of all

the children in this land ? Is such a system, as contradistin-

guished from our free system, Christian and religious 1

It is a very surprising fact, but one which is authenticated by

a Report, made in the month of July last, by a committee of

the Boston Primary Schools, that of the ten thousand one hun-

dred and sixty-two children belonging to said schools, jive thou-

sand one hundred and fifty-four were of foreign parentage.

Let sectarianism be introduced into the Boston schools; or,

rather, let it be understood, that the schools are to be carried on

for the avowed purpose of building up any one of the New
England denominations ; and what a vast proportion of these

five thousand one hundred and fifty-four children would be im-

mediately withdrawn from the schools. Their parents would

as soon permit them to go to a lazar-house as to such schools

;

and this, too, from the sincerest of motives. The same thing

would prove relatively true, in regard to no inconsiderable num-

ber of the less populous cities, and of the most populous towns

in the State. Now, what would be the condition of such chil-

dren, at the end of twenty years ; and what the condition of

the communities, which had thus cruelly closed the school-

house doors upon them 1 Would not these communities be

morally responsible for all the degradation, the miseries, the

vices, and the crimes, consequent upon such expulsion from

the school 1 And would such a result be one of the fruits of a

Christian and a religious system 1

But there would be another inseparable accompaniment of

such a system. In Massachusetts, the average compensation
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paid to male teachers, is very much larger than that which is

paid in any other state in the Union. It is nearly double what

is given in most of the States ; and yet, even with us, the great

body of ambitious and aspiring young men pass by the pro-

fession of teaching, and betake themselves to some other em-

ployment, known to be more lucrative, and falsely supposed to

be more honorable. How degrading, then, must be the effect

upon the general character and competency of teachers, as a

profession, when, on the abolition of the Public Schools, and

the substitution of Private and Sectarian Schools in their stead,

the wages of teachers, for the poorer classes, shall be reduced

to a pittance, and the collection of even this pittance shall be

precarious ? What will be the social rank and standing of

teachers, when their customary income encourages no previous

preparation for their work, doles out only a niggardly subsist-

ence even while they are engaged in the service, and leaves no

surplus for the probable wants of sickness, or the certain ones

of age? And among whom shall the teacher seek his asso-

ciates, when he is shunned by the learned for his want of cul-

ture, and ridiculed for his poverty by the devotees of wealth?

Even in England, where the population is so dense that hardly

a spot can be selected as a centre, which will not embrace, with-

in a circumference of convenient distance, a sufficient number
of children for a school ;—even there, the voluntary and secta-

rian system leaves at least two thirds of the agricultural and

manufacturing classes hi a state of the most deplorable igno-

rance ;—supplying them with teachers, so far as it supplies them

with teachers at all, who fulfil the double office of perpetuating

errors, in school, and degrading the character of the profession,

out of it.

There is another fact of fearful significance, which no one

who has any regard for the common interests of society, can

be pardoned for forgetting. It is known to all, that, in many
parts of the Union, the population is so sparse, and can com-

mand so little of ready means for paying salaries, that no resi-

dent clergyman of any denomination is to be found, throughout

wide districts of country ; and many of those who do devote

themselves to the spiritual welfare of their fellow-men are most
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scantily provided for. If unmarried, they can barely live; if

they have a family, there is, oftentimes, a real scantiness of the

comforts and necessaries of life. They have neither books to pe-

ruse ; nor leisure to read, even if they had books. They may

be a pious, but they cannot be a learned clergy. At least in one

respect, they are compelled to imitate St. Paul ; for, as he

wrought at his own " craft" for a subsistence, so must they.

And now, if existing means are too scanty to give a respectable

support, even to the ministry ;
how disastrous must be the ef-

fect of dividing these scanty means between the institution of

the Gospel, and the institution of the School 1 Will not the vine-

yard of the Lord be overgrown with weeds ;
will not its hedges

be broken down, and the wild beasts of the forest make their

lair therein, if the servants who are set to tend and to dress it,

are so few in number, and so miserably provided for? Is not

this another criterion by which to determine, whether our

present system is not as Christian and as religious, as that which

would supplant it?

I know of but one argument, having the semblance of plausi-

bility, that can be urged against this feature of our system. It

may be said, that if questions of doctrinal religion are left to be

decided by men, for themselves, or by parents for their children,

numerous and grievous errors will be mingled with the instruc-

tion. Doubtless, the fact is so. If truth be one, and if many
contradictory dogmas are taught as truth, then it is mathemat-

ically certain, that all the alleged truths, but one, is a falsity.

But, though the statement is correct, the inference which is

drawn from it, in favor of a government standard of faith, is

not legitimate
; for all the religious errors which are believed in

by the free mind of man, or which are taught by free parents

to their children, are tolerable and covetable, compared with

those which the patronage and the seductions of government

can suborn men to adopt, and which the terrors of government

can compel them to perpetuate. The errors of free minds are

so numerous and so various, that they prevent any monster-

error from acquiring the ascendancy ; and, therefore, Truth has

a chance to struggle forward amid the strifes of the combatants
;

but if the monster-error can usurp the throne of the civil Power,
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fortify itself by prescription, defend its infallibility with all the

forces of the State, sanctify its enormities under sacred names,

and plead the express command of God for all its atrocities ;

—

against such an antagonist, Truth must struggle for centuries,

bleed at every pore, be wounded in every vital part, and can

triumph at last, only after thousands and tens of thousands of

her holiest disciples shall have fallen in the conflict.

If, then, a government would recognize and protect the rights

of religious freedom, it must abstain from subjugating the ca-

pacities of its children to any legal standard of religious faith,

with as great fidelity as it abstains from controlling the opin-

ions of men. It must meet the unquestionable fact, that the

old spirit of religious domination is adopting new measures to

accomplish its work,—measures, which, if successful, will be

as fatal to the liberties of mankind, as those which were prac-

tised in by-gone days of violence and terror. These new meas-

ures are aimed at children instead of men. They propose to

supersede the necessity of subduing free thought, in the mind

of the adult, by forestalling the development of any capacity

of free thought, in the mind of the child. They expect to find

it easier to subdue the free agency of children, by binding them

in fetters of bigotry, than to subdue the free agency of men, by

binding them in fetters of iron. For this purpose, some are at-

tempting to deprive children of their right to labor, and, of

course, of their daily bread, unless they will attend a govern-

ment school, and receive its sectarian instruction. Some are

attempting to withhold all means, even of secular education,

from the poor, and thus punish them with ignorance, unless,

with the secular knowledge which they desire, they will accept

theological knowledge which they condemn. Others, still, are

striving to break down all free Public School systems, where

they exist, and to prevent their establishment, where they do

not exist, in the hope, that on the downfall of these, their sys-

tem will succeed. The sovereign antidote against these mach-
inations, is, Free Schools for all, and the right of every parent

to determine the religious education of his children.
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This topic invites far more extended exposition; but this

must suffice. In bidding an official Farewell to a system, with

which I have been so long connected, to which I have devoted

my means, my strength, my health, twelve years of time, and,

doubtless, twice that number of years from what might otherwise

have been my term of life, I have felt bound to submit these brief

views in its defence. In justice to my own name and memory ; in

justice to the Board of which I was originally a member, and

from which I have always sought counsel and guidance; and

in justice to thousands of the most wise, upright, and religious-

minded men in Massachusetts, who have been my fellow-labor-

ers in advancing the great cause of Popular Education, under

the auspices of this system, I have felt bound to vindicate it

from the aspersions cast upon it, and to show its consonance with

the eternal principles of equity and justice. I have felt bound
to show, that, so far from its being an irreligious, an anti-Chris-

tian, or an un-Christian system, it is a system which recognizes

religious obligations in their fullest extent ; that it is a system

which invokes a religious spirit, and can never be fitly admin-

istered without such a spirit ; that it inculcates the great com-
mands, upon which hang all the law and the prophets ; that it

welcomes the Bible, and therefore welcomes all the doctrines

which the Bible really contains, and that it listens to these doc-

trines so reverently, that, for the time being, it will not suffer

any rash mortal to thrust in his interpolations of their meaning,

or overlay the text with any of the " many inventions" which
the heart of man has sought out. It is a system, however
which leaves open all other means of instruction,—the pulpits

the Sunday schools, the Bible classes, the catechisms, of all de-

nominations,—to be employed according to the preferences of

individual parents. It is a system which restrains itself from

teaching, that what it does teach is all that needs to be taught

or that should be taught ; but leaves this to be decided by each
man for himself, according to the light of his reason and con-

science
; and on his responsibility to that Great Being, who in

holding him to an account for the things done in the body, will

hold him to the strictest account for the manner in which he
has " trained up" his children.
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Such, then, in a religious point of view, is the Massachusetts

system of Common Schools. Reverently, it recognizes and af-

firms the sovereign rights of the Creator; sedulously and sa-

credly it guards the religious rights of the creature; while it

seeks to remove all hinderances, and to supply all furtherances

to a filial and paternal communion between man and his Maker.

In a social and political sense, it is a Free school system. It

knows no distinction of rich and poor, of bond and free, or be-

tween those who, in the imperfect light of this world, are seek-

ing, through different avenues, to reach the gate of heaven.

Without money and without price, it throws open its doors,

and spreads the table of its bounty, for all the children of the

State. Like the sun, it shines, not only upon the good, but

upon the evil, that they may become good ; and, like the rain,

its blessings descend, not only upon the just, but upon the un-

just, that their injustice may depart from them and be known

no more.

To the great founders of this system, we look back with

filial reverence and love. Amid the barrenness of the land,

and in utter destitution of wealth, they coined the rude com-

forts, and even the necessaries of life, into means for its gener-

ous support. Though, as laborers by day, they subdued the

wilderness, and, as sentinels by night, they guarded the camp,

yet they found time for the vigilant administration and over-

sight of the schools, in the day of their infancy and weakness.

But for this single institution, into which they transfused so

much of their means and of their strength, and of which they

have made us the inheritors, how different would our lot and

our life have been ! Upon us, its accumulated blessings have

descended. It has saved us from innumerable pains and perils,

that would otherwise have been our fate ;—from the physical

wretchedness, that is impotent to work out its own relief; from

the darkness of the intellect, whose wanderings after light so

often plunge it into deeper gloom; and from the moral debase-

ment, whose pleasures are vices and crimes. It has surrounded

us with a profusion of comforts and blessings, of which the

most poetic imagination would never otherwise have conceived.

It has found, not mythologic goddesses, but gigantic and tire-
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less laborers in every stream; not evil and vindictive spirits,

but beneficent and helping ones, in all the elements; and, by a

profounder alchemy than the schoolmen ever dreamed of, it

transmutes quarries and ice-fields into gold. It has given cun-

ning to the hand of the mechanic, keenness to the artisan's eye,

and made a sterile soil grow grateful beneath the skill of the

husbandman. Hence, the absence of poverty among our na-

tive population; hence, a competency for the whole people, the

means for mental and moral improvement, and for giving em-

bellishment and dignity to life, such as the world has never

known before, and such as no where else can be found upon

the face of the earth.

How divinely wise were our Pilgrim Fathers, when they

foresaw, that if they could give knowledge and virtue to their

children, they gave them all things. Wonder and admiration

seize us, as we reflect upon the vastness of the results which

their wisdom wrought out from the scantiest of resources.

They have taught us the great lesson, how the fiercest elements

obey, and how the most obdurate and intractable of nature's

substances bend and melt before the power of knowledge, and

the fervors of a saintly heroism. Their deeds have taught us,

not only that the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the

strong; but they have taught us, that the swiftness which shall

win the honors of the goal, and the strength that shall triumph

in the strife, are to be found in the soul, and not in the limbs of

man. But though, to this untitled, yet noblest ancestry, we
are bound to pay the homage of our gratitude, and to accept

their benefactions with a filial love
;
yet neither the compla-

cency of enjoyment, nor that of retrospection, is the frame of

mind that best befits us. We have our Futurity, as they had

theirs ;—a futurity rapidly hastening upon us,—a futurity, now
fluid,—ready, as clay in the hands of the potter, to be

moulded into every form of beauty and excellence ; but, so

soon as it reaches our hands, so soon as it receives the impress

of our plastic touch, whether this touch be for good or for evil,

it is to be struck into the adamant of the unchanging and un-

changeable Past. Into whose form and likeness shall we fash-

ion this flowing futurity ? Of Mammon? of Moloch? or of Jesus?

19
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Clear, and more clear, out of the dimness of coming time,

emerge, to the vision of faith, the myriad hosts of the genera-

tions that shall succeed us. These generations are to stand in

our places, to be called by our names, and to accept the heri-

tage of joy or of woe, which we shall
J
bequeath them. Shall

they look back upon us, with veneration for our wisdom and

beneficent forecast, or with shame at our selfishness and degen-

eracy ? Our ancestors were noble examples to us ; shall we be

ignoble examples to our posterity? They gave from their pen-

ury, and shall we withhold from our abundance? Let us not

dishonor our lineage. Let us remember that generosity is not

to be measured by the largeness of the sum which a man may
give, but by the smallness of the sum which remains to him

after his gift. Let us remember that the fortunes of our chil-

dren, and of their descendants, hang upon our fidelity, just as

our fortunes were suspended upon the fidelity of our fathers.

Deeds survive the doers. In the highest and most philosophic

sense, the asserted brevity of human life is a fiction. The act

remains, though the hand that wrought it may have perished.

And when our spirits shall have gone to their account, and the

dust of our bodies shall be blown about by the winds, or

mingled with the waves, the force which our life shall have

impressed upon the machinery of things will continue its mo-

mentum, and work out its destiny upon the character and hap-

piness of our descendants.

But not the fortunes of our children alone, or of our chil-

dren's children, are dependant upon us. The influences of our

conduct extend outward in space, as well as onward in time.

We are part of a mighty nation, which has just embarked upon

the grandest experiment ever yet attempted upon earth ;—the

experiment of the capacity of mankind for the wise and right-

eous government of themselves. Fearful are the issues which

hang upon the trial; but few and simple the conditions that

predestine its result. The firmament, though pillared upon

rottenness, shall be upheld; and the light of day shall continue

to revisit the earth, though the sun be blotted out, sooner than a

Republic shall stand which has not Knowledge and Yirtue for

its foundations. Yet are we not braving the result of this ex-"
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periment, in impious defiance of the conditions on which Heaven
has decreed that the trial shall turn? Within a brief period of

time, our population has spread itself westward from the Atlan-

tic, through more than twenty degrees of longitude. It has

erected thirty states, and given to each a Republican frame of

government. Yet, in more than one half of these states, no

provision worthy of the name, is made for replenishing the

common mind with knowledge, or for training the common
heart to virtue. Surely, to the people of these states, a dif-

ferent mental and moral culture must come speedily, or it

will come too late ; and the sower who would scatter the

elements of knowledge and virtue amongst them, must press

forward with gigantic strides, and cast his seed with a gigantic

arm.

Nor is this all. Beyond our western frontier, another and
a wider realm spreads out, as yet unorganized into governments,

and uninhabited by civilized man. The western is still broader

than the eastern expanse. It stretches through thirty degrees of

longitude,—one twelfth part of the circumference of the globe.

Half the population of continental Europe might be transplanted

to it, find subsistence on it, and leave room to spare. It is now
a waste, more dreary than desolation itself; for it is filled only

with savage life. Yet soon will every rood of its surface be

explored by the centrifugal force of the Saxon soul, and what-

ever of vegetable wealth is spread upon it, or of mineral wealth

is garnered beneath it, will be appropriated by the vehemence of

Saxon enterprise. Shall this new empire, wider than that of

the Ptolemies, and almost as extensive as that of the Cassars,

be reclaimed to humanity, to a Christian life, and a Christian

history ; or shall it be a receptacle where the avarice, the profli-

gacy and the licentiousness of a corrupt civilization shall cast

its criminals and breed its monsters? If it is ever to be saved

from such a perdition, the Mother States of this Union,

—

those States where the institutions of learning and religion

are now honored and cherished, must send out their hallow-

ing influences to redeem it. And if, in the benignant Provi-

dence of God, the tree of Paradise is ever to be planted and

to flourish in this new realm; if its branches are to spread,
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and its leaves to be scattered for the healing of the people ; will

not the heart of every true son of Massachusetts palpitate with

desire,—not a low and vain-glorious ambition, but such a high

and holy aspiration as angels might feel,—that her name may
be engraved upon its youthful trunk, there to deepen and ex-

pand with its immortal growth 1

HORACE MANN,

Secretary of the Board of Education.

West Newton, Nov. 24, 1848.
.
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SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT

Gentlemen of the Board of Education ;

—

A few considerations, which must be without interest to the general

reader ; but which are very important to the convenient and efficient

administration of the office I have filled, I now propose to submit in the

form of a Supplementary Report. This office has hitherto been sub-

jected to embarrassments, and overburdened with labors, from which

all future incumbents ought to be relieved.

In treating of this subject, I venture to assume, that some Depart-

ment of the government, charged with the superintendence of Public

Instruction, will continue to be maintained by the State. The organ-

ization of the Department may be modified ; but I see no reason to

believe that the Department itself will be discontinued. It represents

a function of government as important and as enduring as any other

;

and, from what I know of the sentiments of the people of the State re-

specting it, I believe they will as soon consent to abolish the Hospital

for the Insane, or the Institution for the Blind, or the education of the

Deaf and Dumb, or even the Judiciary itself, as to abolish the system

of superintending the Public Schools, and of educating teachers for

them. Assuming the permanency of this Department, then, the ques-

tion arises, What provisions are fit and necessary for it 1

1. For the following, among other reasons, the Board of Education

needs an office :

—

There are permanent and valuable Documents belonging to this De-

partment. Both the Annual Reports, and the Annual Returns of the

School Committees, are to be filed and preserved. The right of every

town to its share of the income of the School Fund, is to be deter-

mined by an inspection of these documents. If they are lost, the evi-

dence is destroyed, upon which the rights of the towns are dependant.

It is also frequently necessary to look back to the Reports and the Re-
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turns of the committees for previous years, either to settle some dis-

puted question that may arise, or to obtain some information not else-

where to be found.

Hitherto, neither the Board of Education, nor its Secretary, has

had any place of safe-keeping for these official papers. Hence, they

have been transmitted by the committees to the office of the Secretary

of State, and deposited in his hands ; and he has been held responsible

for them. This imposes upon one office the duty of keeping the pa-

pers and documents which appropriately belong to another. Hence,

the department to which they properly belong can have no access to

them, but at the pleasure of the department with which they are

lodged. Out of office hours, they are accessible on no emergency.

The Secretary of State, being one of the officers whose duty it is to

distribute the income of the School Fund among the towns, and the

Reports and Returns of the committees, furnishing the evidence on

which this distribution is made, it has happened that the Secretary of

the Board has been obliged to wait for weeks before he could obtain

possession of these documents, for the purpose of making his Annual

Abstract of the School Returns. When they are in his keeping, they

are exposed to all the hazards of fire, or other casualty, inseparable

from private possession. When he has them at his residence, inquiry

may be made for them at the office of the Secretary of State ; or in-

quiry may be made of him, after they have been returned to that of-

fice. There being no assigned and permanent place for them, the pub-

lic do not know where to find them. I have often been inquired of

by committee men, respecting some statement made in their Report

or Return, when these papers were not within ten miles of my resi-

dence ; and I could answer the inquiry, only by going that distance to

inspect them. All this necessarily leads to great inconvenience, both

to the applicants and to the offices, and subjects the documents them-

selves to great insecurity.

In making up the Abstracts of the School Returns, it is frequently

necessary to look back to the papers of previous years. This cannot

be done, unless the Secretary of the Board has these papers in his

custody, or unless he travels to the office of the Secretary of State to

examine them.

School blanks, school registers, and the Reports of the Board of

Education, are, according to the present provisions of law, to be sent

to all the towns, and to all the boards of school committee men, in the
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State. The Abstract of School Returns is also sent in the same man-
ner. For the reason before given, namely, because the Board has no
place of deposit, or safe-keeping ; and because it has no means for

transmitting these, or any other papers, (unless through the Post Of-

fice, and no money for this,) the duty of sending out blanks, registers,

reports, and so forth, has been devolved upon the office of the Secre-

tary of State.

Now, it may happen, hereafter, as it has happened heretofore, that,

on account of a press of duties in the department of the Secretary of

State, he cannot forward these documents to the towns and commit-
tees at the most appropriate time; and thus delays ensue, which give

an occasion, though they may give no cause, of complaint. In such

cases, the Secretary of the Board is held responsible ;—responsible

for a service, neither imposed upon him by law, nor within his control.

This requires frequent explanations; but explanations, though they

may absolve from blame, afford no remedy for the original inconven-

ience. Nothing can prevent the continuance of these evils, but the

establishment of an office for the Board of Education, to be under the

control of its Secretary. To this office, all returns should be made;

from it, all documents should be distributed ; in it, as a place of safe-

keeping, all papers, of whatever kind, belonging to the department,

should be filed and deposited.

2. The Secretary of the Board should have a clerk. This is ab-

solutely necessary to an adequate discharge of the multifarious and

burdensome duties of his office. This clerk should be a man capable

of understanding, and of explaining to any inquirer, the whole routine

of official business, and the ordinary duties of all school officers ; he

should be sufficiently educated to perform, with accuracy and despatch,

the mechanical labor of the office ;—such as making up the statistical

part of the Annual Abstracts, and answering the common calls that

may be made upon the office, whether in person, or by letter. I speak

from experience, when I say that the present labors of the Secretary

of the Board are beyond the ability, physical or intellectual, of any

one man to perform. I know not how to make this as clear to the

minds of others, as it is to my own, without enumerating some of the

facts on which the assertion is made. I trust, therefore, that a reci-

tal of some of my own experiences, in discharging the duties of this

office, may not be set down to egotism. Were the office itself to cease

with my own retirement from it, I should gladly dispense with all ref-

20
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erence to the past ; but it is due to my successor, to the cause itself,

and, I may add, to the character of a State that repudiates human

slavery, that there should be some mitigation of the labors heretofore

imposed upon this office. I trust, then, that I may be permitted to

state, without any imputation of improper motives, that from the time

when I accepted the Secretaryship, in June, 1837, until May, 1848,

when I tendered my resignation of it, I labored in this cause, an aver-

age of not less than fifteen hours a day ; that, from the beginning to

the end of this period, I never took a single day for relaxation; and

that months and months together, passed without my withdrawing a sin-

gle evening from working-time, to call upon a friend. My whole time

was devoted, if not wisely, yet continuously and cheerfully, to the

great trust confided to my hands. During the first five years of this

period, I annually visited every county in the State, and most of its

principal towns, examining schools, lecturing, meeting Common School

Conventions, Teachers' Associations, and so forth. These tours oc-

cupied about four months each. During the last three years, Teach-

ers' Institutes have been held. For the twelve years, my lectures

and public addresses can hardly have been less, on an average,

than one a week. It will be seen, therefore, that my appointments

must have been very numerous. On one occasion, at the end of a la-

borious tour, throughout the State, I found myself so prostrated as to

be unable to fulfil the last appointment in the series ; but this is the

only instance in which I have ever failed to be present on the day, and

at the hour and minute, which had been previously named. Nor have

I ever, except, perhaps, in three or four instances, fallen short of a full

day's work, on account of indisposition. I mention these facts, not

without some personal satisfaction, and an encouraging hope that they

may be useful to others ; for, inheriting a feeble constitution, and

having never possessed but a very limited and uncertain degree of

strength, I have been able, by a rigid observance of the laws and con-

ditions of health, (except in the single matter of over-exertion,) to ob-

tain double the labor from my physical constitution, which any one

ever thought it capable of performing. I mention these things, also,

I trust, not without some corresponding gratitude to God, who has

given to men a physical organization capable of performing many

times the labor, which even the most industrious now obtain from it,

were it but treated and managed from the beginning, in accordance

with those beautiful laws of Health and Life, which He has impressed

upon it.
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Some of the results of this diligence, the friends of education in

Massachusetts are acquainted with. Twelve Annual Reports ; eleven

Abstracts of the Massachusetts School Returns,—six of which are

large volumes, containing selections from the school committees' re-

ports ;—ten volumes of the Common School Journal ; and a volume

of Lectures on Education, prepared at the request of the Board, may
be offered as visible evidences of industry, whatever their quality may

be. The above is work of which the public may form some estimate
;

but the correspondence, connected with the office, has been a burden

that no one but myself, or those who have witnessed it from day to

day, can fully appreciate. It must have amounted to much more than

all my other writings put together. Letters have come, not only from

all parts of our own State, but from all the states in the Union, and

not unfrequently from abroad. One branch of it alone would have

furnished no inconsiderable occupation for one person ;—I mean the

answers to strictly legal inquiries, respecting the corporate rights of

towns and school districts ; the extent and limits of the taxing power
;

the duties and jurisdiction of teachers, and of prudential and superin-

tending school committees ; the right to build, locate, and furnish

schoolhouses, to purchase apparatus and libraries, and so forth, and so

forth. By prompt and full advice, on these subjects, the nest-egg of

many a law-suit has been crushed. I cannot entertain a doubt, that

the sums saved to towns, districts, committees, teachers, and others

connected with our school system, by early legal advice, always ac-

companied with earnest counsels for conciliation and adjustment, have

exceeded all the expenses, (excepting those incurred for the Normal

Schools,) which have grown out of the existence of the Board of Ed-

ucation, since its establishment. I hardly need to add that this advice

has always been gratuitous. In addition to these labors, there has

been the erection of two Normal Schoolhouses, the preparation of all

school blanks and school registers, the examination of works for the

Common School Library, and almost daily personal interviews with

such persons as were seeking, within their own spheres of action, and

according to their own local necessities, to promote the cause of ed-

ucation.

Now, all intelligent men will agree, that the Minister of Public In-

struction in any State ;—whether he is called School Superintendent,

or School Commissioner, or Secretary of a Board, or by whatever other

name,—should have time to make himself familiar with all the leading
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writers on the subject of Education, in whatever language their works

may have been written. Otherwise he will be ignorant of ideas and of

systems which pertain to his profession ; and he may fail to introduce

or recommend improvements which have been wrought out by the phi-

losophy of others, and are offered, ready made, to his acceptance. He

should have time to read the current literature belonging to his depart-

ment, as it emanates from the press. Otherwise he will fall behind the

age, and will be in danger of meeting those whose information is bet-

ter than his own, on subjects peculiarly within his own sphere of ac-

tion. He should have time to examine all new school books, new

kinds of school apparatus, maps, charts, philosophical instruments, and

so forth. Otherwise he will not be able to pronounce an intelligible

opinion on their merits, when inquiries are addressed to him concern-

ing them ;—I mean private inquiries ; for it will be utterly impossible

for any man to prepare opinions on these various subjects for the pub-

lic, and then prepare himself to defend them. He should be familiar,

too, with every principle, and with its application, which pertains to

schoolhouse architecture ;—this being one of the subjects on which

his opinion will be frequently asked, and where he can render most

valuable services. He should have time to visit schools, and to form

personal acquaintance with teachers and with committee men, in every

part of the State. Familiar intercourse elicits social feelings and wins

personal regard. It disarms prejudices, and furnishes opportunity for

early explanations respecting plans or declarations that might other-

wise be misunderstood ; and it thus prevents mere misapprehension

from growing up into open hostility. The character of the people of

Massachusetts is so highly conservative, that they regard all existing

institutions and customs with a jealous care, and are suspicious of in-

novation ; and hence the necessity of full explanations, as preliminary

to the introduction of improvements. It has been the universal opinion

of all intelligent persons among us, that the teachers of our schools,

as a class, and notwithstanding the excellence of individuals, have

needed great improvement. And though their qualifications, as a body,

have been wonderfully elevated, yet an indefinite career of progress is

still open before them. But it savors of harshness, for a Secretary of

a Board of Education, or other school officer, who is a personal

stranger to them, to declare these truths in a Report, or in a public

address ; and it is, therefore, indispensable that he should have an op-

portunity to mingle with them for free conversation ; to hear a state-
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ment of their difficulties and doubts; to find where their minds labor,

and their conclusions halt. Without such opportunity, he will be in

great danger of being distrusted at first, and then condemned ; and of

having doubts, in regard to the soundness of his theories, grow up into

suspicions respecting the purity of his motives. One of the great ob-

jects of his labors being to act upon teachers, opportunity should be

afforded for their mutual acquaintance.

And more than this. The officer charged with the superintendence

of Public Instruction should have time to study out new improve-

ments ;—to enlarge the boundaries of educational science, and to im-

prove processes in the educational Art.

And now, I would ask, how can any man who has to perforin all the

mechanical toil and drudgery, which belongs to the department of

Public Instruction, ever find time for that study, and that conversancy

with the authors and sages who have gone before him, which will ena-

ble him to become master of his profession ; how can he ever find

time to examine into the merits of alleged improvements, in means,

methods, or apparatus of teaching; and, especially, to form such per-

sonal acquaintance, and to establish such friendly relations with teach-

ers, by meeting them familiarly in the schoolroom, at Conventions, at

Teachers' Institutes, and elsewhere, as will lead them to cooperate

with him, in carrying forward a cause in which, they and he, the com-

munity and the world, have so deep an interest ? I know it to be im-

possible. From the beginning, I have felt this impossibility pressing

upon me, like an incubus ; and I hope that no other person may ever

be condemned to the trials, the misunderstandings, and the alienations

consequent upon it. The first year I was in office, the work of pre-

paring the Annual Abstract of the School Returns was imposed upon

me. In the office where this work had previously been done, three

months had been allowed to a clerk for its completion. I did it in the

nights,—between sun-set and sun-rise,—of four weeks, devoting the

days to severer labors ; and though I practised equal diligence and

despatch in performing all other work that was devolved upon me, yet

I suffered blame for not spending more time in visiting schools, and

cultivating the personal acquaintance of teachers. Could those who

have indulged in strictures upon this supposed neglect, have known

the causes that necessitated it, I am sure they could not have found it

in their hearts to add the pain of public censure to the tasks of such an

unbroken servitude. But, notwithstanding all this, there never has
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been a day, when I have not been obliged to leave more work undone,

which I desired to do, than I was able to accomplish.

For the preparation of my Reports, Lectures, and other writings, I

have never had a single day, uninterrupted by calls from citizens of

our own State, or strangers from abroad, or by the demands of an insa-

tiable correspondence. And the fact, that whatever I have published

has been more or less prepared, and its proofs examined, not in the se-

clusion and quiet of the domestic study, but during travel, at hotels, on

railroads, or wherever a few minutes could be snatched from other du-

ties, may justly be pleaded as some excuse for their imperfections.

Let me add, that there is no visible end to the labor that can be

profitably bestowed upon our school system and its workings, and upon

the application to it of those grand and immortal principles which be-

long to the science of human culture.

In my opinion the State could now do no wiser thing than to divide

its territory into districts of convenient size, and to appoint a Visiter

or Superintendent of schools, for each section. I now see far more of

useful labor to be done in this field than I did when I first entered

upon it ; and just in proportion as the observer's point of view rises in

altitude, will the number and the importance of the subjects be in-

creased, which invite his attention.

3. A public office for the Board, with a permanent clerk to take

charge of it, would not only be the appropriate place, whence to trans-

mit all papers and documents, which are to emanate from this depart-

ment; and also for the deposit and safe-keeping of every thing that

belongs permanently to it; but it would be a most eligible and desira-

ble place, to which the authors of all school books, and of maps, charts,

globes, philosophical instruments, plans of schoolhouses, or other im-

provements of any kind, might send copies, models, drawings, and speci-

mens, for permanent exhibition, and ocular advertisement. Here, teach-

ers, and all persons interested in the cause of education, might see what

had been done, or had been proposed to be done, for any branch or

subdivision of this comprehensive work. In process of time, by pri-

vate donations, or otherwise, this office might become an educational

Library and Museum ; and why should not Education, which, among

the Useful Arts, is the most useful, and, among the Fine Arts, is the

most elegant, have its galleries, and its depositories, as well as they ?

4. It is with pleasure that I observe the suggestions of the Board,

in regard to the salary and expenses of my successor. No man can
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be found, at all competent to perform the varied and responsible du-

ties of the Secretaryship, who could not, in some other department of

labor, obtain many times more than will remain to him of his salary,

after deducting all the expenses, direct and incidental, connected with

this office. Is it to be expected, as a permanent rule, that men will

be found, who will devote their time and their strength, and forego all

provision for their families, by accepting an office which will but little

more than reimburse their expenses ? Or, if such men can be found, is

it not unworthy the State to save its money by speculating upon their

patriotism and philanthropy ?

These closing considerations, in justice to my successors, and to

the cause, and at the risk of being misunderstood or misconstrued, I

have thought it my duty to submit. I commend them to the candid

consideration of the Board, and of the public ; and, especially, to that

of the Legislature, whose members have the power of the State, and

the wealth of the State, at their command, and who are obligated, not

only by the parental ties that bind them to their own offspring, but by

the high relation of guardianship which they sustain to the two hun-

dred thousand children of the Commonwealth, now under their imme-

diate protection, to do whatever can be done to carry forward the great

work of redeeming them all from the bondage of ignorance and error,

and of enfranchising them into the light and freedom of truth.

HORACE MANN,

Secretary of the Board of Education.

West Newton, Nov. 24, 1848.

Erratum.—Appendix, p. lii., 19th line from top, strike out, "as was the case last year

with Burlington."
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A GRADUATED TABLE, &c.

In preparing the following Table, the Income of the Surplus Revenue, when-

ever appropriated for the support of the Public Schools, has been added to the

amount of money granted by the town and raised by a direct tax;—the former

being as really a contribution as the latter, for the education of the children, and,

like the latter, being expended for the benefit of all.

The amount voluntarily contributed for board and fuel is not included in the

estimate. The considerations pertaining to this item fall under a different head.

These contributions depend upon the will of the inhabitants of the several dis-

tricts ; and, of course, they fluctuate with that will. While, in some districts,

much may be contributed,—in others, there will be little ; and, in others, nothing.

So, too, these contributions vary greatly, from year to year, in the same district.

Now, as it is obvious that the only sure and permanent reliance of all the children

in the town, for an education, is upon the town appropriations, it follows, that those

modes of sustaining the schools which do not combine permanence and universality

of advantages, are greatly inferior in value. Still, however, such voluntary con-

tributions modify the town's apparent liberality; and they are therefore exhibited

in the Table. They show what amount of money was expended, in the town, for

Public Schools; but they do not show whether the children of all, or of only a

few of the districts, participated in its benefits.

Neither is the Income from Local Funds included in the estimate. These are

usually the proceeds of donations which were not made for the purpose of reliev-

ing the towns from a pecuniary burden, but for the purpose of increasing the

educational advantages of the children ;—not to be subtracted from, but added

to, what the towns would otherwise grant. No mention, therefore, is made, in

this connection, of the Income from Local Funds.

Against the name of each town, at its left hand, is set, not only the No. which

indicates its relative liberality, as compared with other towns in the State, in

raising money for the support of schools for the year 1847-8, but also the No.

which indicated its relative standing for the preceding year,—that of 1846-7. It

may thu3 be seen at a glance, in regard to any town, whether it has risen or

fallen in the scale of merit, since the last year. For instance, Brookline, which

was No. 1 last year, is No. 1 this year; and Somerville, which was No. 10 last

year, is No. 3 this year ; and so of the rest.



A GRADUATED TABLE,

Showirig the Comparative Amount of money appropriated, by the different towns in

the State, for the education of each child in the town, between the ages of 4 and

16 years.



xxxvm GRADUATED TABLE.



GRADUATED TABLE. XXXIX



xl GRADUATED TABLE.
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GRADUATED TABLE. xli



xlii GRADUATED TABLE.



GRADUATED TABLES,

Shoiving the Comparative Amount of money appropriated by the different toicns in

each of the Counties in the State, for the education of each child in the town,

between the ages of 4 and 16 years.

SUFFOLK COUNTY.



xliv GRADUATED TABLES.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY.



GRADUATED TABLES. xlv

WORCESTER COUNTY.
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xlvi GRADUATED TABLES.



GRADUATED TABLES. xlvii

FRANKLIN COUNTY.
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xlviii GRADUATED TABLES.

BERKSHIRE COUNTY-Continued.
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GRADUATED TABLES. xlix

BRISTOL COUNTY—Continued.



GRADUATED TABLES.

DUKES COUNTY.



A GRADUATED TABLE,

Showing the Comparative Amount of money appropriated, by the different Counties

in the State, for the education of each child, between the ages of 4 and 16 years,

in each County.
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A GRADUATED TABLE,

In which all the towns in the Slate are numerically arranged, according to the aver-

age attendance of their children upon the Public Schools,for the year 1847-8.

The principle on which this Table is constructed is the following:

—

The first column indicates, in a numerical order, the precedence of the towns,

—

the more meritorious, in regard to attendance, standing before the less.

The second consists of the names of the towns.

The third shows the No. of children in each town between the ages of 4 and

16 years.

The fourth shows the mean average attendance upon the schools for both the

summer and winter terms. This is found by adding together the average attend-

ance for both summer and winter, and dividing the sum by 2.

The fifth exhibits, in decimals, the ratio which the mean average attendance

bears to the whole number of children in the town between 4 and 1G. The mean
average attendance upon school being compared with the whole number of chil-

dren between 4 and 16 years of age, it is possible that the result may be more

than 100 per cent, because the attendance of children, under 4 or over 16 years

of age, may more than compensate for the absence of children between those

ages,—as was the case last year with Burlington. In this column, the sign +
denotes that the mean average was more than the integer expresses, by a fraction

of less than one half of one per cent. The sign — denotes that the integer is

too large, by a fraction of less than one half of one per cent.



GRADUATED TABLE. liii



liv GRADUATED TABLE.



GRADUATED TABLE. lv



GRADUATED TABLES,

In which all the towns, in the respective Counties in the Slate, are numerically

arranged, according to the mean average attendance of their children upon the

Public Schools for the year 1817-48.

[For an explanation of the principle on which these Tables are constructed, see ante, p. liii.]

SUFFOLK COUNTY.



GRADUATED TABLES. lvii

MIDDLESEX COUNTY—Continued.



lviii GRADUATED TABLES.

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY.



GRADUATED TABLES. lix

BERKSHIRE COUNTY-Continued.



lx GRADUATED TABLES.

PLYMOUTH COUNTY—Continued.














